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Editor’snote

A

t midnight on Thursday 26 March 2020, South Africa
went into a country-wide lockdown that was expected
to last 21 days; little did we know how dramatically
life would change and that nearly a year later, as without prejudice is published, we would still be in lockdown, albeit in a
less strict format. During this period, over one and a half million people in South Africa have contracted the disease and, of
those, more than forty-nine and a half thousand people have
died. According to the WHO (World Health Organisation), as
at 25 February, globally, 112 million people had contracted the
coronavirus – two and a half million of whom have lost their
lives. Those are bleak figures.
Would it have made any difference if the Chinese authorities had listened to Dr Li Wenliang when he drew attention to
the infections, instead of demanding
that he sign a statement denouncing his
warnings? Maybe not, but we will never
know if fear of loss of face resulted in
this horrific war being waged on
mankind by an invisible foe. That is a
terrible thing for anyone with a conscience to live with.
While there is talk of fewer restrictions over the European summer,
Australia talks of opening its borders in
October, while other Australian authorities are more sceptical and talk of 2022.
What is certain is that everything
remains uncertain.
Since COVID-19 remains front of
mind for us all, without prejudice puts
the spotlight on various issues related to that. I asked Sally
Hutton and Christo Els, who head up Webber Wentzel, to
write on the challenges of leadership during this time. Their
frank appraisal of their roles over the past year makes for great
reading. I am very grateful to all the practitioners who wrote
for this section – the topics range widely and I believe this is
the most interesting collection of articles on COVID-19 that I
have read. The section ends with an article by John McKnight
of Spoor & Fisher who, articulately, sums up pretty well exactly
how most of us feel.
Another scourge that has become increasingly worrying is
that of violence. Brigitta Mangala and Akhona Mgwaba of
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr write that there are three new Bills –
the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters)
Amendment Bill, Criminal and Related Matters Amendment
Bill, and the Domestic Violence Amendment Bill – before the

National Assembly. Violence against anyone, of any sex or age,
is abhorrent. That behind the smiling mask of someone we
‘know’ lurks a monster is a fearful thought. I recently read about
an interview with a celebrity who was, for many years, in an
abusive relationship. Her comment was that victims should not
be asked why they stayed, but rather that perpetrators should be
asked why they held their partner hostage. But, if we don’t
understand why people stay, how will it be possible to do what
society apparently doesn’t know how to do – talk to the survivors about their ordeals? According to an American organisation, CDC, one in four women and one in seven men will be
victims of domestic abuse in their lifetime. It is to be hoped that
these Bills will result in perpetrators being held accountable.
Despite our President’s best intentions, it appears to most of
us that those who have been party to corruption are unlikely to pay a price – or be
obliged to return what they received or
took illegally. The trial for erstwhile
South African President Zuma is set
down for May – we will not hold our collective breath. After all, this started in
2005. Accountability is supposed to be a
cornerstone of democracy – if our politicians, and others who are expected to set
an example of honesty, are not held
accountable, can South Africa truly
claim to be a democracy?
This is the first quarterly issue of without prejudice. I am, as always, very grateful
to practitioners who write interesting articles, often on unusual aspects of legal matters, for the publication. Writing for without prejudice is certainly
good for firm and practitioner marketing but, equally importantly,
it provides information that comes from knowledge. For many
practitioners, writing is a creative outlet, even on legal topics –
the challenge is to hold the readers’ attention, sometimes surprising the editorial team with how interesting the article is, despite
an initial dryness of topic. Above all, writers ‘pay forward’ knowledge to those who may not have the same resources. In recent
years, acquiring information for free has become expected.
Unfortunately, providing that information to readers cannot be
done on ‘love and fresh air’. without prejudice now has several
sponsorship levels which, over four quarters, makes it eminently
affordable for firms and individuals to ensure the future of the
magazine way beyond this, its 20th year in publication. ◆
MYRLE VANDERSTRAETEN
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Leadership in a year without
precedence
S A L LY H U T T O N A N D C H R I S T O E L S

A discussion on leadership in a year without precedence.

What have you found most challenging and what, to your
surprise, was most easily resolved?
Sally Hutton: I was surprised how quickly everyone adapted to working remotely. I had expected a few more teething issues, particularly in
some of our business services functions, which have always operated on
site. But on 31 March 2020, just after the start of hard lockdown, we
performed our entire month-end process remotely for the first time
ever and it was completely seamless. That said, for me, the greatest
challenge has been the loss of variety in my day-to-day workday. I was
accustomed to a work week that incorporated travel between our
Johannesburg and Cape Town offices, lots of in-person meetings and
other face-to-face engagements (e.g. lunches and client functions), a
mix of conference calls and other interactions and a lot of physical
movement from one place to another. These days, I find that I can
spend 12 hours consecutively just sitting at my desk and looking at a
screen, because all of these activities are now done over MS Teams,
Zoom and Webex. I do miss the variety.
Christo Els: Formal meetings with clients and firm management activities progressed surprisingly well using MS Teams and, in many cases,
better than before, due to the ease of attendance. However, law firms
are fundamentally people businesses and driving culture and creating a
sense of togetherness was more challenging. I learned a lot during the
year, related to creating new opportunities for access and strengthening
connection between our people, which should endure into the future.
These opportunities must also constantly evolve, as new ideas quickly
become old, which is both challenging and exciting.
How was the firm, in the very short space of time everyone
was given, able to meet the extreme challenge of complete
lockdown?
The firm had already made a very significant investment in technology
over several years, to facilitate remote and flexible working, and we
had already implemented a flexible working policy. Fortunately, we had
already rolled out MS Teams to our business services teams – largely to
enhance the efficiencies of internal meetings – and we were starting to
roll it out to our legal services teams before the COVID-19 crisis hit. A
month before hard lockdown, we had already started preparing the firm
for a fully-remote working solution, including by accelerating our MS

Teams roll-out and testing holding
our Board and Excom meetings
over MS Teams. As a result, when
President Ramaphosa made the
hard lockdown announcement, we
were ready to go. We moved the
entire firm to remote working in
just two days.
We are very proud of how our
teams rose to the challenge to
ensure that our firm continued to
deliver the same excellent client
service and proactive commercial
advice that our clients have come
to expect. Although this has been
a tough time for everyone in some
ways, it has also inspired us and
brought us closer together. We’ve
discovered what we can really do
when we really pull together,
reach out, help one another and
try new ways of working and communicating.

Hutton

Did the increased use of
technology by law firms
mean the technology that
was initially required, and
which continues to be needed, was completely adequate
Els
to meet the demands, and
the security available appropriately – despite some issues probably never having been
anticipated?
As stated above, we were well prepared from a technology perspective,
and had been working on increased remote and flexible working for
some time. We have an excellent IT team which has ensured we have
the best technology to support our clients, and that our systems are
secure.
Despite key institutional readiness, there are still issues related to
connectivity quality in parts of South Africa which are and remain an
issue. These were, however, anticipated. What we are now focusing on
is managing the more human aspects of managing this hybrid approach
to work.
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How were you able to lead effectively when everyone, at
least initially, not only had to work remotely but also faced
both professional and personal challenges?
Our methodology in approaching any complex challenge is to craft a
multi-pronged strategy. Our COVID-19 strategy focused as much on
communicating, connecting and supporting our people as it did on
measures to manage liquidity.
We have taken several active steps to make all our people feel more
connected this year and to raise morale. We have held regular town
halls and communication sessions between ourselves and each area of
our business, we send a monthly (and weekly) newsletter to the firm, as
well as regular newsflashes, and we have held a number of firm talks
(e.g. Siya and Rachel Kolisi spoke to all of us and our families, which
was a real hit). One of our initiatives was to relaunch our “Know my
name, Know my story” initiative, where we encourage our staff to share
their unique stories, to get to know each other a little better. Every day,
we posted someone’s story to the whole firm, which has allowed us to
celebrate our diversity and appreciate the people we work with. We
have also done lots of fun things for the whole firm using the MS
Teams functionality – e.g. Tik Tok challenges (the two of us even did
one in hard lockdown), photo sharing, puzzles, quizzes, etc.
How did you ensure that those practice heads who are
inclined to work in silos became more collaborative?
Collaboration and teamwork is one of our core firm values and clients
often comment that this is a distinguishing feature of working with
our firm. All of our structures and processes are designed to foster better collaboration. Our sector approach is an effective way to drive collaboration between the various practice areas. Our sector heads drive
activities around clients operating in a specific ecosystem, where they
face similar challenges and opportunities, and where solutions can be
implemented across the sector. We also created platforms to enable
meaningful conversations in pursuit of opportunities, and to provide
access to relevant industry information, key developments and topics
of interest to our active sectors. We actually found that, in some ways,
remote working drove more collaboration, because people had more
time on their hands to participate in firm initiatives. For instance, we
had over 90% attendance at a number of the partner meetings we
held last year.
Has any practice area been busier than anticipated?
Merger and acquisition activity was definitely impacted, although this
improved in the second half. Areas like dispute resolution, banking
and finance, and restructuring were extremely busy – although not
unexpectedly. We actually launched an integrated restructuring and
insolvency offering during last year, which has been very well received
by the market.
On the pro bono side, a team of our healthcare specialists contributed
to help kickstart the National Ventilator Project (NVP) to build
20,000 ventilators and is currently supporting the Department of
Health on vaccine procurement. Together with many other businesses,
including the five largest law firms in South Africa, we lent our exper-

tise to Business 4 South Africa to collaborate with government on
issues related to the lockdown regulations, and to drive a co-ordinated
and proactive programme to limit the economic, social and health
impact of COVID-19 on the country. Our pro bono team also assisted
families who were subjected to unlawful evictions as a result of
COVID-19 lockdown laws, and they also supported NGOs trying to
access social grants.
How were you able to assist in ensuring that new CAs feel
part of the Webber Wentzel team?
It is definitely more challenging to integrate newcomers, including our
CAs, into a remote working environment. Our new CAs started on 1
February 2021, in the midst of Level 3 lockdown, and have been
encouraged to work from home where possible. Our teams are making a
special effort though, to make them feel welcome, and our new CAs
will, in turn, also need to make an extra effort to connect with their
teams. We asked each of the CAs to do a brief video introducing themselves to the firm, and our people have been able to interact with the
videos to get to know them. Our CAs are also encouraged to get
involved in various firm initiatives like the Webber Wentzel
Leadership Network, which is an internal firm initiative that creates a
platform for informed dialogue to inspire, educate, and support the
development of future leaders. The resilience and flexibility that this
batch of CAs will have learnt in this period will, of course, be hugely
valuable in their future careers.
What is your personal ongoing ‘grey hair’-inducing area?
Sally Hutton: We have had to work extra hard at maintaining culture
in an environment when people spend a lot of time apart, in order to
avoid drift and disengagement. Although there are some obvious positives that have come from the work-from-home shift, people still do
benefit enormously from personal interactions and being apart can
erode a firm’s cultural glue, if you don’t work hard at keeping connections strong. People can also feel a bit stuck in a rut and may be open
to making moves just for the sake of a change – as leaders, we therefore need to work even harder to make people feel connected and
motivated.
Christo Els: For me personally, I have struggled to separate home and
work life. I have tried to overcome this by consciously moving my
“office” to different parts of the house from time to time and structure
“no screen time” when the opportunity presents itself. As a colleague
and leader, I also miss the ability to have chance interactions with
partners and employees, now very restricted by remote working. So
often, these chance interactions help create awareness of concerns or
problems people may experience. Although we try to overcome this by
having regular gatherings and interactions over MS Teams, it remains a
challenge requiring constant attention. ◆
Hutton is Managing Partner and Els
Senior Partner of Webber Wentzel.
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Advertising in a COVID World
GAIL SCHIMMEL

I

think that it is safe to say that there is not an area of
our lives that COVID has not affected – and the world
of advertising regulation is no different.

At the beginning of the pandemic, government approached the
Advertising Regulatory Board (ARB) and asked us if we didn’t need
to urgently add something to our Code. The truth of the matter is
that the Code of Advertising
practice, based on years of local
and international experience, is
really quite a remarkable document that caters for situations
that it didn’t even know could
happen. We didn’t have to
change the Code when social
media was invented, and we
didn’t have to change the Code
to deal with COVID!
We tend to receive two types of
COVID-related complaints. The
first is advertising that makes misleading claims about COVID
Schimmel
and/or its prevention and cure.
Listen, ads telling lies is a problem
as old as advertising itself, and our clauses on misleading claims and
substantiation are well equipped to deal with these issues. Much more
interesting is the second type of complaint, which is around the
behaviour of the characters in a commercial around COVID protocols
and regulations.
There are two main clauses of the Code that we would typically rely
on if we received a valid complaint in this area:
3.3 Legality
Advertisements must not contain anything which might lead or lend
support to criminal or illegal activities, nor should they appear to condone such activities.
And
13. Safety
Advertisements should not without reason, justifiable on educational or
social grounds, contain any visual presentation or any description of
dangerous practices or of situations which show a disregard for safety.
Special care should be taken in advertisements directed towards or
depicting children or young people.
Towards the end of last year, we issued a decision that caused a bit of
a stir in the advertising community – possibly because they just read the

headlines and not the decision. The matter was Fly Safair – Lee Barnard
(23 October 2020), and we described the ad in question as follows:
During the commercial, the voice-over states: “For too long we’ve put
special moments on hold, but now it’s time to go say hello to the family
you haven’t seen in ages. To the friends you’ve missed, and to your
favourite holiday destinations. It’s time to fly again South Africa. Let’s
spread our wings. FlySafair, for the love of flying”. During this monologue, the scenes change from passengers (wearing face masks) boarding a
flight, and being directed to their seats by flight attendants (wearing masks
and gloves), to a group of people embracing outside (no gloves or masks
visible), to another group of people embracing indoors (no gloves or masks
visible), and finally to a group of friends enjoying cocktails beside a pool
(no gloves or masks visible).
The complaint was around the lack of masks and social distancing.
The Directorate referred to the relevant regulations at the time and
then said:
The opening scene of the commercial shows people boarding a plane, and
it is clear that all passengers and crew are wearing masks. This sets the
tone, and reinforces the notion that masks are to be worn in public spaces
and when making use of public transport. The viewer is aware that this is
not an “old” commercial – this is a commercial set in a time of Covid and
the depicted behaviour is in line with Covid regulations. The failure to
show masks in the subsequent scenes therefore may imply to some viewers
that once you are on holiday, the rules no longer apply, and you may
remove your masks and ignore social distancing protocols, going so far as
to hug your family and friends. Finally, the Directorate gave some thought
to whether alternative executions were available to the Advertiser, and
found that they were. There is no reason that the same message could not
have been portrayed with the use of the early footage of the travel, and
appropriate landscape shots or voice-over. The commercial is therefore in
contravention of Clause 3.3 of Section II of the Code. Given that the purpose of the regulations is to ensure the safety of citizens from the Covid 19
virus, the commercial is also in breach of Clause 13 of Section II of the
Code.
Cue panic from industry.
We then issued the following notice, to assist advertisers and advertising law practitioners:
“ARB Clarification on the implication of the FlySafair decision
Following a number of queries, the ARB wishes to unpack and clarify the
implications of the recent Fly Safair decision around masks.
First and foremost – this does not create a blanket rule that all
actors in all ads must wear masks.
It also does not have any implications around the rules of behaviour on
set – this is beyond the ARB’s jurisdiction.
The ad in question, however, had a very specific issue:
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The ad opens with people wearing masks. The viewer is immediately
cued that this is the present, and depicts a world where the Covid
regulations apply. What they are seeing is neither pre-Covid, nor a
fantasy. It is now, and reflects Covid Regulations;
Then the people arrive at their holiday destination and are NOT
wearing masks. This creates the impression that in this Covid
world, once you are on holiday, there are different rules. You can
hug and not wear masks – because the people in the ad were keeping the rules before, the viewer may believe that they are either still
keeping the rules, or that it is generally accepted that the rules can
be relaxed once you are on holiday.

The advertiser tried to fix this with a disclaimer, but the disclaimer
was very small and very brief.
What could you do in a similar situation:
A big, bold disclaimer that nobody can miss;
Clear clues that the ad takes place in a pre-Covid world, or a fantasy.
“Christmas 2019” it might say on the screen, for example.”◆

Schimmel is the CEO of the Advertising Regulatory Board. She remained
appropriately socially distanced while writing this article.
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Mining Law in the midst of a pandemic
L I L I N U P E N , C H A N TA L M U R D O C K , N I C O L E L I M B E R I S - R I T C H I E A N D C A LV I N M AT L A L A

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has tipped the world
into social and economic turmoil. Following the
announcement of the national lockdown in
March 2020, the operation of the South African mining
industry, including ancillary and production activities
relating thereto, was largely suspended, save for those
operations concerning the generation of coal-fired electricity, and the production of gold.

While the price of certain minerals and commodities increased during this time of uncertainty, other prices fell due to a decrease in
demand, as economic activity across the world stagnated. As the
national lockdown eased and mining operations slowly returned to
full production, there was a significant concern by industry role players regarding, inter alia, the impact of COVID-19 on the commitments made to mine communities, and the health and safety of mine
employees who would be required to recommence with their ordinary
employment activities. In what follows, we consider some key developments that the pandemic has had on mining law over the last year,
in relation to:
meaningful consultation and the processing of mining and prospecting
right applications;
the health and safety measures required to mitigate the impact of the
outbreak of COVID-19; and
the potential unintended non-compliance issues that followed, or may
follow, due to the temporary cessation of operations.

Meaningful consultation and the processing of mining and
prospecting right applications
The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (the
MPRDA) read with the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development
Regulations, 2004 (the MPRD Regulations) contemplates that once an
application for a mining or prospecting right has been accepted by the
relevant Regional Manager of the
Department of Mineral Resources
and Energy (the DMRE), meaningful consultation with interested and
affected persons must be conducted,
in terms of the public participation
process prescribed in the
Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations promulgated in terms
of s24(5) of the National
Environmental Management Act,
1998 (NEMA). Not only were mining activities halted or slowed in
the second quarter of 2020, due to
the national lockdown, but the proNupen cessing of accepted mineral right
applications by the DMRE, including the required consultation process that was to be followed by the applicants, had to be held in abeyance due to the inability of applicants to
properly and meaningfully consult during this time, given the restrictions
on public gatherings and social distancing requirements.
In this regard, the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy issued
directions under the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (the DMA) advis-
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ing that certain administrative functions and prescribed processes in
terms of the MPRDA, were to be
placed on hold during the initial
lockdown phase of the pandemic.
In addition, the Department of
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
(DEFF) worked tirelessly to provide
guidance in the form of various
directions issued under the DMA to
enable processes to continue where
it was possible to use alternative
methods to solve the consultation
dilemma. Face-to-face alternatives,
Murdock such as the use of video conferencing platforms which were attempted
by many applicants, remained a challenge, particularly within mine communities where access to internet connectivity is not readily available.
Although consultation has since resumed, alternative methods of such
consultation have had to be
embraced and implemented, particularly given that gatherings remain
prohibited, even under Adjusted
Alert Level 3. It is anticipated that
there may be a number of mining
and prospecting rights that are granted
in the future, which may be challenged by interested and affected parties on the basis that meaningful
consultation did not take place.
Furthermore, despite the lockdown being eased significantly, we
have noticed that the submission of
applications and other documentaLimberis-Ritchie
tion at the offices of the DMRE has
remained difficult due to continued
temporary office closures resulting from ongoing COVID-19 infections,
and rotational-based shifts that have been implemented by the DMRE to
promote social distancing.
The health and safety measures required to mitigate the
impact of the outbreak of COVID-19
In late April 2020, further directions were published by the Minister.
These placed a duty on employers conducting mining operations and
related activities to develop and implement a standard operating procedure (SOP), in terms of which appropriate measures were to be put in
place to protect the health and safety of employees during the pandemic.
Unfortunately, the directions were neither specific nor informative in
terms of the content of the SOP, and required only that the measures
contained in the SOP were to be developed in consultation with organised labour or representatives of employees at the mine.
These directions were regarded by several employees and trade unions
as insufficient, particularly because of the high risk of employees contract-

ing COVID-19 at the mines and, in turn, infecting their families and surrounding communities. This ultimately gave rise to an urgent application
initiated by the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union
(AMCU) against the Minister (Association of Mineworkers and
Construction Union v Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy and Others
(J427/2020) [2020] ZALCJHB 68; (2020) 41 ILJ 1705 (LC); [2020] 9
BLLR 929 (LC) (4 May 2020)), in terms of which it was argued that the
regulations and directions that had been issued to inform the return of
mine employees to work were inadequate.
AMCU highlighted the fact that section 9 of the Mine Health and
Safety Act, 1996 (the MHSA)
empowers the Minister and the
Chief Inspector of Mines to impose
binding obligations on employers,
and that the powers afforded in terms
of this section ought to have been
exercised to impose compulsory and
specific measures on employers to
better protect mineworkers from the
COVID-19 pandemic whilst at work.
The Labour Court agreed with
AMCU’s sentiment and confirmed
that the directions published by the
Minister were inadequate, and did
not support the fundamental purposes
of the MHSA. It was determined
Matlala
that a code of practice under s9 of
the MHSA would be the most appropriate measure to ensure that COVID19 risks were addressed effectively across all mining operations. A further
benefit of this would be that the Chief Inspector would have the authority
to review the code of practice and instruct an employer to amend any code
of practice which did not comply with what had been prescribed.
This judgment led to the Chief Inspector issuing Guidelines for a
Mandatory Code of Practice on the Mitigation and Management of
COVID-19 under s49(6), read with s9(3) of the MHSA requiring
employers to prepare and implement a mandatory code of practice, to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the health and safety of employees.
The objective of this Guideline is to assist employers, as far as reasonably practicable, to establish and maintain a COVID-19 prevention, mitigation, and management programme at mines. The publication of the
Guideline made it mandatory for an employer to prepare and implement
an appropriate code of practice, addressing and detailing, as a minimum,
the following key elements:
risk assessment and review;
start-up and on-going procedure for mines;
COVID-19 Management Programme;
monitoring and reporting; and
compensation for occupationally acquired COVID-19.
The potential unintended non-compliances that followed, or
may follow, due to COVID-19
In addition to the developments in the law already mentioned, a number of
practical challenges have arisen. For example, some mining companies have
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recently found themselves unable to mine in accordance with their approved
mining work programme, due to the temporary cessation and disruption of
operations over the past year. The national lockdown, and the slow ramp up
due to capacity restrictions, has resulted, or may in the future result in the unintended contravention of s25(2)(c) of the MPRDA. This, in turn, may expose
the holder of the right to receipt of non-compliance directives and orders.
COVID-19 has also made it exceptionally difficult for mining right
holders to comply with, and fully implement, the commitments in terms
of approved Social and Labour Plans (SLPs). This has been compounded
by the challenges experienced in respect of conducting meetings with
mine communities and interested and affected persons during the pandemic, which is now required pursuant to an amendment to the MPRD
Regulations. Failure to comply with an approved SLP is, strictly speaking,
a contravention of s25(2)(f) of the MPRDA and may result in a noncompliance directive and order being issued by the DMRE.
It is anticipated, therefore, that over the next 18 months, mining right
holders may need to consider the necessity of submitting applications in
terms of s102 of the MPRDA to amend their MWPs and SLPs to cater

for the unforeseen consequences that have, and still will, arise as a result
of COVID-19 and, at the very least, to engage the DMRE with regards to
deviations from approved authorisations. As approved SLPs now need to
be reviewed every five years, it is also highly likely that, in future, SLP
commitments will be required to be aligned with municipal LED projects,
centred around strategic COVID-19 economic recovery projects.
Conclusion
Until such time as the COVID-19 pandemic is defeated, these developments and challenges remain relevant. It is recommended that all mining
and prospecting right applicants, and holders of these rights, retain complete and proper records of all consultations conducted electronically, and
that strict compliance with the Guideline, Mandatory Code of Practice
on the Mitigation and Management of COVID-19, MWP and SLP, to
mention a few, be monitored. ◆
Nupen is a Director, Limberis-Ritchie and Murdock Senior Associates
and Matlala a Candidate Attorney with Nupen Staude de Vries.
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Taking stock of virtual
shareholders meetings
JOHANN PIEK

T

he long-awaited, large scale shift to virtual shareholders meetings (VSMs) has finally commenced.
Granted, it took a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic to
move meetings into cyberspace, but the metaphorical
wheels have, at long last, been set in motion.

Lessons learnt and fears realised
Several lessons were learnt during the 2020 annual general meeting (AGM)
season, which proved to be a litmus test extraordinaire for VSMs. Electronic
platforms utilised by South African companies held up remarkably well – save
for a lone AGM at which sound “gremlins” were experienced. Shareholders
and guests attending the VSMs also managed to navigate the often-complicated instructions to attend these meetings with relative ease. Overall, SA companies (and company secretaries, in particular) did a commendable job, considering the logistical uncertainties brought about by the lockdown level changes.
The VSM roll out was, however, far from flawless. Undoubtedly, the

biggest concerns revolved around shareholder engagement and how the companies dealt with (or failed to deal with) shareholder questions. Irregularities
reported during the 2020 AGM season included instances where:
shareholders were only afforded an opportunity to submit questions
prior to the AGM, with no questions being accepted during the AGM;
questions submitted prior to and/or during the AGM did not elicit
answers; and
management was perceived to “cherry pick” favourable questions or
answer “company-generated” questions.
These issues were not exclusive to South African VSMs. In a review of
the 2020 US proxy season, Professor Miriam Schwartz-Ziv of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, found a general lack of transparency regarding
shareholder questions asked at VSMs. In her research, she highlighted
five tactics used by a number of S&P 500 companies to evade addressing
shareholder questions. These tactics included:
misrepresentations that “no further questions had been received” where,
in fact, the statement only applied to the questions received by management to answer at the VSM, and not to the questions which were not
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passed onto management;
undertakings to get back to shareholders on unanswered questions, but
not following through;
the imposition of early deadlines to submit questions; and
shortening the time allocated for Q&A at the AGMs.
While management is under no obligation to answer shareholder questions, the obfuscation and evasion of shareholder questions does speak
volumes about a company’s approach towards shareholder relations and
good corporate governance. Needless to say, certain shareholders were
quick to voice their concerns where they felt their questions were altered,
or even worse, disregarded.
Bettering best practices
The proliferation of VSMs saw several best practice guides being published by working groups across the globe. Locally, the non-profit shareholder activism organisation, Just Share, published a very useful best practice guide to assist SA companies with their virtual AGMs in 2020.
The following practices, which should be read in conjunction with the
aforementioned guides, could serve as a useful starting point for SA companies persisting with virtual AGMs in 2021.
1. Get Shareholders Online. Hassle-free. Instructions on how to attend,
ask questions and vote at the AGM must be clear and comprehensible.
2. Despite living in the digital age, not all shareholders are tech proficient. Have an allocated technical support line available from the
moment the instructions are sent out until the conclusion of the
AGM. The support line details should be included in the instructions, and be visible during every stage of the online log-in process.
3. Prepare and upload a “rules of conduct” document onto the company
website. This document should address important matters such as
time allocated for questions, how questions will be selected, and
when questions will be out of order.
4. It’s hard to follow the progress of a meeting electronically. Upload

the AGM agenda onto the company’s website in advance, or, at the
very least, display it on the main meeting page, along with a marker
keeping track of the progress.
5. All AGM attendees need to be prepped on how and when to mute
and unmute their electronic devices. Addressing this matter at the
start of the AGM could spare serious embarrassment.
6. The full board of directors should attend the AGM and make themselves visible once they are introduced by the chairman. Despite its
digital nature, formal AGM
etiquette needs to be upheld.
7. Unlike “in person” shareholders
meetings, shareholders are not
able to have informal chats
with management pre – and
post-meeting. Add to this the
fact that AGMs are often the
only opportunity for shareholders to engage with management
and it is thus essential that sufficient time be allocated for
shareholder questions and
engagement.
8. Shareholders should be able to
submit questions to the company
Piek
prior to the AGM. Make a
facility (like an investor page on the company website) available to
receive and answer questions before the AGM. This will not only
give management a feel for the type of questions to expect at the
AGM, but also an opportunity to display their commitment to transparency.
9. Post the questions asked and answers given at the AGM on the
investor page of the company’s website after the AGM.
10. Hearing is not seeing. Non-verbal cues such as eye rolls, head nods
and a shrug of the shoulders often speak louder than words. For a
company to truly make the VSM inclusive, it needs to make provision for video.
11. Most importantly, companies should continue to operate within the
confines of the law. Companies need to ensure that the electronic
communication employed enables all participants to communicate
concurrently with each other without an intermediary, and to participate reasonably effectively in the AGM. Furthermore, AGMs of
public companies must afford shareholders the opportunity to raise
matters at the AGM, with or without advance notice to the company.
Will 2021 be the “make or break” year for VSMs in South
Africa?
The emergence of the second wave of COVID-19 will likely force SA
companies to continue with VSMs for the foreseeable future. This will, in
turn, present a golden opportunity for companies to allay the VSM-related
concerns raised by shareholder interest groups in 2020 and, ultimately, to
realise the many benefits that VSMs currently present. However, only
time will tell. ◆
Piek writes in his personal capacity.
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Business Rescue during the COVID-19
pandemic – how to make it work
KYLENE WEYERS

S

outh Africa, and the world at large, is being rocked
by the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the hardest
hitting consequences of COVID-19 is its impact on
businesses throughout the country. COVID-19 is causing
severe financial distress for many businesses in South
Africa, both big and small, and almost no sector remains
untouched.

Therefore, in addition to the pandemic’s impact on the health and wellbeing of people, and their day-to-day lives, the pandemic is wreaking
havoc on the South African economy. 2020 saw many companies file for
business rescue or liquidation, and with the ongoing lockdowns and
restrictions, we can expect another wave in 2021.
This article discusses when business rescue, as a mechanism, works for
companies that require saving, and when it doesn’t.
Business rescue vs liquidation
Business rescue is defined as “proceedings to facilitate the rehabilitation of a
company that is financially distressed.” This is done through an appointed
business rescue practitioner (BRP) who will prepare and implement a
business rescue plan.
When applied correctly, and in the right circumstances, business rescue
can successfully save a business. By ‘save’ the business, s128 of the Companies
Act (71 of 2008) envisages that either the company will continue to operate
on a solvent basis or, at the very least, that business rescue will yield a better
return for the company’s creditors than an immediate liquidation.
Where a company’s financial position is so dire that it is no longer able
to continue trading, it must be liquidated. The purpose of liquidation is to
wind up the company’s affairs by selling its assets, either by way of private
treaty or public auction, to pay the costs of its winding up and its creditors.
There is no magic formula to apply when deciding whether a company
should be placed in business rescue or go into liquidation. As restructuring professionals, we look at each company on a case-by-case basis, and
analyse its financial situation to determine the appropriate way forward.
Under which circumstances is business rescue more likely to work, and
which elements need to be present for business rescue to be successful?
Business Rescue is more likely to work under the following
circumstances:
1) It is not left too late!
Far too many businesses struggle on for too long, and leave nothing to save. Timely intervention is absolutely essential.

Many struggling companies are in complete denial and won’t
acknowledge that either a complete restructuring of the business
or a formal business rescue process may be the only viable option.
For companies that are in denial, we first and foremost urge them
to take a reality check, to accept that they are already in financial
distress, and that something
urgently needs to be done.
It is obviously a very tough
reality for some directors
and shareholders to face,
because they have invested
so much time, money and
effort into their business
over the years, and now
they have to make the difficult decision to possibly
place the company in rescue. However, for those
directors who take action
sooner rather than later,
business rescue is more likely
Weyers
to work, and the business
will be saved in the long-term.
It makes a big difference when a company seeks qualified help as
soon as possible. Directors should consult with specialists to analyse their financial position and advise whether they should consider a more informal restructuring of the business first, or
whether the company is a candidate for a formal business rescue
(or even liquidation).
2) It enjoys the support of the majority of creditors.
Business rescue is a creditor-driven process. If the majority of creditors are not on board, then a company may be wasting its time in
pursuing business rescue. It is of utmost importance that a company’s larger creditors, like banks and major suppliers, are on board.
In many cases, creditors will assist if they sense that the debtor
company is being open and transparent, is willing to pay, has constructive proposals and has a better chance of recovery if a business rescue plan is implemented (as opposed to the company
being liquidated).
It is very important for a financially distressed company to have
an open and honest discussion with its suppliers and creditors, to
assess whether they can work out an agreement on the best way
forward. The lines of communication need to be kept open. In
practice, if a company (or a BRP on behalf of the company)
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proactively approaches the major creditors with a sound plan to
improve the company’s financial situation, to repay its indebtedness, creditors are more likely to support the process.
3) There is a real plan to save the business or, at least, viable components of that business.
A company may only file for business rescue if there is a “reasonable prospect” of the company being saved.
The question of what a reasonable prospect entails has been considered widely by our courts since the inception of the business
rescue provisions. The courts have provided a guideline and indicated that there has to be a prospect, based on reasonable
grounds, and on concrete and objectively ascertainable facts.
The most successful business rescues happen when the stakeholders sit down in advance and plan the rescue before actually initiating the formalities – this is the so-called “pre-pack”.
4) The company’s books and records are up to date.
For companies that have their books and records up to date, it is a
lot easier and quicker to determine the company’s financial position and to timeously work out the best plan to restructure its
affairs.
When a company’s books and records are up to date, a BRP is
more quickly able to determine what the company’s assets, liabilities and monthly expenses are, who the creditors are and what is
owing to the creditors, who the debtors of the company are and
what is owing to the company etc.
5) The business is able to run, even if in reduced form, during business rescue.

Companies in business rescue do generally need to down-scale
their business operations, but there needs to be a business to run.
This of course requires money. The company will need to have
existing cash flow or reserves to help the company trade. Business
rescues are a lot more successful when the company or BRP is
able to increase cash flow by cutting costs and reducing unnecessary spending. This may mean, for example, disposing of non-key
assets, letting go of staff, cutting the marketing spend or cutting
down on general operating costs.
It is also important for a company to concentrate its efforts on the
business’s best customers. Focusing on the company’s most reliable
and profitable customers is a very effective method of improving
the company’s cash-flow.
One of the most crucial aspects of a business rescue’s success is the
company’s ability to obtain Post-Commencement Finance. It will
not be possible for many companies to be saved without it.
From a creditor’s perspective, even if the business cannot be
saved, assets can still be realised more optimally, economically
and efficiently in a business rescue than would be the case in liquidation – so, regardless, it is a better route to follow, since creditors control it and can drive the process.
Business rescue is more likely to work for a company if many of the
elements discussed in the article are present. If these elements are not
present and the company files for rescue, it may just become a costly and
stressful waiting room for insolvency. ◆
Weyers is a Senior Associate with
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.
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Digital transformation in Africa
through the lens of COVID-19
RIETTE ENGELS-VAN ZYL AND ZAAKIRA HAFFEJEE

“W

hether as a tool to fight the spread of
the virus, or as a means to ensure
continuity in business, education, and
everyday life in the midst of lockdown, information and
communication technologies have been at the forefront
worldwide since the beginning of the crisis.” Tatianna
Lukama Binda
Social distancing orders and trade restrictions introduced by governments
across the world in an effort to curb the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic
have forced African enterprises and organisations to take a dramatic leap
and adopt technology-intensive operating models. This shift not only
adapts industries to the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) but, more
importantly, aligns to the African Union’s Digital Transformation
Strategy for Africa 2020-2030 (Africa DTS). The onset of COVID-19 has
placed digital transformation, driven by the 4IR prior to the pandemic, at
the forefront in mitigating the economic and legislative impacts of the
pandemic.
Digital transformation, or the adoption of innovative technologies to
replace or enhance traditional operational processes and transform services or businesses, has emerged as a profound global trend offering opportunities and challenges within every industry. Harnessing the power of
digital transformation through the implementation of digital platforms
and strategic investments in innovative digital solutions can improve
consumer reach and enhance economic productivity and growth.
Industries, organisations and governments that invested in and implemented a robust digital transformation agenda pre-COVID were able to
weather the storm far better than those who had delayed preparations.
This was evident in governments and industries that prioritised having
the necessary digital tools to transition to remote trading and communication in a seamless manner through an online platform.
Digital transformation can be harnessed in various ways, the most significant methods being through e-commerce (i.e. the use of digital platforms to facilitate trade in goods and services capable of both physical and
digital delivery) or through innovative technologies which enhance the
organisation’s overall efficiency and productivity. Technology has the ability to take on a transformational role. Remote working, teleconferencing,
distance learning, e-commerce and even an increased reliance on telemedicine all play a role in the “new normal”.
According to the International Data Corporation (IDC) Worldwide
Semi-annual Digital Transformation Spending Guide, global spending on

technologies and services that enable the digital transformation of business practices, products, and organisations is forecast to reach $2.3 trillion
in 2023 (approximately ZAR34.44 trillion – USD to ZAR exchange rate
as at 2 February 2021). According to the spending guide, worldwide digital transformation growth rates assessed pre- and post-COVID-19 for
2020 increased by approximately
8.8% in the distribution and services sector, approximately 7.7% in
the manufacturing and resources
sector and approximately 6.5% in
the financial sector.
The United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA)
and the Portulans Institute collaborated on the 2020 Network
Readiness Index (NRI 2020) report
“Accelerating Digital
Transformation in a Post-Covid
Global Economy” in a bid to assess
how countries are leveraging information technologies for future
Engels-van Zyl
readiness. The Network Readiness
Index ranks a total of 134 jurisdictional economies collectively
accounting for approximately 98%
of the global GDP. The ranked
economies are made up of 50 highincome countries, 35 upper-middleincome countries, 34 lower-middleincome countries and 15 lowincome countries. The Network
Readiness Index assesses four pillars,
namely technology, people, governance and impact:
The technology pillar assesses
the level of technology that is
essential for a country’s particiHaffejee
pation in the global economy.
The people pillar is concerned with the application of information and
communications technology by individuals, businesses and governments.
The governance pillar captures how conducive the national environment is for a country’s participation in the network economy, based on
issues of trust, regulation and inclusion.
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The impact pillar assesses the economic, social and human impact of
participation in the digital economy.
According to the report, Africa trails all regions and is the least network-ready region with its highest ranked economies being Mauritius
(61st), South Africa (76th) and Kenya (82nd). However, according to
UNECA (Digital Transformation in a post-Covid world: Africa continues
to trail other regions says new report. United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa. https://au.int/sites/default/files/documents/38507doc-dts-english.pdf), the analysis shows that “digital innovation and
entrepreneurship have increased within Africa, with more than 400 digital hubs in 93 cities, including over 130 new hubs opening in the last two
years, collectively generating more than $1.1 billion”, (approximately
ZAR16.47 billion – USD to ZAR exchange rate as at 2 February 2021).
There has been a considerable rise in the use of digital solutions across
Africa. Firstly, to support efforts by governments and private bodies to
contain the spread of the virus, and secondly to ensure sustainable business continuity and recovery. As many countries recover from a second
wave of COVID-19 infections and experts warn of a potential third wave,
it is critical for local organisations to use the pandemic as a gateway to
understand and seize digital transformation opportunities presented by the
digital economy.
The reality of this new digital age is that the link between technological inclusion and economic development is well recognised. The result is
that digital transformation is now seen as a critical concern by governments, businesses large and small, and even individual citizens. The
opportunities for digital transformation within Africa and the enhancement of intra-African investment and trade are further enabled by the
launch of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) and the
Africa DTS (https://au.int/sites/default/files/documents/38507-doc-dtsenglish.pdf).
The AfCFTA, which came into force on 30 May 2019 and officially
launched on 1 January 2021, provides a wider scope and platform to pursue regional strategies to develop Africa’s digital economy. The progressive elimination of import duties and other charges on trade in goods

allows AfCFTA to serve as a potential enabler of digital transformation
through increased digital trade and e-commerce.
On 9 February 2020, the African Union adopted the Africa DTS
which aims to “harness digital technologies and innovation to transform
African societies and economies to promote Africa’s integration, generate
inclusive economic growth, stimulate job creation, break the digital
divide, and eradicate poverty for the continent’s socio-economic development and ensure Africa’s ownership of modern tools of digital management”. It gives African countries the choice of their own digital pathway
to socio-economic development by envisioning an “integrated and inclusive digital society and economy in Africa”. The Africa DTS will further
build on existing initiatives and frameworks, including the AfCFTA, to
support the development of a Digital Single Market for Africa as part of
the African Union’s integration priorities.
According to the Africa DTS: “(A)chieving digital transformation in
Africa will require political commitment at the highest level, aligning of
policies and sector regulation and a massive scaling-up of investment and
dedication of resources towards the foundation pillars and critical sectors for
digital transformation. It will take leadership and a vision to push the frontiers of innovation, regional integration and public-private coordination so
that the 21st century will be Africa’s digital transformation century.”
Industry organisations and government authorities should recognise
the pervasiveness of digital technologies and participate in growth
opportunities associated with the shift from physical to digital. Digital
technology opens vast untapped potential for investors and
entrepreneurs across various sectors, bringing about major economic and
social development. Businesses and governments worldwide can benefit
from digital transformation investment and projects to improve consumer/citizen experience and boost operational efficiency. It is time for
governments and businesses to think beyond
COVID and prepare for a world reshaped by digital
transformation. ◆
Engels-van Zyl is a Director and Haffejee an
Associate with Lawtons Africa.
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Business during a surreal pandemic
HAPPY MASONDO

A

s Amanda Gorman uttered these words at
President Biden’s inauguration, “[w]hen day
comes we ask ourselves, where can we find
light in this never-ending shade?”, it certainly felt like
she had read all our collective minds and captured the
sentiments of a multitude of individuals the world over.

This “never-ending shade” brought on, in the main, by the consequences
of a hard lockdown in many countries, including our own, in response to
the coronavirus pandemic, has seen multiple business enterprises, especially those Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMMEs), decimated.
Three months following the declaration of the hard lockdown in
South Africa, several reports showed that over 90% of SMMEs were
struggling to continue to operate. Despite an easing of the hard lockdown
the damage was done, and the National Development Plan’s anticipation
that SMMEs would significantly increase GDP and generate around 90%
of new jobs in South Africa has evaporated.
Pandemic Exposes Systematic Inequalities
While it is relatively easy to lay all the blame on the onset of the coronavirus pandemic, it is perhaps fair to say that the global economy was
already in the throes of a recession. The fact that income inequalities in
many countries had increased to historical highs was merely highlighted
by the pandemic, which led to even greater damage to the world economy and those already marginalised. The World Economic Forum, Global
Risk Report 2021, 16th Edition states:
“The damage from COVID-19 has been worsened by long-standing
gender, race, age and income inequalities. Disadvantaged groups went
into the crisis with lower resilience as a result of disparities in wellbeing; financial stability and security; and access to healthcare, education and technology. Previous editions of the Global Risks Report
have highlighted that income inequality, despite declining on a global
scale, had reached historical highs in many countries.”
There are indeed a multitude of businesses for which a hard lockdown
meant that they were completely unable to operate and could not even
pivot to an online offering of their services. It remains to be seen if those
businesses that are attempting to revitalise will ever adequately recover.
It is particularly difficult in South Africa when the aged and decrepit
electricity infrastructure repeatedly requires unscheduled maintenance,
further interrupting business operations. The national electricity grid continues to be under enormous pressure and, at the time of writing, stage 2
rolling blackouts were well and truly in full force. To state the obvious,
until both Medupi and Kusile are at full capacity, over 4000 MW each,
our electricity supply will remain unstable and left to the vicissitudes of
an electricity infrastructure long past its “sell-by date”.

Inevitable business collapse
Many businesses have since shut down and it is difficult to anticipate
their return to the mainstream of the economy, once the pandemic has
dissipated and/or as and when the countrywide mass vaccinations have
begun to take effect – assuming that the efficacy of the vaccines is not
reduced by new mutated strains of the virus.
The World Bank’s view of these developments (The World Bank,
“Covid-19 to Plunge the World Economy into Worst Recession since
World War II”, 8 June 2020, Press Release of the World Bank) is that the
“swift and massive shock of the coronavirus pandemic and shutdown
measures to contain it have plunged the global economy into severe contraction, the forecast being that the global economy will shrink by 5.2%,
representing the deepest recession since the Second World War”.
If this is true, it behoves us to anticipate similar economic outcomes as
those seen in the aftermath of World War II, including “economic systems in many countries [being] permanently altered.” (Kesternich Iris,
Siflinger Bettina, Smith James and
Winter Joachim, “The Effects of
World War II on Economic and
Health Outcomes across Europe”,
Rev Econ Stat. 2014 Mar 1; 96(1))
In South Africa, we have already
witnessed a crisis in many sectors
and industries, including manufacturing, finance, construction, fitness, beauty and mining. The hospitality industry has been hard hit
with hotels remaining half empty,
even during the December peak
Masondo
season, a trend that continued into
early 2021, exacerbated by events
such as the Africa Mining Indaba being a virtual event.
Household brand Musica is but one that will no longer be seen in
South African shopping centres. Owner, Clicks is to shut down all
Musica shops in May 2021, due to the fact that “it has been operating in
a declining market for years owing to the structural shift globally to the
digital consumption of music, movies and games from the traditional
physical format... [t]he inevitable demise of the brand has been accelerated by Covid-19, which resulted in the rapid decline in foot traffic in destination malls where Musica stores are located.” (Phillip Xolisa, “South
Africa’s Clicks switches sound off at retailer Musica as Covid speeds up
inevitable demise”, theafricareport.com, 2 February 2021)
In the transport and tourism industry, two bus companies, Putco and
Greyhound suffered the same fate. Fewer passengers, increased sanitisation and staff PPE costs, as a result of COVID-19 restrictions, saw Putco
retrench over 200 staff members. And Unitrans, the owners of
Greyhound/Citiliner, announced that, after 37 years in South Africa, it
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would cease to operate on 14 February 2021. At the time of writing, the
Democratised Transport Logistics and Allied Workers Union (Detawu)
had urged Unitrans to submit the section 189 process to the CCMA.
Government’s alcohol ban has had a devastating impact on the economy
and the ripple effect may yet take a further toll on the stuttering economy.
On 20 January, Heineken South Africa, which employs 1 000 full time
employees, said it would cut 70 jobs and put new investments into South
Africa on hold because of the impact of the bans on alcohol sales and trading restrictions. This comes after the company announced in August 2020
that it would no longer build a planned R6bn brewery in KwaZulu-Natal.
SA Breweries also announced in mid-January that it had cancelled a
planned R2.5bn investment in South Africa in 2021.
Actions and Reactions of Business
Despite this “never-ending shade”, it is pleasantly surprising to come
across businesses which are able to provide a ray of hope in the face of the
global recession. The fintech sector in South Africa appears to have been
unaffected by the hard lockdown and, in fact, appears to have realised
rapid growth.
SMMEs have benefitted significantly from the support and the technological enablers emanating from the fintech sector. In essence, the fintech industry provides mechanisms through computer programmes and
other technology to provide funding and financial services, amongst others, to SMMEs, enabling them to operate seamlessly online within 48
hours, or a shorter turn-around time. A typical SMME may successfully
be awarded a contract to deliver goods and services to a large institution
and/or a government department, but lacks the necessary capital to deliver
on the contract. The fintech funding solutions have seen SMMEs receive
much needed capital to upscale their businesses, even during the hard
lockdown.
The view is that SMMEs may provide a vital stimulus to the South
African economy. South Africa’s current reality was pointed out by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), in their virtual meetings with South
Africa in January 2021, as part of their routine staff visits with the country’s government leadership, and observed that:
1. The COVID-19 pandemic has worsened South Africa’s growth and fiscal vulnerabilities and, therefore, the government is rightly prioritising
the response to the pandemic.
2. South Africa should reduce large fiscal deficits and debt levels through
containment of the wage bill and avoid ill-targeted subsidies and transfers to inefficient state-owned enterprises (SOEs).

3. South Africa should advance its structural reforms that will raise longterm growth.
It could well be that the decimation of the economy, resulting from
the effects of the coronavirus pandemic, will find its revival shots from
the SMMEs with the support of the fintech sector, and other sectors operating in the SMME space.
An even better shot in the proverbial arm of the South African economy came in early February. Bloomberg Online revealed that the Ford
Motor Company “will plow $1.05 billion into a plant in South Africa its
biggest-ever investment in the country as the carmaker scales back in
other regions including Brazil and Europe. The upgrades to the Silverton
plant near the capital, Pretoria, will boost the site’s annual capacity by
almost a fifth to 200 000 units and create about 1 200 direct jobs…The
outlay will support production of a new Ranger pickup truck starting in
2022, both for domestic sales and exports. “ The more surprising good
news, which really goes against the grain of businesses shutting down, is
that although Clicks will be shutting down all of its Musica branches,
“[t]he store closures will not result in job losses, in a country where the
official unemployment rate is in the double digits… [because] “the group’s
health and beauty, and pharmaceutical and health medicine distribution
divisions have all performed well, according to the company’s latest trading update.” (Phillip Xolisa, “South Africa’s Clicks switches sound off at
retailer Musica as Covid speeds up inevitable demise”,
theafricareport.com, 2 February 2021).
Conclusion
Perhaps the pre-emptive actions of the fintech sector in continuing to
support and fund SMMEs, and those of the Ford Motor Company,
amongst other conglomerates, will provide the antidote to this ‘neverending shade’, and our economic recovery from this deep depression.
Let those who can, follow advice from Nic Haralambous (“How to
Start a Side Hustle: A playbook for a new economy”, February 2021),
who is of the view that this is as good a time as any to start a side hustle
and make an extra income from it, hopefully employing others in the process. We should continuously seek out and find creative solutions to the
massive problems facing South Africa and the world. It seems to me that
mental strength and resilience are qualities of the human race that we
must use to turn the seemingly endless negatives into positives. ◆
Masondo writes in her personal capacity.
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The 10 fundamentals for compulsory
vaccinations in the workplace
EMPLOYMENT LAW TEAM

T

he COVID-19 pandemic saw the world, as we
know it, drastically altered. All of life’s ordinary
pleasures and comforts have had to be reimagined. However, not all hope is lost. A needle of hope has
presented itself in the form of a vaccination. While this
may appear to be the solution to the problems of many
employers across the globe, a dose of caution must be
taken.

The following is a brief overview of the principles that an employer
should consider before embarking on a vaccination project.
1. The obligation to ensure that the workplace is a safe and healthy
environment, conducive to optimal productivity, rests primarily on
the employer. A mandatory vaccination policy could be helpful in
ensuring this environment.
2. However, the question must be asked whether any instruction to
undergo compulsory vaccination constitutes a reasonable instruction
by the employer to its employees.
3. It is important to consider the relationship between the employees,
and the unwritten obligation that that they share, not to endanger
one another’s health and safety.
4. The policy may benefit the entire workforce, including applicants for
positions. However, employers should not forget that their employees
have constitutionally protected rights. These rights include freedom
and security of person, bodily and psychological integrity, and the

right to enjoy religious and cultural freedom. Although no right is
absolute, these rights may impact on the right of the employer to
impose a compulsory vaccination policy.
5. In addition, the employees may take issue with a possible unilateral
change to the conditions of the terms and conditions of their
employment.
6. It is a known fact that many businesses currently face job losses and
closures. The imposition of such a policy may act in mitigating this
likelihood.
7. The full scope of the right to privacy and the POPI Act should similarly be considered.
8. Further, if an employee is adversely affected by the vaccination, the
employer could be held liable.
9. In taking such action, the provisions of the Labour Relations Act
may also be considered, for example, the use of s23 of the Act to
conclude a Collective Agreement with a majority trade union/s in
order to ensure the proper enforcement of such a policy.
10 The policy may also have an effect on the workforce of the employers’ sub-contractors, whose employees’ access to the employers’ workplace may be impacted, as might the service level agreement with its
sub-contractors.
Employers should strive to obtain their employees voluntary buy-in. It is
always the preferred option for any employer to engage in meaningful consultations with their employees and/or their representatives before embarking on any changes that will impact them.
Compiled by the Employment Law practice,
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

GUIDING YOU THROUGH INTRICATE
COMPLEXITIES:
Through our success in commercial litigation, administrative law, national legislation,
mineral and mining law, public procurement, property law, industrial and employment
relations, and competition law, we have been shaping the economy and social
development of South Africa since 1996.
Tel: +27 (0) 12 342 0523 | Fax +27 (0) 12 342 0439 | Web:www.maponya.co.za
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Reflections on our first year as Candidate
Attorneys – and some advice for those starting out
MARICIA SMITH & TRISTAN MAROT

O

ur first steps into the working world came with
a mixture of excitement and anxiety. We’ve
been anticipating this for years of study; it is
time to finally discover if the correct decision was made
when applying to university. We have completed our first
12 months of articles – we still have a lot to learn and
are only in the infancy of our careers, however, we have
learnt much from a practice perspective, as well as how
to navigate being a candidate attorney in an unanticipated
global pandemic.

Law school provides you with the theoretical principles and foundation of
law; principles which, as one starts practice, find applicability in the work
we do. Law school doesn’t train you on the soft skills; how to perform in a
workplace, how to carry yourself as a candidate attorney, or how to
engage with colleagues or clients. It is this latter issue on which we give
our views; from our experience in the past 12 months, from observations
of our colleagues and the vastly different – but at times similar – perspectives our two firms afford us.
Whether you are at a large firm or a boutique firm, step one is to get to
know your support staff. Your support staff are probably more important to
you than your principal. Know their names and, importantly, what their
role is within the firm, and always maintain a courteous relationship with
them. We have found that approaching a secretary as the first port of call
is usually the best option, as they have often been there for years and
know the internal office systems backwards. The number of times one will
be saved by a call to the IT team, a filing clerk, a secretary and even the
tea lady or catering team, will surprise you. It is important to respect them
and to know who to approach, depending on your problem. These team
members can also often provide insight into office politics. Never underestimate the value of their knowledge!
Be enthusiastic and confident, but remember that you are still learning
and growing. Shyness and quietness will not be rewarded in the workplace. Be confident enough to speak up and make your presence known.
Of course, understand that you are also probably the most junior person
in the room, and so you still need to be respectful in your engagements –
we admit, it is difficult to strike the right balance as a new entrant in the
legal industry.
Accept that you will likely get some things wrong and will be corrected
– that is the point of articles; to attempt a task, to get it wrong and to learn
from it. Take comfort from your lack of seniority. While it is never accept-

able to be wilfully incompetent, it is expected that you will make mistakes,
and so there should always be review mechanisms to ensure that mistakes
are caught before they cause an issue. This is the only time when you won't
have the pressure of budget or of being the only line between your firms’
image and the client’s perception of it. Take comfort in the space you have.
The two years of your articles is
the ideal time to approach the partner in charge if you hear about a
matter which interests you, and
offer to assist if you can. Their
answer may be no, but it would
have been a no if you didn’t ask
too, and now they know that you
are paying attention to what is happening in the firm and are willing
to be proactive. However, if you
volunteer to be involved, know that
you have offered yourself up for
more work, so you need to balance
that with your normal workload.
Smith
Always be a solutions-orientated
individual in your workplace. When
you identify an error in the legal
approach, fault in documents or certain bottlenecks, approach your
principal with a suggested solution.
Not only are you saving your principle some time, but you are also
highlighting that you are innovative and can think on your own.
We have entered the 4th
Industrial Revolution in all global
industries, including the legal industry. More and more processes in firms
are being automated and assisted by
Artificial Intelligence. Technology
Marot
plays a pivotal role in creating a more
efficient team, and eases the logging of time spent on a matter. As a candidate attorney, you must ensure that you understand the workings of your
firm’s internal technologies, and also external applications like Microsoft
Teams, Zoom and Skype. In our experience, YouTube is the best free training
tool to better understand these applications, and you should take the time to
review some online training videos to improve your skills.
Usually, law firms provide you with a laptop and access to Wi-Fi, and
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, more and more individuals are expected
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to work from home. If you don’t have access to Wi-Fi at home or access
to a laptop, it is best to be open with your principal or senior attorney so
that, together, you can come up with a strategy to allow you to continue
your work.
If, while you are reading, you become anxious, it is normal.
Completing articles is a challenging and stressful time. Many candidate
attorneys feel a tinge of burnout. It is difficult to balance working full
time, attending classes and studying for your professional board exams
with personal time. The best advice we can give you is to go into it
with a growth mind-set, discuss your struggles with your fellow candidate attorneys and practise time management – including scheduling
days off.
Of course, our first year had a major disruption in the form of a global
pandemic and the associated lockdown regulations. This meant that practically overnight we had to adjust from working in an office environment
that we had only just got used to to now work from home. We learnt to use
new productivity and remote work programmes and generally, for an industry characterised by many older and perhaps more change averse decision
makers, the sector has been forced to adopt change and innovate to stay
operational. ‘Caselines’, love it or hate it, has meant far fewer trips to court.
Zoom meetings dramatically reduce time dedicated to meetings by remov-

ing travel as a factor. However, we both feel we have also not been able to
establish the connections we might otherwise have established.
Zoom calls, even with camera’s on are still less personal than an in person discussion. Caselines has meant fewer trips to court, it has also meant
we have been unable to get to know the court staff and learn from their
years of experience. Not being able to interact with fellow CAs at PVT
classes or to pop into a colleague’s office has meant that our circle of fellow practitioners is small and it is likely to be a lot more difficult for those
in our year, who end this year without being retained, to find employment
as they won’t have those networks to leverage. Hopefully, this year we
will move past this pandemic.
Most of all, take the time to actually enjoy your time as a first year
CA. In the same way that Grade 8 or 1st year university is often only
enjoyable in hindsight, because everything was strange and stressful (but
communally so), so too has our experience as first year candidate attorneys been enjoyable. We wish all those who have started their first year of
articles at the beginning of 2021 the very best of luck. May your experience be as enjoyable as ours and, ultimately, may we all be retained! ◆
Smith is a Candidate Attorney at LHL Attorneys and Marot a
Candidate Attorney at Norton Rose Fulbright.

5 Reasons Why I Love Lockdown
(and 5 Why I Don’t)
JOHN MCKNIGHT

C

arl Jung spoke of the duality of man, where two
opposing thoughts could be held simultaneously.
My feelings towards lockdown are definitely
Jungian in nature.

5 Reasons Why I Love Lockdown
1. Work at your own pace
Waking up as I wish, not exchanging hand gestures with fellow
motorists during the drive to work, the flexibility to have a cup of tea
with the family and so forth are all hugely cherished aspects of working from home.
2. Better coffee and snacks at home
If lockdown has taught me one thing, it is the number of steps from
my desk to the fridge and your favourite coffee and snacks will always
have a positive effect on your demeanour and, therefore, productivity.

3. Better internet
Internet connectivity has come a
long way in the last few years,
but online streaming has meant
that our homes now have very
fast access that does not have to
be shared. Also, it is at your discretion as to how it is consumed,
so there are no awkward conversations with IT about which sites
you choose to visit.
4. Electronic document
management
McKnight
This is an example of how being
“progressive” can, in fact, turn
out to be a game-changer when circumstances change, as they did. I
would hate to be with a firm that had not yet (or only partially) implemented electronic document management. With every document, in
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every file, just a
click away, with
multiple parties
being able to work
on the files simultaneously, EDM is a
huge enabler of a
practical remote
working solution.
5. Teamwork
It has certainly
been my experience
that meetings are now
a more orderly affair.
No more whispered
conversations in
the corner,
putting your
hand up is
quickly noted by
the chair and voting is now a cinch.
There is no doubt that meetings are more clinical and efficient. It is even possible to record them,
which means that making lectures or client meetings a
matter of record is quick and easy.
5 Reasons Why I Don’t Love Lockdown
1. Work at your own pace
All creatures great and small thrive in rhythm and structure. Waking
up when you wish, as opposed when you have to, rapidly gives rise to
an indolent lifestyle where pyjamas can become the order of the day.
Also, an hour or two in transit are important bookends to your day, and
help to compartmentalise work and home life. In the absence of such
structure, it is not unknown for Monday to Thursday to pass in a blur,
resulting in a frantic Friday, such that my aggregate weekly output is
equivalent to that of a mildly inept practitioner.
2. Better coffee and snacks at home
Two words: Lockdown Bod. Having your favourite snacks and drinks
only a few steps away requires the discipline of Sparta, not to engage
to a greater degree than one would otherwise. This, coupled with a
more sedentary lifestyle, will doubtless manifest when it is time to don
those works clothes again.
3. Better internet
Unless you have a generous uncapped internet contract, this of
course will be a major disadvantage to working from home. Even
with a more than adequate contract, however, I have had to compete for bandwidth with my family, who are binge watching The
Queen’s Gambit (or something equivalent). Credit where due, The

Queen’s Gambit is a brilliant series, but seeing your children lying in
repose whilst you battle in a Teams meeting tends to make you feel
somewhat checked.
4. Electronic document management
Local PC challenges, internet connectivity, load shedding, network
issues and firewalls can all conspire to make you acutely aware of just
how slender are the threads we hang by when it comes to remote file
access. Brilliant when it works, the patience of Job required when it
doesn’t.
5. Teamwork
Am I the only one missing the esprit de corps that is just so effortless
around the coffee machine, and with quick office visits? Not only was it
useful from a professional point of view (“peer to peer consultation” is
the billing code) but the casual contact and commonality was validating on some level. To a large extent, working in a silo has eroded this.
So, on balance, what can be said for remote working and lockdown? I
will go back, come the time, but it will not be without a tinge of sadness
for, as Jung himself said: “Even a happy life cannot be without a measure
of darkness, and the word ‘happy’ would lose its meaning if it were not balanced by sadness.” ◆
Prof. McKnight is a Partner of Spoor & Fisher.
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Top Legal DealMakers down the years
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Edward Nathan & Friedland (R33,39bn)
Edward Nathan & Friedland (54 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel Bowens (R147,80bn)
Edward Nathan & Friedland (49 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Sonnenberg Hoffmann Galombik (R31,68bn)
Edward Nathan Friedland (50 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Cliffe Dekker (R30,11bn)
Java Capital (66 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Edward Nathan & Friedland (R50,63bn)
Java Capital (64 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel Bowens (R120,60bn)
Java Capital (48 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Bowman Gilfillan (R61,40bn)
Werksmans (51 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel Bowens (R121,91bn)
Werksmans (46 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Werksmans (R195,21bn)
Werksmans (42 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs (R281,82bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (70 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs (R153,86bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (60 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (R104,73bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (77 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs (R53,55bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (98 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (R46,11bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (96 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (R155,64bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (108 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel (R1,60tn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (79 deals)

By Deal Value
By Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel (R195,44bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (77 deals)

Deal Value
Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel (R216,30bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (82 deals)

Deal Value
Deal Flow

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (R54,88bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (69 deals)

Deal Value
Deal Flow

Webber Wentzel (R50,86bn)
Webber Wentzel (52 deals)

Deal Value
Deal Flow

ENSafrica (R58,88bn)
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (54 deals)
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DealMakers’ 2020 rankings for South African law firms
Mergers & Acquisitions
RANKINGS BY DEAL FLOW (ACTIVITY)

RANKINGS BY DEAL VALUE
No

Company

1
2
3
4
5
6

ENSafrica
Webber Wentzel
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
Bowmans
Werksmans
DLA Piper

Deal
Values R'm

58 878
54 333
26 560
25 566
14 003
11 328

Market
Share %

No

Company

26,49%
24,44%
11,95%
11,50%
6,30%
5,10%

1
2
3
4
5
6

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
ENSafrica
Webber Wentzel
Bowmans
Werksmans
Saltzman

No of
Deals

Market
Share %

Deal
Values R’m

54
32
31
22
17
9

24,55%
14,55%
14,09%
10,00%
7,73%
4,09%

26 560
58 878
54 333
25 566
14 003
789

General Corporate Finance
RANKINGS BY TRANSACTION FLOW (ACTIVITY)

RANKINGS BY TRANSACTION VALUE
No

Company

1
2
3
4
5
6

ENSafrica
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
Bowmans
Webber Wentzel
DLA Piper
Allen & Overy

Transaction
Values R'm

261 004
155 077
109 989
76 898
60 449
39 044

Market
Share %

No

Company

36,77%
21,85%
15,49%
10,83%
8,52%
5,50%

1
2
3
4
5
6

ENSafrica
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
Bowmans
Webber Wentzel
DLA Piper
Allen & Overy

No of
Transactions

Market
Share %

Transaction
Values R’m

34
19
13
12
5
4

31,78%
17,76%
12,15%
11,21%
4,67%
3,74%

261 004
155 077
109 989
76 898
60 449
39 044
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THE BEST OF THE BEST
Myrle Vanderstraeten
It is said that adversity will bring out the best in some people and that can

ENSafrica Top M&A Legal Adviser by Value

certainly be said of all the M&A teams who managed to pull off interesting
and, for some, lucrative deals during an unanticipated pandemic that arrived
with little warning and a devastating economic impact globally.
It is one thing to build a rapport when one is in physical discussions, but
quite another to achieve that over Teams or Zoom. While business continued
largely because we live in a digital era, people are more able to be guarded
behind a lens and kilometres apart. That the teams managed to achieve the
level of success they did is something to be applauded.
The legal adviser of the year by deal value was ENSafrica (R58,88bn), and
by deal flow, Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (54 deals). In the general corporate
finance section, ENSafrica came out top in both transaction value and
transaction flow.
Once again in 2020 the subjective section of the DealMakers Awards
recognises the impact on the market made by the DealMaker, Deal, BEE
Deal, Private Equity Deal and, a new category that is undoubtedly a sign of

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Top M&A Legal Adviser by Flow

the times – the Business Rescue Transaction of the Year. Funke Ighodaro,
Bernard Swanepoel and Phuthi Mahanyele-Dabengwa made up the panel.
DealMaker of the Year Finalists:
Cobus Human, One Capital
Anthony Knox, Merrill Lynch – Winner
Lydia Shadrach-Razzino, ENSafrica
Deal of the Year Finalists:
Demerger of Bytes Technology Group by Allied Electronics – Winner
Sasol disposal of a 50% stake in Lake Charles Chemicals Project
The Foschini Group’s acquisition of JET
Tongaat Hulett’s disposal of its starch division to Barloworld
Private Equity Deal of the Year Finalists:

Brunswick Deal of the Year

Actis’ acquisition of Octotel and RSAWeb
Metier Capital Growth Fund II-backed Retailability acquisition of Edgars
Acquisition of Peregrine by Capitalworks - Winner
BEE Deal of the Year Finalists:
Momentum Metropolitan – establishment of the iSabelo Trust
Anheuser-Busch InBev’s B-BBEE transaction
Kiara Health’s acquisition of the Novartis pharmaceutical manufacturing
operations - Winner
Business Rescue Transaction of the Year Finalists:
Comair
Edcon
Phumelela Gaming and Leisure - Winner

Ince Individual DealMaker of the Year
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Catayst PE Deal of the Year

Busines Rescue Transaction of the Year

Exxaro BEE Deal of the Year

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr BEE Legal Advisers by Value and Flow

Webber Wentzel M&A 2nd by Deal Value

ENSafrica M&A 2nd by Deal Flow

8
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Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr M&A 3rd by Deal Value

Webber Wentzel M&A 3rd by Deal Flow

Bowmans M&A 4th by Deal Value and Flow

ENSafrica GCF 1st by Deal Value and Flow

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr GCF 2nd by Deal Value and Flow

Bowmans GCF 3rd by Deal Value and Flow
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OPPORTUNITIES IN TIMES OF CRISIS:
M&A DURING COVID-19
ELNALENE CORNELIUS, TESSA BREWIS AND JAMES WEWEGE
M&A deal flow is generally perceived to be cyclical. Drivers, such as

with electronic signatures, and conducting closings via email without

favourable regulatory changes and the emergence of new technologies, can

handshakes or the usual celebratory champagne.

result in increased M&A activity. Conversely, depressors, such as a global

But how did the pandemic actually affect deal flow? There was a

financial crisis resulting in the collapse of major lending institutions, or

noticeable decline in listed company transactions, IPOs and new listings

political uncertainty that affects investors' available cash flows, can result in

during 2020. On the unlisted and private equity front, there was some deal

the market's stagnation. As the world, and South Africa, stepped into a new

activity, most of it in sectors that were either not affected by the pandemic or

decade, a pressing question rose on the back of the COVID-19 outbreak, its

that saw an uptick in investment or transaction opportunities as a result of

variants and government lockdowns: What impact would the global

the pandemic. Unfortunately, the hospitalityleisure, tourism and liquor

pandemic have on M&A deal flow in 2020?

sectors were severely affected by the pandemic, and many private equity

The South African economy was already in a very fragile state at the start

funds and investors with stakes in these sectors had to focus on survival or

of 2020, following a decrease in the gross domestic product (measured by

recovery plans, instead of pursuing new deal-making opportunities. There

production) of 0.8% in the third quarter of 2019, and a further 1.4%

were also, however, some exceptional M&A opportunities created by the

decrease in the fourth quarter of 2019. Things were not looking hopeful on

pandemic, including investment opportunities that were cheaper than usual,

the M&A landscape. Nevertheless, as usual, we listed our new year's

or that resulted from the increased demand for COVID-19-related medical

resolutions and hoped for the best.

supplies.

Cornelius

Brewis

Wewege

2020 – the year of plenty. Some were still uttering this affirmation when

South Africa's converging crises of energy and COVID-19 drew increased

COVID-19 unleashed a global pandemic. To give these optimists credit, plenty

M&A activity in the energy sector. The energy crisis provided, and continues to

was correct – plenty of trouble. To make matters worse for South Africa,

provide, various investment opportunities in energy solutions that are in high

Moody's downgraded South Africa's ratings, and the Rand sank to a record

demand. The release of the Risk Mitigation Independent Power Producer

low. M&A teams grew very worried, to say the least. They carried that worry,

Procurement Programme (RMIPPPP) tender by the Department of Mineral

alongside their laptops, boxes and stationery, as they left their offices to

Resources and Energy in August 2020 was also a driver of M&A activity. The

begin remote working in the midst of the country's nationwide lockdown.

publication of the RMIPPPP inspired various parties to acquire and dispose of

Many deals that were in process at the time were put on hold. Those that

development rights in fully or partially developed projects, so that they could

continued, relied on M&A teams' creativity to bring the deals to a close. The

quickly submit bid responses for these projects by 22 December 2020.

"new normal" meant M&A experts had to depend on negotiations via Zoom,

2020 taught us that the M&A sector has a "strong immune system", and

10
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that it is adaptable and capable of meeting each crisis with ingenuity. As
noted by Jawaharlal Nehru, "Crises and deadlocks when they occur have at

Brewis is a Director, Cornelius is a Senior

least this advantage, that they force us to think". It is this type of thinking that

Associate and Wewege a Candidate Attorney,

will lead us, not only to the solutions 2021 will require, but to the

Corporate & Commercial practice (CT), with

opportunities that the year holds.

•

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

FITBIT'S BITTER OR BETTER FIT WITH GOOGLE?
DARYL DINGLEY AND KIARA GHIRAO
In December 2020, the Competition Commission of South Africa

market. Competition issues in this sector have also become a concern in

conditionally approved the proposed merger between Google LLC and Fitbit

SA, prompting the Commission to release its paper, "Competition in the

Inc. Significantly, the contentious merger involved a global regulatory review

Digital Economy" on 7 September 2020.

process and was notified in many jurisdictions such as the European Union

The paper sets out the Commission's intended strategic actions to

(EU), the United States of America (USA) and Australia. This merger was

address identified competition concerns. In relation to merger control, the

assessed in a climate where many large tech firms are facing intense

existence of merger creep situations – where small start-ups are acquired

worldwide regulatory scrutiny, exacerbated by the rapid shift to the online

by larger market players – is one of the key issues. Often, competition

economy due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

authorities are not in a position to review these mergers, as some firms

In South Africa (SA), the merger was ground-breaking, as it is one of the
first mergers involving large tech firms where the Commission called for the

operating in the digital space may not necessarily record a significant
turnover or have sufficient assets to trigger a merger notification. For

In South Africa (SA), the merger was
ground-breaking, as it is one of the first
mergers involving large tech firms where
the Commission called for the transaction
to be notified even though the prescribed
merger thresholds were not met.

Dingley

Ghirao

transaction to be notified even though the prescribed merger thresholds

example, the 2015 Facebook/WhatsApp merger was not notifiable in SA

were not met. Over the past few years, competition authorities across the

because WhatsApp did not generate any revenue in the country. In the

world have been grappling with multi-faceted competition issues due to the

paper, the Commission notes that its intention is to require tech firms that

rise of large tech players, and this merger brought many of these concerns

allegedly dominate different digital markets in SA to inform the Commission

to the forefront for the first time in SA.

of all small domestic acquisitions, including investments in start-ups and
global acquisitions of targets with some presence locally. By calling for the

Dynamics in the digital economy in SA

notification of the Google/Fitbit merger, the Commission is clearly sending

One of the purposes of the Competition Act of 1998 is to protect

out a signal that it is serious about acting on its intentions in this regard.

consumers by promoting fair competition. In recent times, there have been
many concerns raised relating to the ability of firms operating in the digital

The Google/Fitbit merger filing in SA

economy to share data and promote their businesses by manipulating the

In 2020, Google notified the Commission of its intention to merge with

M&A FEATURE
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Fitbit. Since the transaction was notified as a small merger, only the

conditions are in place for a period of 10 years and are largely in line with

Commission's approval was required.

the commitments that the merger parties have offered in other

Google is active in a wide range of areas such as online search, online
advertising, online services such as YouTube, Google Maps and Gmail, as
well as cloud computing services. Google also maintains and develops the

jurisdictions.
International jurisdictions (this reflects the position at the time of
writing)

Android ecosystem. In SA, Google’s business relates to the provision of
local support and marketing services internally for Google. Importantly,

EU

Google does not sell any wearable devices or hardware in SA. Fitbit

In December 2020, the EU conditionally approved the merger, subject to

develops, manufactures and distributes wrist-worn wearable devices and

similar conditions as those imposed in SA. For instance, in relation to

smart scales, as well as software and services designed to help its users

advertising, Google also committed not to use certain health data

reach their health and fitness goals. In SA, the main Fitbit products are

generated from Fitbit devices in or for Google Ads, and to maintain this data

fitness trackers, smartwatches and the Fitbit mobile app.

in a separate data silo. Google also agreed to provide users with an

The Commission raised several significant concerns that the transaction

“effective choice to grant or deny the use” of certain data by other Google

is likely to result in a substantial prevention or lessening of competition.

services. All of the commitments offered in the EU will also be in place for

The first concern related to Google's Android access and Google's ability to

10 years. Commentators have noted that this is the first time that the EU

exclude Fitbit’s competitors in the market for wrist-worn wearable devices.

has accepted a “data silo” commitment, and that the decision also departs

Since Android is a dominant mobile operating system, and it has not

from the traditional five-year duration of behavioural commitments.

vertically integrated into the production of wrist-worn wearable devices prior
to the merger, the Android operating system is an important input for third

USA

party smartwatch manufacturers that compete with Fitbit. The Commission

Competition authorities have not reached a final decision and continue to

was concerned that Google would have the ability to exclude competitors of

investigate whether Google’s acquisition of Fitbit may harm competition

Fitbit or frustrate the functionalities of competitors on the Android

and consumers. According to media reports, Google has said that it closed

operating system.

the deal in the USA because the investigation period of 14 months had

Secondly, the Commission was concerned that Google would gain an

ended, and the Department of Justice (DOJ) did not take any action to stop

advantage in the online advertising market, since it would acquire Fitbit's

it. However, it has also been reported that the DOJ is still considering the

data on user health. Thirdly, the Commission raised concerns that Google

matter.

would be able to use Fitbit’s health data to enter the digital health market
or other health services markets. This may exclude competitors by

Australia

restricting access to health data.

In Australia, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)

To address these concerns, the Commission imposed the following

and Google are already involved in a fight. Google has threatened to pull its

conditions. The first condition related to Android access – Google was

search engine from Australia since the introduction of proposed legislation

required to make access to the Android Operating System available, without

that will require digital platforms to pay local media outlets to link their

charge and on a non-discriminatory basis, under the same license terms

content to newsfeeds and search results.

and conditions that currently apply to all competing manufacturers of wrist-

In the context of this merger, the ACCC has rejected some of Google's

worn wearable devices. Specifically, Google was required to commit to not

proposals to commit to similar restrictions as those proposed in SA. The

discriminating against any wrist-worn wearable device and other Android

ACCC is concerned that the merger may result in Fitbit’s rivals, other than

smartphone app developers.

Apple, being squeezed out of the wearables market, as they are reliant on

The second condition related to online advertising. Google committed to

Google’s Android system and other Google services to make their devices

maintaining Fitbit data and Google’s existing data separately, and not to

work effectively. This is different from the South African Commission which

use any data related to aspects such as measured body data, health and

was satisfied with Google’s commitment to make access to Android

fitness or location data from Fitbit in, or for, Google Ads. Further, Google

available, for free and “on a non-discriminatory basis”. The ACCC is

committed to present each South African user the choice to grant or deny

continuing its investigation and will issue its final decision on 25 March

use by other Google Services (excluding Google Ads) of any measured body

2021.

data stored in their Google or Fitbit accounts. In terms of the third condition
relating to the application programme interface (API), Google must allow

Conclusion

third parties that currently access Fitbit’s data to continue to have access

Competition authorities around the globe are beginning to address the

to users' health and fitness data through the Fitbit Web API, without

issue of creeping mergers in the digital market. If these merger

charging for access, and subject to user consent. Significantly, these

transactions are not notified, it may result in increased concentration in the
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In light of the Commission's plans to play a more proactive role in this

below the merger notification threshold and was forced to be notified to the

sector, it remains to be seen whether all future tech mergers (including those

Commission. This merger is one of the few mergers involving large

that don’t meet the thresholds) will have to be notified, and if stringent long-

technology firms that has been subject to this level of scrutiny in SA. With

term conditions will become common.

•

the Commission's current focus on ensuring equitable competition in the
digital economy, it is anticipated that many more tech mergers will be

Dingley is a Partner and Ghirao a

comprehensively assessed and, potentially, subject to similar conditions.

Candidate Attorney at Webber Wentzel.

THE IMPACT OF THE RELAXATION OF LOOP
STRUCTURES ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
ERNEST MARAIS AND IAN JACOBSBERG
The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) issued a new circular, Exchange

are tax resident in South Africa. The circular is silent as to whether this

Control Circular No 1/2021, on the 4th of January 2021, lifting restrictions

relaxation will apply to trusts; however, it is ultimately the appointment of a

on “loop structures” with effect from 1 January 2021. According to the SARB,

discretionary beneficiary (either a company or an individual) which creates

The relaxation of the rules on loop structures
may offer a lifeline to those who developed
intellectual property in South Africa and are
unable to move that intellectual property
offshore and obtain the full commercial
benefit thereof. A loop structure will allow
them to enter into an asset for share
transaction without the need to be
concerned.
Marais

Jacobsberg

the rationale behind the liberalisation of the South African exchange control

the loop and not the foreign trust itself. In other words, the test is whether the

regulations (the Regulations) is to encourage inbound investments and

beneficiary is a South African exchange control resident. It will be interesting

establish South Africa as an investment and financial hub in Africa.

to see if any guidance will be given on this issue.

Loop structures

Intellectual property

A loop structure arises when a South African exchange control resident holds

Currently, the Regulations prohibit the transfer (either directly or indirectly) of

an investment in a foreign company (or other vehicle) which directly or

South African-owned intellectual property to a related non-resident party. Parties

indirectly owns shares or assets (including loan assets) in the Common

are considered to be related parties when one party to the transaction has

Monetary Area (including South Africa). This restriction was partially relaxed

direct or indirect interest in the other party, and the ability to control or exercise

in 2019 when South African exchange control allowed resident individuals

significant influence over the party in making financial and operating decisions.

and companies to acquire up to a 40% direct or indirect interest in an
offshore vehicle that held South African assets.
The newly introduced complete relaxation of the loop structure prohibition
will apply to all private individuals, companies and private equity funds which

The Regulations did not prohibit the transfer of South African-owned
intellectual property to an unrelated non-resident, provided that the
transaction was at an arm’s length and fair market-related price. Furthermore,
it must be noted that the Regulations allowed the licensing of intellectual
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property by South African residents to related or non-related non-residents at

developing intellectual property offshore is that it allows

an arm’s length and a fair and market-related price for the term of the

South Africans to raise the required capital

agreement, provided that the authorised dealer had viewed the

abroad, while maintaining control over the

licensing agreement, and had been provided with an

intellectual property without creating a

auditor’s letter confirming the basis for

loop structure, as the intellectual property

calculating the royalty or licensing fee.

has never been a South African-based

The issue with the restrictions

asset. This also enables South

on the sale of intellectual property to related non-

Africans to scale and expand the

residents is that it has limited the ability of South

global footprint of its products swiftly,

African residents with

without the need to obtain approval for

potentially valuable

the licensing or sub-

intellectual property to raise

licensing of any of its

capital abroad. Foreign investors are

products. This solution is, of

known to be cautious to invest in South

course, only available to those

African-based intellectual property for numerous reasons,

who were aware of the restrictions within the

including the limited territorial protection (especially when compared to the

Regulations and who could afford to develop the intellectual property abroad.

European Union) offered to South African-based intellectual property and the

It also has the drawback for the South African economy that the commercial

restrictive conditions imposed by the Regulations on the transfer and

benefits arising from the intellectual property remain offshore.

licensing of such intellectual property, as discussed above.

The relaxation of the rules on loop structures may offer a lifeline to those

The related party test is deemed to take place at the moment immediately

who developed intellectual property in South Africa and are unable to move

preceding the transaction, so a South African natural or juristic person may

that intellectual property offshore and obtain the full commercial benefit

exchange its intellectual property for shares in a foreign target entity provided

thereof. A loop structure will allow them to enter into an asset for share

that it is unrelated to that foreign target entity prior to the transaction.

transaction without the need to be concerned.

Although SARB may have approved an asset for share transaction, whereby a

For businesses based on the exploitation of the intellectual property

South African resident disposed of intellectual property as consideration for

space, the relaxation of the loop structure regime will be a step in the right

shares to be issued in that foreign target entity, this type of transaction very

direction; however, we are of the view that the existing restrictions on the

often resulted in a loop structure by virtue of existing agreements and/or

transfer of intellectual property still inhibit foreign investment or the

underlying assets in South Africa.

development of intellectual property locally. In order to fully and effectively

The unintended consequences of the Regulations are that South African
residents tend to develop intellectual property through offshore vehicles,

achieve the stated objective behind the latest amendments, these
restrictions in particular will need to be relaxed.

•

without any trace of the intellectual property to South Africa (or to exit their
business prematurely due to the inability to gain access to sufficient capital

Marais is a Director – Tax practice and Jacobsberg, Director – Corporate,

in South Africa to expand the product globally). Commercially, the benefit of

Mergers & Acquisitions with Andersen.
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DIGITAL MERGERS TO FACE MORE SCRUTINY
IN SOUTH AFRICA
HEATHER IRVINE
The Competition Commission’s paper on the Digital Economy, published late

notification of mergers which meet the prescribed asset and turnover

last year, proposes enhanced scrutiny of all mergers in the digital economy.

thresholds in South Africa. Although the Commission can require particular

This would impact not only on transactions involving online search, shopping

parties to a small merger which falls below the prescribed thresholds to

and social media, but also on acquisitions in banking, financial services,

notify their transaction, it cannot require all firms in the digital economy

insurance, and financial technology. This would impact on the likely timing for

(however that might be defined) to notify every single acquisition of control

merger clearances, but would also increase risk that merging parties in these

below the thresholds. Amendments to the Competition Act may be required.

sectors have to accept unpredictable and costly ‘public interest’ conditions

More fundamentally, however, merger control is unlikely to be an effective

aimed at protecting smaller firms or new entrants and dealing with concerns

long term strategy for addressing deeper structural concerns which inhibit

about privacy and the accumulation of ‘Big Data’.

competition in digital markets in the longer term. Regulatory solutions - a

The Commission acknowledges that the shift to digital and the emergence
of technology in the financial sector (known loosely as “fintech”) has caused

rethink in the manner in which the financial system is defined and regulated
– may be required. The Commission’s paper recognises this, and comments

disruption in banking and financial services, mostly with
positive outcomes for competition. However, the creation of
“platforms” in these digital spaces creates two-sided
markets, which can present a range of competition law
concerns, including the risk of removal of a potential
competitors, killer acquisitions, input foreclosure (margin
squeezing); increased concentration as a result of “merger
creep” and concerns about collusion arising from an
increase in partial shareholdings and cross directorships in
competing firms. The Commission says that a proactive
and robust digital merger regime needs to be in place to
ensure that digital markets remain competitive, and
proposes that, in particular, domestic acquisitions by large
tech companies should be scrutinised using an updated

More intense scrutiny of a
wide range of mergers in
South Africa is thus likely in
diverse industries including
banking and financial
services, insurance, mobile
payments, online retail,
digital advertising and
application stores, as well as
search and social media.

“toolkit to analyse the theories of harm more prevalent in

Irvine

digital mergers”. The Commission also suggests that
parties to global tech mergers should file their transactions
in South Africa at the same time as they file them in major jurisdictions like

that “Whereas licenses were the traditional barriers for new entrants in

the United States and Europe, and indicates that the Commission intends to

financial services, “big learning” from big data is now the regulatory frontier.

collaborate more extensively with authorities in other jurisdictions in order to

Whilst the historical markers for financial stability focused on incumbent

define relevant markets, assess potential theories of harm and formulate

players, digitization requires a regulatory shift that encompasses financial

potential conditions (which could then also be applied in South Africa).

networks (which include firms in telecoms, e-commerce) more broadly.

More intense scrutiny of a wide range of mergers in South Africa is thus

Definitions of institutions which are “systemically important” must be

likely in diverse industries including banking and financial services,

reviewed, with the advent of BigTech.” Alternatively, “ex-ante measures”, like

insurance, mobile payments, online retail, digital advertising and application

those proposed in the European Union and several European states, might

stores, as well as search and social media. Even relatively simple mergers in

be needed in order to make sure that digital markets characterised by large

these industries are likely take longer to clear, and may face an increased

platforms with significant network effects remain fair and contestable for

risk of conditions to address public interest concerns arising from fears about

innovators, businesses, and new market entrants. These ‘up front’ rules

maintaining consumer’s rights to privacy, and the impact of ‘Big Tech’ on

would apply to all digital firms – regardless of size – in order to set the

smaller firms and new entrants into these markets. However, this enhanced

ground rules for how they interact with consumers and competitors at all

scrutiny will have to occur within the existing statutory framework. This

times - rather than merely tackling firms piecemeal, when (or if) they decide

presents some challenges, because the Competition Act only requires

to merge. However, South Africa has a fairly poor track record when it comes
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to applying ex ante regulations to address abuses by dominant players in

simply cease offering their services in South Africa, rather than risk conditions

sectors like telecommunications, and concurrent jurisdiction over

which create impractical precedents in much larger jurisdictions where they do

competition matters between the Competition Commission and ICASA is

most of their business. It is critical that our competition authorities strike the

likely to make implementation of this kind of regulation challenging.

right balance between careful scrutiny of digital mergers, and the needs of an

Whilst it is commendable that the Commission is joining the global debate
about regulation of “Big Tech”, concerns have been raised that overly vigorous

increasing number of South Africans to access innovative (and often free)
online banking, insurance, shopping, search and advertising services.

•

or ill-considered merger regulation in the digital sector may deter foreign and
local investment, and consequently, stifle local innovation. Global digital firms

Irvine is a Partner in the Corporate Department and a member of the

facing unreasonable or overly burdensome merger reviews in South Africa may

Competition practice at Bowmans.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS IN THE TIME OF
COVID-19 – THE IMPACT OF BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION INSURANCE
WARREN BEECH AND BRYAN WHITE
When the President declared the national state of disaster and implemented

longer than expected, and we found that parties returned to the negotiation

the South African lockdown, in March 2020, most parties to merger and

table, with several transactions being concluded in the second half of 2020, but

acquisition (M&A) transactions were focused on the normal considerations

with one significant difference – consideration around the valuation of a target

and challenges associated with transactions of this nature. This, of course, all

company within the context of severe business interruption, and what mitigation

changed and, as lawyers, the focus naturally shifted to force majeure under

measures had been taken or were being taken by the target company to

existing commercial agreements, followed by the reality check of whether

preserve value, not only in the short term, but in the longer term, where erosion

businesses were going to survive the stringent lockdown provisions.

of value was generally unquantifiable and uncertain.

Our experience, at the time, was that where M&A transactions were

Within this context, it was a natural consequence that parties started

sufficiently progressed, the parties continued to focus on implementation and

considering non-property claims under their insurance policies, for business

fulfilment of the conditions precedent within the context of the significant

interruption. Due diligence exercises carried out on target companies included

challenges, including substantially extended timeframes for regulatory approvals

reviewing the policy clauses and, in some cases, submission of claims under

(particularly in the mining industry), and what this meant for the transaction.

these policies. The initial responses from the insurance companies was

Where parties were considering a transaction, we noticed extreme caution and,

negative, with several of the insurance companies denying liability, and

in several cases, the parties abandoned negotiations. By about June / July

repudiating claims.

2020, it became clear that the lockdown restrictions were going to be in place

Beech

Most, if not all, parties to M&A transactions where valuation was an issue,

When the President declared the national state of
disaster and implemented the South African
lockdown, in March 2020, most parties to merger
and acquisition (M&A) transactions were focused
on the normal considerations and challenges
associated with transactions of this nature. This,
of course, all changed and, as lawyers, the focus
naturally shifted to force majeure under existing
commercial agreements, followed by the reality
check of whether businesses were going to
survive the stringent lockdown provisions.

White
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welcomed the Supreme Court of Appeal judgment in the matter between

closely connected to the business interruption and consequent loss), and

Guardrisk Insurance Company Limited v Café Chameleon CC (Case no

legal causation thus inevitably followed.

632/20) [2020] ZASCA 173 (17 December 2020) (Café Chameleon

Insurance contracts, including business interruption provisions, must be

judgment). In Café Chameleon, the Supreme Court of Appeal had to consider

interpreted by having regard to their language, context and purpose, giving a

the wording of a policy, underwritten by Guardrisk Insurance, which

commercially sensible meaning to the contract, rather than one which is at

indemnified Café Chameleon against loss from business interruption due to

odds with the purpose of the contract. The Café Chameleon judgment is

notifiable diseases. The clause in dispute was a non-property damage

important because, firstly, it is currently the most authoritative judgment

extension which included an “infectious diseases clause”, indemnifying Café

relating to COVID-19 business interruption insurance claims, and, secondly, it

Chameleon for “loss…resulting in interruption (of) the business due to

outlines the importance of businesses having insurance policies in place to

notifiable [disease] occurring within a radius of 50km of the premises”. The

guard against situations like the COVID-19 pandemic. Whilst the extent and

insured peril in this case was a defined event (being the occurrence of COVID-

unpredictability of the pandemic was raised as a defence by Guardrisk

19 and the government response) which resulted in business interruption.

Insurance, ultimately, the interpretation of insurance contracts requires an

Guardrisk Insurance denied the applicability of the clause to the

objective analysis aimed at establishing what the parties must have intended,

circumstances surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, on four primary grounds:

and not what their unexpressed thoughts were, when they contracted. The

1. No competent local authority had stipulated that the disease should be

judgment is likely to be one of many such judgments in a string of business

notified in accordance with the policy;
2. The locality of the scope of applicability of the clause did not extend to the

interruption insurance claims in relation to COVID-19. (Ma-Afrika Hotels and
Another v Santam Limited and Interfax (Pty) Ltd and Another v Old Mutual are

consequences of events within a wider area, i.e. an area greater than the

two cases that have come through the Western Cape High Court dealing with

50km stipulated radius of Café Chameleon’s premises;

similar business interruption insurance-related claims.)

3. The policy did not cover the loss following the closure of the premises as a
result of a government order; and
4. There was no causal link between the defined event (the COVID-19
outbreak within the 50km radius) and the interruption of the business.

Within the broader scheme of M&A transactions in South African law, it is
likely that businesses involved in M&A transactions will, going forward, be
required or requested to disclose whether the business has a comprehensive
insurance policy in place, covering non-property damage extension claims for
the possibility of, for example, future pandemics. It is highly likely that

All four arguments advanced by Guardrisk Insurance were analysed and

insurance providers will specifically aim to exclude non-property damage

subsequently rejected by the Supreme Court of Appeal. Specifically, and for

extension clauses (such as pandemic-related cover) that result in business

the purposes of business interruption, the SCA found that the purpose of the

interruption insurance claims. Alternatively, companies are likely to be expected

clause in question, quite clearly, was to provide cover for business interruption

to pay large premiums to ensure future cover for non-property damage.

due to occurrences of a notifiable disease within a 50km radius of the
premises.
Importantly, the SCA reiterated the principles of causation in insurance law.

Section 12A of the Competition Act provides for the analytical framework
for the assessment of a merger by the competition authorities. Specifically,
s12A(2)(g) of the Competition Act requires the competition authorities to

Echoing the principles laid out in Lee v Minister of Correctional Services (CCT

determine whether the business, or part of the business, of a party to a

20/12) [2012] ZACC 30; 2013 (2) BCLR 129 (CC); 2013 (2) SA 144 (CC);

merger or proposed merger, has failed or is likely to fail. Businesses which

2013 (1) SACR 213 (CC) (11 December 2012), the SCA cautioned against

have comprehensive insurance policies that cover non-property damage, as

applying ‘rigid deductive logic’, and that in the contractual context, causation

outlined in the Café Chameleon case, may be less likely to fail and, therefore,

rules should be applied ‘with a good sense to give effect to, and not to defeat

the requirements of s12A(2)(g) are more likely to be satisfied, meaning that

the intention of the contracting parties’. The court went on to find that, in

the proposed merger is more likely to be acceptable.

•

casu, there was clear factual and legal causation; the government response,
through the imposition of the lockdown, was a proximate cause (or sufficiently

Beech is a Partner and White an Associate Designate with Beech Veltman.
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SECTION 34 TO THE RESCUE? IT’S ALL RELATIVE
DANIEL CLARK
On 21 December 2020, Acting Judge JT Boltar of the Gauteng Local Division,

is intended to mean that the creditor can only rely on the transfer being void to

Johannesburg, handed down a judgment refusing to declare the transfer of a

recoup the amount of the specific claim in respect of which the particular

retail pharmacy business by the First Respondent to Arrie Nel Pharmacy Group

proceedings were instituted, rather than the transfer being void against the

(Pty) Ltd ‘null and void’ (CJ Pharmaceutical Enterprises (Pty) Ltd and Others v

creditor in the absolute sense. This does not lend support to an absolute

Main Road Centurion 30201 CC t/a Albermarle Pharmacy and Another

interpretation of the word ‘’void’’ in s34(1).

(7909/2020) [2020] ZAGPJHC 353 (21 December 2020)), setting it aside and

Accordingly, during the specified six month period, Main Road’s creditors

ordering the business to be ‘transferred back’ to Main Road, after an application

(including the Applicants) could have treated the transfer as void for purposes of

was brought by the Applicants to do so. Ultimately, the Applicants sought an order

recovering their debts and could, for instance, have levied execution against the

placing Main Road under supervision and commenced business rescue

assets of the business now held by Arrie Nel. However, this does not mean that

proceedings. They submitted that the ‘transfer back’ of the retail pharmacy

the business was held by Main Road for this six month period and accordingly, it

business to Main Road would result in Main Road having sufficient assets to be

was not ‘transferred back’ to Main Road from Arrie Nel.

rehabilitated under the control of a business rescue practitioner.
In this case, the Applicants (all creditors of Main Road) sought
this relief on the basis that the transfer is void in terms of s34(1)
of the Insolvency Act, 1936 or alternatively, in the common law
under the actio Paulina. The court had to determine whether the
transfer was void and, if so, the effect thereof.
In brief, s34(1) provides that where a trader has not
published a notice of intended transfer of any business
belonging to him within the specified period prior to the transfer,
the transfer shall be “void as against his creditors for a period of
six months after such transfer”. It is common cause that no
such notice was published by Main Road and that the Transfer
was void as against creditors until 30 May 2020, at the latest.
The Applicants did not institute proceedings against Main Road

In brief, s34(1) provides that
where a trader has not
published a notice of intended
transfer of any business
belonging to him within the
specified period prior to the
transfer, the transfer shall be
“void as against his creditors
for a period of six months after
such transfer”.

Clark

for the purposes of enforcing their claims pursuant to s34(3),
prior to the transfer, which would have had the effect that the
transfer was “void as against him for purpose of such enforcement”. Accordingly,
the transfer was void for a period of six months pursuant to s34(1).
The court then turned to the effect thereof and, more particularly, whether

Nor did the Applicants succeed under the common law as they were unable
to satisfy the requirements of the actio Paulina, which include that Main Road
made the transfer with the intention of defrauding its creditors, and that Arrie Nel

this could effectively mean that the business must be transferred back to Main

was a party to this fraud. In fact, Main Road had made clear its intention to sell its

Road. This turned on the meaning of ‘’void’’ in s34(1). If the transfer was void in

retail pharmacy business, and one or more of the Applicants had even

the relative sense, it was only void against the specific persons listed in s34(1),

considered purchasing it.

namely the creditors of Main Road. If it was void in the absolute sense, it was

As the transfer was not void in the absolute sense, the Applicants could not

void against all people for the specified six month period. For the Applicants to

establish that Main Road would have had sufficient assets to be rehabilitated under

obtain the relief they sought, ‘’void’’ must have an absolute meaning, so that the

the control of a business rescue practitioner, and an order placing Main Road under

transfer was effectively invalid for the six month period and accordingly, the retail

supervision and commencing business rescue proceedings was not granted.

pharmacy business would remain the property of Main Road for that period. The

This case is a pertinent reminder of the importance of publishing the requisite

Applicants submitted that “void” in s34(1) should be given an absolute meaning,

notice pursuant to s34 of the Insolvency Act when one intends to transfer a

based on the wording of s34(3), that it be void as ‘’against him’’, being the

business. Careful consideration must be given to the time periods stipulated under

debtor. The Applicants submitted that this supports an absolute meaning of

the Insolvency Act and the effect of the publication of, or failure to publish the

‘’void’’, as it does not directly qualify the persons to whom the voidability applies.

requisite notice, on a prospective seller, creditor and/or purchaser of a business.

The court considered the precedent regarding the interpretation of the word
“void” and found that it has a relative meaning. Specifically, the wording of s34(3)

Clark is an Associate with Falcon & Hume.
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SARS OBJECTION TO CLICKS CLUBCARD
LOYALTY PROGRAMME
SAMUEL MARIENS
Clicks Retailers (Pty) Ltd introduced a Loyalty Programme, whereby a

receive payment in advance that would be used to defray expenditure

subscribing customer would earn loyalty points after presenting their Clicks

incurred in performing the obligations arising under the same contract. The

ClubCard to the cashier upon each purchase. The relationship between Clicks

SCA observed that there is a direct and immediate connection between the

and its Club members, with respect to the Loyalty Programme, is governed by

income-receiving and obligation-imposing requirements of s24C, and

the ClubCard contract. In terms of the contract, a customer earns a point for

therefore, no provision is made for different income-earning and obligation-

each R5 spent. A customer must earn 100 ClubCard points within prescribed

imposing contracts.

time periods (referred to as ‘reward cycles’) in order to qualify for vouchers

In Clicks, Wallis JA used an example of a building transaction to illustrate

under the Loyalty Programme. In the event that a customer accumulates the

the circumstances which would result in a taxpayer becoming entitled to

minimum points tally by the end of a particular reward cycle, the taxpayer,

claim the s24C allowance. In the example, a building contractor enters into

Clicks, would issue a voucher to the customer. The customer would be able to

an agreement with a client, wherein the contractor becomes obligated to

use the voucher as payment for the purchase of goods at Clicks; that is, the

construct a building and entitled to remuneration for services rendered; the

market price of the goods would be reduced by
the value of the voucher. The customer was not
entitled to redeem the voucher for cash.
In Commissioner for South African Revenue
Service v Clicks Retailers (Pty) Ltd (2020) (2) SA
72 (SCA) 82 SATC 167 (Clicks), Clicks claimed an
allowance in the amount of
R44 275 965.00 to be deducted from its gross
income, in terms of s24C of the Income Tax Act (58
of 1962) (ITA). The allowance was quantified with
reference to Clicks’ cost of sales for honouring
vouchers which it anticipated its customers would
use in the succeeding tax year. The Commissioner
disallowed the taxpayer’s claim.

The inference to be drawn from s24C
requiring the receipt of income, and
the obligation to be derived from the
same contract, is that the special
allowance was intended for cases
where the receipt or accrual of
income would occur before the
incurrence of future expenditure in
the performance of the obligation
under the same contract.

Mariens

Section 24C of the ITA
In a separate, concurring judgment, Wallis JA set
out the requirements for the application of s24C:

contractor receives part payment from the client in the form of a deposit and

1. the section requires the existence of a contract under which income is

uses either the whole or some of the proceeds to purchase the equipment

either received by or accrues to the taxpayer;
2. the contract must impose an obligation on the taxpayer which will be
carried out in the succeeding tax year;
3. the taxpayer’s performance of the obligation must result in the incurrence
of future expenditure; and

needed to construct the building. As appears from the example, there is a
receipt of income, and the future expenditure incurred is connected to the
obligation imposed on the taxpayer to perform in terms of the contract. In
addition, the receipt of income and the incurrence of future expenditure are
created under the same contract.

4. the revenue earned by the taxpayer in terms of the contract must be used
either wholly or partly to defray future expenditure incurred in the

The ‘Inextricably-Linked’ argument

performance of the obligations arising under the contract.

In Big G, the SCA held that s24C does not apply to more than one contract
‘inextricably linked’ to one another (for example, where one contract provides

In C:SARS v Big G Restaurants (Pty) Ltd [2018] ZASCA 179, 2019 (3) SA

for the receipt of income and another contract provides for the incurrence of

90 (SCA) (“Big G”), the SCA referred to the explanatory memorandum which

future expenditure; and both contracts are inextricably linked to one another).

accompanied the introduction of s24C, which provided that the purpose of

The SCA noted that the section does not refer to a ‘scheme’ or ‘transaction’;

the section was to cater for commercial transactions where a taxpayer would

instead, it expressly refers to a singular ‘contract’. The SCA held that although
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a contract may be useful or necessary to allow a taxpayer to receive income,
it does not result in the income being received in terms of that contract. In
amplification, the SCA expressed that a taxpayer does not earn income in
terms of its commercial lease agreement nor its bank overdraft agreement,
both of which are essential in the production of profit.

The taxpayer’s contentions
In Clicks, the taxpayer (Clicks) contended that the ClubCard contract merely
set out the terms and conditions of the Loyalty Programme and created no
exigible obligations on it or the customer. Clicks argued that when a customer
purchases goods and presents a ClubCard, the taxpayer receives income
derived from the sale of goods and, at the same time, falls under an obligation
to award points, and thereafter, issue a voucher to the customer. Ordinarily,
the customer will use the voucher to purchase goods at a reduced price; the

In Clicks, the taxpayer (Clicks) contended that
the ClubCard contract merely set out the terms
and conditions of the Loyalty Programme and
created no exigible obligations on it or the
customer. Clicks argued that when a customer
purchases goods and presents a ClubCard, the
taxpayer receives income derived from the sale
of goods and, at the same time, falls under an
obligation to award points, and thereafter, issue
a voucher to the customer.

income received by the taxpayer will be used to acquire the trading stock to be
purchased by the customer at a future date; the right to receive income and
the incurrence of future expenditure in the performance of the obligation are

created by a qualifying purchase. The SCA observed that in the absence of the

created and determined by the same contract (i.e. the contract of sale

ClubCard contract, a customer is not entitled to be awarded points and to be

between the customer and the taxpayer); consequently, it is the contract of

issued with vouchers, and consequently, no obligation would be imposed on

sale which gives rise to the exigible obligation to be performed by the taxpayer.

the taxpayer to do so. Effectively, the SCA found that even if it were to accept
that the ClubCard contract was inextricably linked to the first contract of sale,

The SCA found

the incurrence of future expenditure did not result from the first contract of

The SCA observed that the taxpayer’s contention sought to establish that a

sale, and therefore, the receipt of income and the incurrence of future

single qualifying contract of sale created an income-receiving right and an

expenditure were derived from separate, distinct contracts. Consequently, the

expenditure-incurring obligation. The SCA held that the taxpayer’s contention

taxpayer was not entitled to claim the s24C allowance.

in this regard ignored the commercial reality of the arrangement, which was
dependent on the operation of three, separate and distinct contracts:

Conclusion

1. The ClubCard contract;

The purpose of s24C is not to permit a taxpayer to take into account

2. The first contract of sale between the customer and the taxpayer, where the

foreseeable, future expenditure prior to it being incurred, nor to manipulate

former presents a ClubCard in order to earn points which would later be

the timing of tax payments. The inference to be drawn from s24C requiring

converted into a voucher (provided that the customer meets the minimum

the receipt of income, and the obligation to be derived from the same

points tally before the conclusion of a particular reward cycle); and

contract, is that the special allowance was intended for cases where the

3. The second contract of sale between the customer and the taxpayer,

receipt or accrual of income would occur before the incurrence of future

where the former redeems the voucher in order to purchase goods at a

expenditure in the performance of the obligation under the same contract.

discounted price.

The legislature introduced s24C in response to an anomaly whereby income
would be received or accrue to a taxpayer in one tax year, but would be used

The SCA found that it was irrelevant whether the ClubCard contract and the

either wholly or partly to defray expenditure incurred in the succeeding tax

first contract of sale were inextricably linked and whether the operation of the

year, where the receipt of income and incurrence of future expenditure stems

Loyalty Programme was dependent on the first contract of sale. The court

from the same contract. The ‘one contract’ requirement is important in light

found that the taxpayer acquires the right to receive income from the first

of the judgment in Big G, where the SCA rejected the notion that the section

contract of sale; that the obligation to award a customer with points and

applies in circumstances where more than one contract is ‘inextricably

thereafter, issue vouchers is created and determined by the ClubCard

linked’ to another.

contract, and that the incurrence of expenditure resulted from the ClubCard
contract and the second contract of sale (because if the customer was issued
with a voucher and, subsequently, elected to cease trading at the taxpayer,
there would be no future expenditure to be incurred by the taxpayer as the

It should be noted that the SCA’s judgment in Clicks was based on s24C
as it stood in 2009. Section 24C was subsequently amended in 2016.
Disclaimer: The SCA’s judgment in Big G has been taken to the
Constitutional Court on appeal.

•

customer would not use the voucher as payment for the purchase of goods).
In addition, Clicks had conceded that the obligation to award points and issue

Mariens is a Law Student at the University of Cape Town where he is doing a

vouchers was derived from the ClubCard contract and not the contract of sale

Masters in Tax Law.
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OUT OF THE LOOP
BERNARD MCLEOD AND MARISSA WESSELS
The South African Reserve Bank (SARB), in its first Exchange Control

structure, South African resident individuals could reduce their tax liability

Circular of 2021, announced the lifting of all loop structure restrictions on

in respect of dividends declared by a South African company, from the

South African tax resident companies, individuals and private equity

standard rate of 20 percent to as low as zero percent (depending on the

funds, with effect from 1 January 2021. According to the SARB, these

applicable double taxation agreement). A South African resident could also

restrictions have been lifted as a means of encouraging investment into

qualify for the CGT participation exemption in instances where that resident

South Africa, at a time when investment is arguably more crucial than

disposed of shares in a CFC which owns South African assets.

ever.

The SARB’s efforts to mitigate these risks came to a head in 2016, with
the introduction of the joint tax and exchange control Special Voluntary

Loop structures in a nutshell

Disclosure Programme (SVDP). The SVDP allowed South African residents

In essence, a loop structure exists where a South African resident

a limited time in which to voluntarily declare their unauthorised foreign

(whether natural or juristic) enters into a transaction or a series of

assets (including loop structures), and to pay substantially reduced levies

transactions which have the effect of exporting capital out of South Africa.

in order to regularise any contraventions.

This is ordinarily achieved through the formation of an offshore entity or

In recent years, however, the SARB has also, on various occasions,

structure, which then reinvests back into a Common Monetary Area (CMA)

relaxed the restrictions applying to loop structures. On 21 February 2018,

country (including South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho and Eswatini) by, for

the SARB announced that South African companies would be permitted to

example, acquiring a CMA-based asset, or an interest in a CMA-based

acquire up to 40% of the equity shares and/or voting rights in a foreign

company.

entity which holds investments in and/or makes loans into a CMA country.

On the face of it, these types of structures posed significant risks to the
South African tax base, as they presented the opportunity for abusive tax

Following this amendment, only structures which exceeded the 40% limit
required prior approval from the SARB’s Financial Surveillance

In recent years, however, the SARB has
also, on various occasions, relaxed the
restrictions applying to loop structures. On
21 February 2018, the SARB announced
that South African companies would be
permitted to acquire up to 40% of the
equity shares and/or voting rights in a
foreign entity which holds investments in
and/or makes loans into a CMA country.
McLeod

Wessels

planning, particularly in the context of dividends tax and capital gains tax

Department. On 31 October 2019, the SARB granted a similar

(CGT). In the context of dividends tax, in the absence of loop structure

dispensation in favour of South African resident individuals.

restrictions, or other appropriate legislation (discussed in more detail

These changes, coupled with National Treasury’s aims of promoting

below), it would theoretically be possible to implement a structure where a

investment into South Africa, and modernising and improving the

controlled foreign company (CFC) owns a South African company, with any

burdensome SARB approval process for cross-border flows, have

dividends flowing from that South African company to a resident individual,

culminated in lifting loop structure restrictions on South African tax

by virtue of the CFC being exempt in the hands of the individual. Using this

resident companies, individuals and private equity funds in their entirety.

MARCH 2021
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Tax reforms

on condition that, where South African assets are acquired through a

In its 2020 Budget Review, National Treasury acknowledged that one of

loop structure, the investment is reported to an Authorised Dealer as

the purposes of the exchange control restrictions relating to loop

and when the transaction is finalised.

structures was to protect the tax base and that, therefore, tax legislation
may be a more appropriate tool to address concerns relating to loop
structures. The following tax amendments, which have the aim of reducing

• Annual progress reports must be submitted to the SARB’s Financial
Surveillance Department via an Authorised Dealer.

• The Authorised Dealer must have had sight of an independent

the negative impact of loop structures on the South African tax base, allow

auditor’s written confirmation, or other suitable documentary evidence

for the relaxation of the loop structure restrictions, and have been enacted

which verifies that the transaction was concluded on an arm’s length

as part of the Taxation Laws Amendment Act (23 of 2020):

basis, for a fair and market-related price.

• Section 9D of the Income Tax Act (58 of 1962) (ITA), relating to CFCs,
has been amended to ensure that CFCs include portions of a dividend
received or accrued from a South African resident company in their net
income. The ITA now includes a formula with which to determine the
non-exempt portion of a dividend (and, therefore, the portion required
to be included in net income). This amount will be equal to the ratio of
20 to 28 of the dividend that is received or accrued from a resident
company, and may be further reduced to the extent that any dividends
tax has already been paid. This amendment came into operation on 1
January 2021 and applies to all dividends received by or accrued to
any CFC on or after that date.

• The CGT participation exemption contained in paragraph 64B of the
Eighth Schedule to the ITA no longer applies in respect of any capital
gains or losses realised as a result of the disposal of any share in a
CFC, to the extent that the value of the assets of that CFC is
attributable to assets directly or indirectly located, issued or registered

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB), in its
first Exchange Control Circular of 2021,
announced the lifting of all loop structure
restrictions on South African tax resident
companies, individuals and private equity
funds, with effect from 1 January 2021.
According to the SARB, these restrictions have
been lifted as a means of encouraging
investment into South Africa, at a time when
investment is arguably more crucial than ever.

in South Africa. This amendment came into operation on 1 January
2021 and applies in respect of any disposal on or after that date.

• The “look-through” rule in respect of capital gains, as contained in

• All inward loans from South African-affiliated foreign investors must

paragraph (f) of the proviso to s9D(2A) of the ITA, also no longer

comply with the directives issued in sI.3(B) of the Authorised Dealer

applies to natural persons and special trusts, as the attribution of an

Manual (Borrowing abroad by residents).

amount of net income of a CFC to South African residents does not
retain the character or nature of the underlying elements of net
income for those residents. This amendment also came into operation
on 1 January 2021.

• Once a transaction is completed, the Authorised Dealer must submit a
report to the SARB’s Financial Surveillance Department setting out:

• the name(s) of the South African affiliated foreign investor(s);
• a description of the assets to be acquired (including inward foreign
loans, the acquisition of shares and the acquisition of property);

Going forward
What does this mean for those who have already approached the SARB in
an effort to regularise existing loop structures by submitting an application
through an Authorised Dealer? Likely, in fairness to those who have
already invested the time and effort, existing unauthorised loop structures

• the name of the South African target investment company, if
applicable;

• the date of the acquisition; and
• the actual foreign currency amount introduced, including a
transaction reference number.

created before 1 January 2021 are still required to be declared to and
regularised with the SARB’s Financial Surveillance Department.
Although no longer strictly prohibited, loop structures created on or

In the event of non-compliance with the SARB’s regulations, applicants
who approach the SARB voluntarily may expect to pay settlement amounts

after 1 January 2021 will also have to comply with a range of SARB

of between 10% and 40% of the total amount involved in the contravention,

requirements in order to be validly constituted. The SARB has published

whilst those who do not voluntarily declare may forfeit up

the following regulations in this regard:

to 100% of the amount involved in the contravention.

•

•

Resident individuals, corporates and private equity funds with
authorised foreign assets (being assets taken or accumulated offshore

McLeod is a Consultant and Wessels an Associate with

with the necessary SARB approvals in place) may invest in South Africa

Lawtons Africa.
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NEGOTIATING POTENTIAL HAZARDS
JASON GOODISON & BENJAMIN MEADOWS
For a commercial transaction attorney, it can be overwhelming to manoeuvre

against the seller of a business (where the seller is a trader) has, before the

around the red tape that seems hellbent on restricting deal flow. In addition to the

transfer of the business, instituted proceedings against the seller for the

red tape, there are many laws, both well-known and obscure, with the potential to

purpose of enforcing his claim, the transfer shall be void as against the seller

have disastrous consequences on otherwise straightforward transactions.

for the purpose of such an enforcement. In addition, s34(3) is also not subject

One such law is s34(3) of the Insolvency Act, dealing with the effect of
ongoing litigation on business transfers.

to the same time restrictions as s34(1).
Given how differently sections 34(1) and 34(3) are framed, their

Before discussing s34(3), it is necessary to first discuss s34(1). In contrast
to s34(3), every conveyancer and commercial attorney has s34(1) of the

implications must also be different.
In the Supreme Court of Appeal case of Weltmans Custom Office Furniture

Insolvency Act almost memorised. This is colloquially known as the ‘publication

(Pty) Ltd (In Liquidation) v Whistlers CC (177/97) [1999] ZASCA 45 (1 June

section’. In summary, if a trader transfers a business but has not published a

1999), the court had the following to say about the extent of the voidness:

notice of the intended transfer in the prescribed manner, it will be void as

“It follows from the grammatical construction of the section that the transfer is

against his creditors for a period of six months after transfer. The consequence

void only to the extent to which the creditor had previously instituted proceedings.

for an unassuming purchaser of the business is clear – and dire; they may find

This construction also avoids the incongruous results that would follow if the

the seller’s creditors coming after what are now his assets, even though they

Court a quo's interpretation is to be applied. On that construction the transfer

have nothing to do with the seller’s debt.

would be void in respect of claims which were not due or legally enforceable at

This provision is particularly problematic for any bank that may have financed

the time of the transfer. This in turn would result in an unwarranted windfall to

the transaction, especially where that transaction involves the transfer of

the claimant but prejudice to a bona fide transferee and, possibly, his creditors.

immoveable property. A void transfer results in void security (usually in the form of

These consequences could not have been intended”.

a mortgage bond) taken by the bank. The reason a bond would be void is
explained in the Supreme Court of Appeal judgment of Gainsford and Others NNO v

In summary, s34(3) creates a situation where an extent of voidness is

Tiffski Property Investments (Pty) Ltd and Others (874/2010) [2011] ZASCA 187;

contemplated – the voidness is limited, and not of the “ab initio” species.

[2011] 4 All SA 445 (SCA); 2012 (3) SA 35 (SCA) (30 September 2011):

Accordingly, a purchaser of a business might find himself open to risk where

“the transfer is void ab initio and, accordingly, the transferee does not

there are ongoing litigious proceedings against the seller (over and above the usual

acquire ownership of the immovable property and cannot encumber it with

risks of such a position). Although the voidness contemplated by s34(3) is limited, it

a mortgage bond”.

can, nevertheless, have an effect on assets now in the hands of the purchaser.

Simply put, the transferee did not have the requisite real rights in the
property to permit the bank to register a mortgage bond.
Section 34(3) of the Insolvency Act, on the other hand, is not as well-known
and is differently worded, but can also result in the purchaser being caught in a

It is clear that the possibility of ongoing litigious proceedings is yet another
risk that must be considered in sale of business transactions; particularly large
transactions. Ensuring that your due diligence and agreements mitigate that

•

risk might save headache and heartbreak down the road.

difficult situation.
Broadly speaking, in terms of s34(3), if any person who has any claim

Goodison is a Partner and Meadows an Associate with Cox Yeats.

It is clear that the possibility of ongoing
litigious proceedings is yet another risk
that must be considered in sale of
business transactions; particularly large
transactions. Ensuring that your due
diligence and agreements mitigate that
risk might save headache and heartbreak
down the road.
Goodison

Meadows
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What happens to your B-BBEE compliance
targets if you make a financial loss?
JACKIE KITCHING AND ZAHN ABREU

T

hree elements on the B-BBEE Scorecard use
Net Profit After Tax (NPAT) to calculate the
Compliance Targets: Enterprise Development
(ED) (1% of NPAT), Supplier Development (SD) (2% of
NPAT) and Socio-Economic Development (SED) (1% of
NPAT). These three elements constitute 20 points
(excluding two bonus points) on the Generic Scorecard.

In the event that a Measured Entity does not make a profit during their
financial period, or if the profit is less than a quarter of the industry norm,
the Amended Codes of Good Practice (Codes), together with recommendations from SANAS, dictate the steps required for the Measured Entity
to determine its NPAT Compliance Targets for ED, SD and SED.
As per the Codes, the following is stated:
The Net Profit After Tax (NPAT) or average target applies unless:
the company did not make a profit in the past year or, on average,
over the last five years
the net profit margin is less than a quarter of the industry norm.
If the Turnover is to be used, the Compliance Target will be set at:
1% (ED), or 2% (SD) or 1% (SED) x Indicative Profit Margin
(NPAT/Turnover) x Turnover
Indicative Profit Margin is the profit margin in the last year, where the
company’s profit margin equals or exceeds one quarter of the industry norm.
A fatal error often made by the Measured Entity is not investigating
whether or not its NPAT is above the industry norm or, when making a
loss, if its profit over the past five years is above or below the industry
norm. Verification agencies are now required to request the Measured
Entity’s annual financial statements for the past five years in order to calculate its ED, SD and SED Compliance Targets.
Any contributions towards ED, SD and SED must be paid within the
Measured Entity’s financial period (i.e. prior to the financial year end).
ED and SD are priority elements, meaning that the Measured Entity is
required to meet the 40% sub-minimum of the Compliance Target in
order to avoid being discounted one B-BBEE Level. As such, it is strategically important for the Measured Entity to determine its NPAT
Compliance Targets (or adjusted NPAT Compliance Targets) prior to the
financial year end. This will give the Measured Entity sufficient time to
identify and implement suitable and meaningful initiatives for its chosen
beneficiaries. Failure to do so could result in the Measured Entity being

penalised by one B-BBEE Level, or being non-compliant.
Please note that these requirements and Compliance Targets may differ if a specific Sector Code regulates the Measured Entity. If the
Measured Entity is verified under a specific Sector Code, it should refer to
the specific requirements of the Sector Code.
In practice, we are finding that
there are a number of different ways
in which the SANAS recommendations are being interpreted and
applied by the various Verification
Agencies. If the Measured Entity
has made a financial loss, or has
failed to achieve a profit which
equals or exceeds one quarter of the
industry norm, some Verification
Agencies will apply a five-year average in order to determine the
NPAT, while other Verification
Agencies will apply the Indicative
Profit Margin (being the last time
in the five-year period that the
Kitching
Measured Entity made a profit in
excess of one quarter of the industry
norm), in order to calculate the
NPAT Compliance Targets.
This uncertainty in the interpretation of the Codes, particularly
where the Measured Entity does
not make a profit during any financial period, makes it extremely difficult for the Measured Entity to
determine its required targets for
ED, SD and SED, and to achieve
its required B-BBEE status, in terms
of its roadmap.
We would strongly recommend
Abreu
that the Measured Entity engage
with its chosen Verification Agency
to obtain clarity on this question. In addition, as the B-BBEE community,
we intend to engage with the DTIC and SANAS to obtain consensus on
this issue. ◆
Kitching is B-BBEE Director and Abreu B-BBEE Manager with RSM
(South Africa).
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A suspensive condition or not?
THATO MASHISHI

S

uspensive conditions are common in commercial
agreements, and they are typically aimed at mitigating any risks which the parties to such agreements
might be aware of, thereby affording each some level of
comfort and protection.

A suspensive condition or not? is the question that the Supreme Court of
Appeal (SCA) had to answer in Municipality of Mhlontlo v TDH Tsolo
Junction (1086/2019) [2021] ZASCA 3. The appeal was against an order
handed down by the Eastern Cape Division of the High Court, which dismissed the special pleas brought by the appellant, the Municipality of
Mhlontlo, at the SCA. The case related to a claim for damages for breach
of contract, which was instituted by TDH Tsolo Junction (Pty) Ltd, the
respondent.
Facts and decision
The municipality sought proposals from bidders for the development of a
property. Amongst the bidders was the respondent, which was successful
in its bid and was subsequently provided a letter of appointment. The letter stated that a meeting to discuss the granular details of the terms of reference would be scheduled and that there would be an agreement, detailing the conditions of the appointment, which the appellant and the
respondent would be required to conclude.
Furthermore, the letter of appointment stated that the municipality’s
appointment of TDH Tsolo Junction (Pty) Ltd would only be effective
upon the satisfaction of certain requirements, as well as the submission of
documentation by the respondent, which included, amongst others, proof
of insurance and a letter of acceptance. The appointment was accepted by
the respondent, in writing. The appellant and the respondent subsequently
concluded a supply and development agreement which contained the
terms and conditions applicable to the parties in relation to the development of the property.
The appellant contended that the respondent’s failure to submit the
requested documentation detailed in the letter of appointment resulted in
the non-fulfilment of a suspensive condition. This meant that no agree-

ment came into existence between
the appellant and the respondent
and, as a result, the claim for damages brought by the respondent
could not succeed.
The respondent argued that, during negotiations, the appellant
accepted that the requested documentation was not applicable to the
project. This, according to the
SCA, resulted in the exclusion of
the requirement for the submission
of those documents. The SCA
noted that, in its terms, the letter of
Mashishi
appointment was a preliminary document. The agreement between the
parties bore no reference to the letter of appointment nor any reference
to the alleged suspensive condition, and further contained a provision
that the written agreement constituted the entire agreement between the
parties. The appeal was dismissed by the SCA, on the basis that the
agreement between the appellant and the respondent was not subject to
the alleged suspensive condition.
Conclusion
This matter should serve as a reminder to parties who intend to negotiate
and ultimately conclude a written commercial agreement that, if there are
certain suspensive conditions which the parties may want to introduce,
these conditions need to be clearly provided for in the agreement.
Furthermore, when an agreement contains a provision which states that
the agreement is the sole memorial between parties, and there are suspensive conditions which might have been intended and communicated outside the agreement but which were subsequently omitted from the agreement, those suspensive conditions would not form part of the agreement.
This omission may lead to an exposure to risks which could have been
mitigated by the proper recording of such suspensive conditions in the
agreement. ◆
Mashishi is a Legal Consultant, KPMG Legal Services.

http://www.inceconnect.co.za/publication/DealMakers
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When does a surety’s right of recourse arise?
KYLENE WEYERS

W

hen does a surety’s right of recourse arise
and what effect does s154(2) of the
Companies Act (71 of 2008) have on this
right? These are two of the questions that the Supreme
Court of Appeal (SCA) had to consider in the recent case
of Zungu-Elgin Engineering (Pty) Ltd v Jeany Industrial
Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Others (1138/2019) [2020] ZASCA
160 (3 December 2020) (Zungu-Elgin case).

Case discussion
In the Zungu-Elgin case, three sureties paid a creditor the debt owed by
the principal debtor. The creditor had exercised its rights in terms of the
suretyship agreements and obtained judgment against the sureties (jointly
and severally) for the indebtedness owing. Thereafter, the sureties
attempted to exercise their right of recourse by suing the principal debtor
for the total amount paid to the principal debtor’s creditor. The principal
debtor defended the action proceedings. Consequently, the sureties
applied for summary judgment against the principal debtor. The principal
debtor opposed the proceedings on the following basis:
1. It argued that it was placed under business rescue and that the debt to
its creditor arose (and, accordingly, the sureties’ right of recourse arose)
prior to the commencement date of its business rescue. The principal
debtor argued that since the approved and implemented business rescue plan did not provide for this debt, the sureties were not entitled to
enforce it; and
2. It contended that to permit claims against a company that were not
provided for in the approved and implemented business rescue plan
might jeopardise the business rescue process.
It is important to mention, at this juncture, that the sureties only paid
the principal debtor’s creditor after the commencement of the business
rescue proceedings. Despite this, the principal debtor argued that the
sureties’ right to recourse arose on an earlier date, when the debt arose.
The court a quo granted summary judgment against the principal
debtor and granted the principal debtor leave to appeal its judgment.
In its judgment, the SCA first considered what is stated in s154(2) of
the Companies Act 71 of 2008), which deals with the discharge of debts
and claims against a company in business rescue. Section 154(2) states:
“If a business rescue plan has been approved and implemented in accordance with this Chapter, a creditor is not entitled to enforce any debt owed
by the company immediately before the beginning of the business rescue
process, except to the extent provided for in the business rescue plan.”
The SCA thereafter highlighted the well-known common law principles relating to a surety’s right of recourse:

1. A surety who has paid the debt owed by the principal debtor to the
creditor, has a right of recourse against the principal debtor. The surety
is entitled to reimbursement by the principal debtor of what he/she has
paid to the principal debtor’s creditor; and
2. A surety can only be regarded as a creditor of the principal debtor
when the surety has paid the
principal debtor’s creditor.
The SCA thereafter held that
the principal debtor’s arguments
were bad in law, for the following
reasons:
1. Section 154(2) of the
Companies Act does not
expressly or by necessary implication vary the common law
principle that a debt based on
the surety’s right of recourse arises
upon payment to the creditor.
2. On the contrary, in terms of
s154(2), the question of whether
Weyers
any debt was owed by the company at the specified point in time is to be determined in terms of
existing law, including the common law.
The SCA accordingly dismissed the principal debtor’s appeal.
Conclusion
The judgment makes it clear that a surety’s right of recourse arises against
the principal debtor when the surety has paid the debt owed by the principal debtor to the creditor. Section 154(2) of the Companies Act does
not alter this common law position.
The judgment is not clear, however, on what effect business rescue has
on a surety’s contingent claim against a principal debtor in business rescue
and, in particular, in circumstances where the surety has not as yet paid
the principal debtor’s creditor and, accordingly, the debt is not as yet due
and owing by the principal debtor to the surety (but may, however,
become owing at a later stage, once the surety pays the principal debtor’s
debt).
Should a surety have a contingent claim against a company in rescue, it
is important that the surety seeks legal advice in the business rescue proceedings of the principal debtor. The effect of the business rescue may be
that the surety’s pre-commencement contingent claim is compromised in
terms of the adopted business rescue plan and, accordingly, unenforceable
once the debt becomes due and owing (which is when the surety pays the
creditor). Therefore, a surety wishing later to enforce a pre-commencement contingent claim needs to ensure that the contingent claim is not
compromised in the business rescue plan. It is crucial that the surety
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informs the business rescue practitioner of the claim, so that it can be
included in the plan. Even if the business rescue plan does not compromise
the surety’s claim, but the business is subsequently sold to a third-party purchaser, the surety may sit with a judgment against an empty shell without
any assets.
Considering the complicated nature of a surety’s right to recourse
during business rescue, it is important that if you have signed a suretyship agreement and the principal debtor goes into business rescue, or

if you are a creditor of a company in business rescue and you hold
suretyships as security for the debts of the principal debtor, you consult an attorney to understand your rights in the business rescue and
the effect which s154(2) of the Companies Act may have on these
rights. ◆
Weyers is a Senior Associate with Cliffe
Dekker Hofmeyr.

Contractlaw

Counter-application vs collateral
challenge
USHIR AHIR AND CLINTON MPHAHLELE

C

an a court find that a contract is invalid and
unlawful in the absence of a review application
specifically requesting it to do so?

In the case of Gobela Consulting CC v Makhado Municipality (910/19)
[2020] ZASCA 180 (22 December 2020), the Supreme Court of Appeal
(SCA) was called upon to consider whether the high court was entitled
to find that a contract was invalid and unlawful despite the municipality
not having made a counter-application seeking to review and set it aside
after being sued by the consulting firm (the appellant) for alleged breach
of contract. The municipality had instead raised a collateral challenge,
where it relied on the invalidity of the disputed contract due to prescribed
procurement processes not being followed.
A collateral challenge raises the invalidity and unlawfulness of an
administrative action as a defence prior to it being set aside. It is collateral
because it is raised in proceedings which are not intended to decide the
validity or otherwise of such an administrative action.
The appeal concerned a dispute arising from a contract concluded
by the municipal manager, on behalf of Makhado Municipality (the
respondent), with Gobela Consulting (the appellant). The contract
emanated from an unsolicited proposal submitted by Gobela to the
municipality to render certain services. No performance was rendered
in terms of that contract. Gobela alleged that the municipality had
refused and/or neglected to allow it to perform its obligations in terms
of the contract, and subsequently issued summons against the municipality, claiming the entire contract value as damages for alleged breach
of contract.

The municipality raised a special
plea, disputing the municipal manager’s authority to enter into the
contract. In its plea, the municipality
denied liability on the basis that the
contract was in contravention of
the Local Government: Municipal
Finance Management Act (56 of
2003) and the municipality’s own
Supply Chain Management Policy
and that, as a result, the contract
was invalid and unlawful.
Importantly, the municipality did
not file a counter-application seeking the review and setting aside of
the contract.
The high court found that the
contract was concluded in breach of
the applicable procurement prescripts which are designed to ensure
a transparent, cost-effective and
competitive tendering process as
prescribed by s217 of the
Constitution and the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Management
Act. Accordingly, it dismissed
Gobela’s claim on the basis that the
contract was invalid and unlawful.
Aggrieved by the decision,
Gobela appealed the judgment. It

Ahir

Mphahlele
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argued, in the SCA, that the high court had erred in dismissing its claim,
on the basis that since the municipality did not bring a counter-application to set aside the contract, it was not open to the court to sanction the
municipality’s collateral challenge to the validity of the contract by
declaring the contract invalid and unlawful. In support of its argument,
Gobela relied on MEC for Health, Eastern Cape and Another v Kirland
Investments (Pty) Ltd 2014 (5) BCLR 547 (CC) (Kirland).
In answering the question of whether the high court was entitled to
declare the contract invalid and unlawful in the absence of a counterapplication specifically seeking that it be reviewed and set aside, the SCA
referred to the Constitutional Court’s (CC) judgment in Merafong City
Local Municipality v AngloGold Ashanti Limited 2017 (2) SA 211 (CC)
(Merafong). In the Merafong judgment, the majority found that South
African law allows for a degree of flexibility in collateral challenges to
administrative action.
In Merafong, the CC reaffirmed the Oudekraal principle (Oudekraal
Estates (Pty) Ltd v City of Cape Town and Others 2004 (6) SA 222 (SCA))
that a decision by an organ of state remains binding until set aside.
Moreover, it provided some guidelines for assessing the competence of a
collateral challenge. With specific reference to Kirland, it provided that,
“Both decisions [Oudekraal and Kirland] recognised that there may be
occasions where an administrative decision or ruling should be treated
as invalid even though no action has been taken to strike it down.
Neither decision expressly circumscribed the circumstances in which an
administrative decision could be attacked reactively as invalid. As
important, they did not imply or entail that, unless they bring court
proceedings to challenge an administrative decision, public authorities
are obliged to accept it as valid. And neither imposed an absolute duty

of proactivity on public authorities. It all depends on the circumstances.
…
A reactive challenge should be available where justice requires it to
be. That will depend, in each case, on the facts.”
The SCA held that the permissibility of a collateral challenge to the
lawfulness of an administrative action depends on a variety of factors. In
this case, the SCA considered, firstly, that the high court took into
account in its judgment that, despite the absence of a counter-application, the validity and lawfulness of the contract was raised squarely in the
pleadings. Secondly, by not declaring the contract invalid and unlawful,
the untenable outcome would be that the high court would be authorising the very result which s217 of the Constitution and all other procurement-related prescripts seek to prevent. Thirdly, finding in favour of
Gobela would have the equally untenable result that the municipality
would be required to pay for a benefit that it did not receive.
The SCA held that justice required that the municipality be allowed to
raise a collateral challenge and, consequently, that the high court was entitled to declare the disputed contract invalid and unlawful, despite the
municipality not having counter-applied for it to be reviewed and set aside.
The judgment makes it clear that a court is entitled to declare a contract invalid and unlawful where justice requires it to do so, even in the
absence of a counter-application seeking the review and setting aside of
the contract. However, each case will and should be
decided on its own merits. ◆
Ahir is a Senior Associate and Mphahlele a
Candidate Attorney with Lawtons Africa.

Employmentlaw

A real ‘whodunnit’ – the persistent
polygraph problem
NEIL COETZER AND SECHABA MOTLOUNG

O

ccasionally, employers are faced with a situation
where misconduct has been committed, but the
identity of the perpetrator is not easily established.
By looking at circumstantial or other evidence, employers
may be able to narrow down a list of possible wrongdoers.
In these circumstances, employers often resort to polygraph
testing to identify the culprit (or culprits).

The relevance and reliability of polygraph testing in the employment context has always been controversial. Our courts have viewed the results of
such testing with a fair amount of scepticism, particularly in circumstances
where an employer fails to lead the evidence of an expert witness to
explain how the test works and what to make of the results.
Recently, In Goldplat Recovery (Pty) Ltd v Commission for Conciliation
Mediation and Arbitration & Others (Unreported case no. JR 488/2019, 26
January 2021), the Labour Court was faced with another case where an employer
dismissed an employee based solely on the results of his polygraph test.
In September 2018, an employee was dismissed after being found in pos-
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session of gold concentrate worth
about R850 000. The employer
established that the gold concentrate
came from a gold processing room,
which was in a restricted area. At
the employee’s disciplinary enquiry,
the employee indicated that he had
not acted alone and that a gold
smuggling syndicate was operating at
the employer’s operations. The
employee refused, however, to
divulge any names of those involved.
The employee had not worked in
the restricted area. In order to estabCoetzer lish how the employee gained access
to the restricted area or came into
possession of the gold concentrate, the employer subjected each of the seven
employees who worked in, or had access to the area to a polygraph test.
Only one employee, Mr Maziya, failed the polygraph test. A disciplinary
enquiry was convened and he was dismissed. Mr Maziya referred an unfair
dismissal dispute to the CCMA for arbitration. The Commissioner found
that Mr Maziya’s dismissal was unfair.
In the arbitration award, the Commissioner found that on the evidence
before him, Maziya, his team, security guards, a forklift driver and the shift
supervisor all had access to the restricted area. There was no direct evidence implicating Maziya and the assumption as to his guilt was mere conjecture. The employer had failed to lead any evidence to show that Maziya
was the only employee who had failed the polygraph test. The
Commissioner also found that the reliability of the results of the polygraph
test was open to doubt and that the employer had failed to lead any expert
witness regarding their ‘conceptual cogency and accuracy’. Interestingly,
the Commissioner awarded maximum compensation to Mr Maziya.
The employer approached the Labour Court, seeking to review the
award on several grounds, including that the Commissioner had committed
a material error of law in his approach to evaluating the evidence. Mr
Maziya contended that all the grounds of review were without merit.
The court reconfirmed the test for review, finding that the ultimate
question to be asked is whether the Commissioner ‘afforded the parties a
fair trial of the issues, considered the principal issues before him, and
whether the resultant decision falls outside of a band of decisions to which
a reasonable decision-maker could come on the same material’.
Turning to the case before it, the court confirmed that polygraph tests
are only fair where there is a reason to suspect employees of being involved
in wrongdoing. The Court referred to DHL Supply Chain (Pty) Ltd v De

Beer NO and Others (2014) 35 ILJ 2379 (LAC) where the Labour Appeal
Court previously held that the mere fact that an employee fails a polygraph
test is not in itself sufficient to find an employee guilty of dishonesty. The
onus rests with the employer to lead expert evidence, to prove the cogency
and accuracy of the polygraph tests.
In this case, the employer had failed to call any expert witness. The
employer had relied solely on the
results of the polygraph test to establish the guilt of Mr Maziya, ignoring
the fact that the results of the other
employees who had ‘passed’ the
polygraph test had not even been
made available to the
Commissioner.
The court found that the
Commissioner was correct to conclude that there was more than one
reasonable inference to be drawn
from the available evidence. Mr
Maziya was not the only person who
had access to the restricted area at
Motloung
any given time, although he was the
only one to have failed the polygraph test. It also did not appear to be in dispute that there were employees
who had access to the restricted area, but who had not been subjected to a
polygraph test. The employer’s witness had also admitted that the security
guards were not trustworthy and could have conspired with the employees
involved in the theft.
The court concluded that the employer had ‘hopelessly failed’ to prove
the fairness of the dismissal and that Maziya had been dismissed based on a
mere suspicion. In those circumstances, the court found that an award of
12 months’ compensation was entirely reasonable. The employer’s application for review was accordingly dismissed with costs.
Employers must exercise caution when relying on polygraph testing.
The mere fact that an employer suspects that an employee is dishonest, or
may be involved in wrongdoing, does not in itself warrant disciplinary
action. Greater emphasis should be placed on investigating all possible
avenues and, where possible, an independent review of the evidence should
be conducted before proceeding with disciplinary action. The results of a
polygraph test are, ultimately, only one piece in a complex exercise of solving a case of ‘whodunnit’. ◆
Coetzer is a Partner and Motloung a Candidate Attorney with CowanHarper-Madikizela.
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To speak or not to speak
J O H A N N E S J A C O B U S VA N D E R W A LT

W

ith a commercial South Africa only now
starting to alight from unprecedented statewide corruption, it comes as no surprise
that employers confronted with allegations of nefarious
misconduct, such as fraud and/or corruption, ask
whether an employee can be compelled to provide selfincriminating evidence. The short answer: No. Allied
hereto, employers also ask whether an employee can be
compelled to provide evidence incriminating other
employees. The short answer: It depends.

In this article, I explain the answer to each question, succinctly.
The Constitutional Court (CC) recently held (in Secretary of the
Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture,
Corruption and Fraud in the Public Sector including Organs of State v.
Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma (CCT 295/20) [2021] ZACC 2 (28 January
2021)) that, although former President Jacob Zuma does not have a
right to remain silent in proceedings before the Commission, he is
entitled to the privilege against self-incrimination. The legal principle
underlying the judgment is of utmost importance, especially in the
context of a commercial South Africa rife with public and private
malfeasance.
The principle distilled from this judgment, which has been in
development since 1995, is that no person may be compelled to give
self-incriminating evidence, irrespective of whether you are an
accused or not, since to do so would constitute an infringement of
the right to freedom and security of the person (s12 of the
Constitution), which encompasses the privilege against self-incrimination. Crucially then, the ambit of privilege or right against selfincrimination transcends the status of an accused by including within
its ambit, a witness to a Commission of Inquiry or a person summoned to an inquiry under the old Companies Act. What about an
employee?
The CC held that “… a statutory provision that compels witnesses
to give self-incriminating evidence would be inconsistent with [s.] 12
of the Constitution”. If a statutory provision compelling witnesses to
give self-incriminating evidence would be inconsistent with the
Constitution, it follows that any interpretation afforded to the reciprocal contractual duty of good faith, in terms of which an employer
can compel an employee to give self-incriminating evidence, would
similarly be inconsistent with the Constitution.

The principle is, simply put, that an employer cannot, whether
during an investigation or at an inquiry, force its employee to give
self-incriminating evidence.
Regarding compelling an employee to give incriminating evidence
concerning other employees, the CC noted (in National Union of
Metalworkers of South Africa obo Nganezi and Others v Dunlop Mixing
and Technical Services (Pty) Limited and Others (CCT202/18) [2019]
ZACC 25; 2019 (8) BCLR 966 (CC); (2019) 40 ILJ 1957 (CC);
[2019] 9 BLLR 865 (CC); 2019
(5) SA 354 (CC) (28 June 2019))
that fiduciary duties are not
implied, as a matter of law, into all
employment relationships.
Fiduciary duties may be inferred,
as a matter of fact, from employment contracts and moral notions
of trust, confidence, loyalty, and
good faith. The contractual duty
of good faith does not, as a matter
of law, imply the imposition of a
unilateral fiduciary obligation on
employees to disclose known
information of misconduct of their
co-employees to their employers.
Van der Walt
Internal legal counsel, executive employees, and financial
managers are examples of positions that, by their nature, may justify
the imposition of a unilateral fiduciary obligation to disclose known
information of misconduct in the form of fraud and/or corruption of
co-employees. Whether such an obligation may be imposed, as a matter of fact, in the context of a receptionist, is far less likely, and
rightly so.
Workplace investigations and inquiries concerning misconduct
involving criminal liability must have regard to the privilege against
self-incrimination. Also, employers must keep in mind that they
cannot, as a right, compel disclosure of known information of misconduct. Facts must support justification of such a right.
Overzealousness and failure to take into account the nuances
addressed herein may lead to an infringement of constitutional
rights and an impediment to ascertaining the truth. This will definitely result in legal risk by increasing the probability of having,
ultimately, subjected employees to unfair labour practices and/or dismissed employees unfairly. ◆
Dr. Van der Walt, Jurist.
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It’s leave, Karen, not a savings plan
JOHAN BOTES

P

ayment and accrual of annual leave is as hotly
debated as the topic of vaccinations, save that
there is actually a counter-argument to the annual
leave issue. Whenever an employee’s services are terminated, or an annual leave cycle ends, there will be at
least two people arguing about whether the employee’s
old, untaken annual leave could accumulate and should
be paid to the employee. The unheralded Botes’ Law on
Annual Leave Interpretation holds that if there are two
people arguing on the interpretation of annual leave,
there will be at least three interpretations of the law on
that issue.

Considering that we are dealing with the interpretation of statutes, written
in imprecise language by fallible humans, we should not be surprised by the
differences in interpretation. However, the underlying statutory provisions
are not new, with both the current and previous versions of the Basic
Conditions of Employment Act’s annual leave provisions having been considered by the Labour Court. The confusion seems to arise between the
conflicting views expressed in two of those judgments, namely Jooste v
Kohler Packaging Ltd (2004) 25 ILJ 121 (LC), in the one corner, and Jardine v
Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Ltd [2003] 7 BLLR 717 (LC) in the opposite corner.
The BCEA provides that employees are entitled to 21 days of annual
leave per annual leave cycle (12 months). The employer is obligated to
provide this annual leave to the employee by no later than the end of the
annual leave cycle. Thus, the employee may take such leave (and the
employer may place the employee on such annual leave) during the 12month annual leave cycle. If the leave is not taken or granted during the
annual leave cycle, the employer must grant it to the employee within the
next six-month period.
But what happens when the employee does not want to take the annual
leave within this extended period of 18 months, or the employer refuses to
grant the employee such leave, or (as often is the case) neither the employer nor the employee pays heed to the annual leave period and allows
annual leave to roll over from one cycle into the next? The employer will
typically not complain where the employee does not take all statutory
annual leave, as the employer will have the benefit of the employee’s service (where the employee would otherwise be on annual leave). The
employer’s gratitude for the extra work often ends abruptly when the
employee demands payment for all untaken annual leave upon termination of employment. An employer can then be faced with a claim of payment for annual leave, at current salary levels, for leave accrued at much
lower salary over the years. This annual leave liability could also encum-

ber the company’s financial results.
In Jooste, the labour court, per
Franklin AJ, held that the BCEA
does not envisage that annual leave
will not be taken. The employer may
place the employee on leave, even
unilaterally where the parties are
unable to agree. The employee, on
the other hand, may compel the
employer to grant annual leave
where the employer is unwilling to
do so, within the extended 18month period (albeit that the
employee does not have a general
Botes
right to take it over a period unsuitable to the employer). The court
concluded that, upon termination of employment, the employee is only
entitled to payment for annual leave in respect of the annual leave cycle
immediately preceding the termination. Allowing an employer and an
employee to accumulate annual leave by not taking it will circumvent the
BCEA.
In Jardine, the same court, per Pillay J, came to a different conclusion. It
held that the BCEA does not place an obligation on the employee to take
the annual leave (during the extended cycle). The employer may compel
the employee to take leave. Where the employer does not do so, it would
be unfair to penalise the employee where the BCEA does not obligate the
employee to take the leave. Thus, the court held that the annual leave not
taken in the extended period is not automatically forfeited. Same, same,
but different, it seems.
Luckily for us, the court had opportunity to consider this issue (and
both preceding judgments) again in Ludick v Rural Maintenance [2014] 2
BLLR 178 (LC). Here, Van Niekerk J critically analysed the underlying
provisions in the BCEA, and considered the diverging reasoning and judgments. Predictably, both parties to this dispute sought to rely on the judgment that favoured their argument”that the previous cycle’s untaken annual
leave is forfeited, à la Jooste, or that it is carried over and should be paid,
following the reasoning in Jardine.
The court preferred the reasoning and conclusion reached in Jooste. Van
Niekerk J held that the employee was only entitled to payment for the
statutory annual leave from the current and immediately prior annual leave
cycle. At paragraph 16 of the judgment, the court stated as follows:
“Section 20(2) of the BCEA] does not regulate the timing of that leave,
even less does it contemplate that an employee might accrue leave but
never take it, only to cash in its value on termination of employment.”
The court then went on to consider the employee’s claim in respect of
leave carried over from the annual leave cycle into the following six-month
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period. The employer’s policy limited the employee’s right to take such
untaken annual leave within two months following the end of the annual
leave cycle. The court held that this left the employee worse off than the
statutory provision (to take the leave during the next six months, not two).
As a result, the court held as follows in paragraphs 19 and 20.

1. the clear separation of the two claims in the judgment (see first lines in
paragraphs 15 and 17)
2. the continuation of the discussion on the second claim in paragraph 21
3. the fact that this interpretation resolves what would otherwise be internal conflict in the ratio of the judgment.

“But the timing of leave is one thing; the forfeiture of leave is quite another. The Act does not contemplate that an employee who does not take
leave accrued in an immediately preceding leave cycle at an agreed or
determined time during the six-month period following that cycle is necessarily denied that leave, or on termination of employment, its value.
[19] In short: section 20 of the BCEA contemplates that claims for
the value of accrued leave are limited to statutory annual leave accrued
in the current and immediately preceding leave cycles. An employee
does not forfeit that leave or any claim to its value if for whatever reason, the leave is not taken in the six month period contemplated by
section 20(4).”

The upshot is that this emphasises sound human resource management
practices in the workplace. Employers should do adequate annual leave
planning and, where necessary, force staff to take annual leave if the
employees do not want to do so of their own accord. Employees who are
denied annual leave during their annual leave cycle, or in the following six
months, may lodge a claim regarding the employer’s breach of its BCEA
obligations. What should be clear is that annual leave is a statutory right
and obligation, which is intended to allow employees to recuperate.
This guidance from the Labour Court is even more compelling when
considering the gift that is 2020. As businesses face one existential crisis
after another, the temptation may be high to turn a blind eye to staff working without a break, with gazes firmly fixed on outputs and productivity.
Staff may also be more tempted to accumulate their annual leave with the
view of creating a nest egg upon termination of employment. But as the
court clarified in Ludick, it is annual leave, meant for rest and relaxation,
and not a savings plan, Karen. ◆

When reading and interpreting the judgment in Ludick, it is critical to
remember that the above section deals with, and comments on, the
employee’s second claim (the reduction of the six-month extended period,
to take annual leave not taken in the preceding 12-month annual leave
cycle). Paragraphs 19 and 20 of the judgment do not detract from the clear
and unambiguous ratio laid down by the court in respect of the first claim
(accumulation and payment for annual leave not taken in the previous
annual leave cycle). This interpretation is further strengthened by:

Botes is a Partner and Head of Employment & Compensation, Baker
McKenzie (South Africa).

When the Labour Court cannot reinstate
PHUMZILE ZIQUBU

E

debery v National Youth Development Agency
(J1453/2020) [2021] ZALCJHB 1 (7 January
2021)

Background
Noma Edebery started employment with Umsombuvu Youth Fund
(Umsobomvu) on 1 September 2007. Umsobomvu is the Respondent’s predecessor. Edebery’s employment was fixed for a period of two years. When the two
years lapsed, the Respondent extended the contract for a further two years.
At the establishment of the National Youth Development Agency,
Edebery’s contract of employment was transferred to the Respondent, as
contemplated in s197 of the Labour Relations Act (66 of 1995) (LRA).
A long list of crucial events transpired thereafter:
15 September 2011 – Edebery was appointed to a permanent position as
a secretary, based at the Head Office of the Respondent.
1 January 2015 – Edebery was laterally transferred to position of
Manager: Organisational Development.

During 2015 – A post as
Manager: Talent Management
was advertised. Edebery applied
and was appointed on a fixed
term contract, expiring on 30
November 2020.
May 2019 – Respondent began a
restricting process which amounted to the demise of the position
of Manager: Talent Management.
Executive Director of Human
Resources and Legal Service, Ms
Mafiki Duma (Duma) had
intended to re-deploy and provide
Ziqubu
Edebery with an appointment letter for the position of Manager:
Learning and Development at the end of the restricting process. This
did not materialise, due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
Edebery alleges that Duma made her a verbal offer of the position of
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Manager: Learning and Development. Duma disputes this, on the basis
that the Chief Executive Officer had to approve.
1 September 2020 – Edebery was notified in writing that her fixed term
contract would be ending on 30 November.
16 September 2020 – Edebery’s attorneys objected to the letter and
threatened to approach the Labour Court.
13 November 2020 – Respondent’s attorneys rebuffed the demand.
30 November 2020 – Edebery referred a dispute to the CCMA on the
basis of unfair dismissal, as contemplated in s186(1)(b)(i) of the LRA.
7 December 2020 – Edebery approached the Labour Court seeking a
temporary employment/appointment to an advertised position of
Manager: Learning and Development. The application was opposed.
Labour Court
This court held that there was no nexus between the CCMA referral and
the application before the court. In the CCMA, Edebery alleged dismissal
within the contemplation of s186(1)(b)(i) of the LRA. She stated in the
referral that “employee reasonably expected the employer to renew a fixed
term contract on similar terms but it was not renewed. Employee was
informed that she will receive formal employment letter for new position of
Manager: Learning and Development as soon as position has been graded
but instead her employment was terminated”.
In the Labour Court, Edebery claimed temporary employment, alleging
that a verbal offer of employment was made to her.
This court continues to highlight how the CCMA referral and the application before the court are diametrically opposed by setting out the requirements for succeeding. At the CCMA, Edebery would have to show that:
(a) she was employed on a fixed term contract, and
(b) the respondent failed to renew the contract upon expiry, when she
had a reasonable expectation of renewal.
In the present application in the Labour Court, she would have to show that:
(a) she was appointed to the position of Manager: Learning and
Development, and
(b) her employment was unlawfully terminated.

The Labour Court stated that it becomes apparent that, in terms of the
CCMA claim, Edebery suggests that the fixed term contract terminated whilst
she had a legitimate expectation of renewal on the same or similar terms. On
the other hand, with regard to the application in the Labour Court, it is evident that a claim for the position of Manager: Learning and Development is a
plea for promotion, as the position is of a higher scale and level. This then
amounts to an unfair labour practice which should be dealt with at the
CCMA. The court states that on proper determination of the facts, whether
the real dispute falls within the ambit of an unfair labour practice or unfair dismissal, it must be heard at the CCMA and in the Labour Court.
The Labour Court sets out the remedies available at the CCMA where an
unfair dismissal is claimed, namely reinstatement, re-employment and compensation. The court held that it was clear that Edebery’s employment contract had
expired. The allegation of a verbal offer cannot stand, as there was no approval
from the CEO. Therefore, she cannot successfully claim temporary employment.
The court further held that in as much as Edebery requested temporary
employment, in effect, she sought a remedy of reinstatement. The court
stated that a remedy for reinstatement can only be afforded once there is a
finding of unfair dismissal. Where there is no such finding, reinstatement is
not a remedy that can lawfully be made.
Comment
The principle we learn from this case is that a Labour Court cannot reinstate/re-employ without a hearing taking place at the CCMA. Put differently, a Labour Court cannot award remedies for unfair dismissal where no
hearing was held at the CCMA.
We further learn that where a dispute has been referred to the CCMA,
it is unnecessary to refer the same dispute to the Labour Court. The Labour
Court will not hear/decide on matters that fall within the jurisdiction of
the CCMA. A party referring a matter to the Labour Court must shy away
from tactics in an attempt to finalise a matter in the court which should be
sitting at the CCMA. ◆
Ziqubu writes in her personal capacity.
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The GEPF fails its members
CLEMENT MARUMOAGAE

T

he purpose of this article is to challenge the
Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF)
to address one of the challenges those members who were employed as civil servants before the
dawn of democracy face when exiting this fund.

Members who are unable to prove, to the satisfaction of the GEPF board,
that they started working and contributing towards the retirement fund
before 1994, are forced to forfeit part of the retirement benefits to which
they are entitled. Not all these members have the financial means to
approach courts to challenge the GEPF.
The Constitutional Court has authoritatively observed that ‘[l]itigation
is prohibitively expensive and therefore not an easily exercisable constitu-
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tional option for an average citizen’
(Economic Freedom Fighters v Speaker
of the National Assembly and Others;
Democratic Alliance v Speaker of
the National Assembly and Others
2016 (3) SA 580 (CC) para 52).
GEPF members do not have access
to a specialised pension law tribunal
as do members whose retirement
funds are regulated by the Pension
Funds Act (24 of 1956). The pension law tribunal deals with those
complaints in an expeditious and
cost effective manner (Marumoagae
Marumoagae
‘The need to provide members of
retirement funds which are not regulated by the Pension Funds Act access to a specialized dispute resolution
forum” 2019 De Jure 130’).
The GEPF is a defined benefit fund, and as such, the benefits provided by
the fund are defined in the fund’s rules. These ‘… benefits are guaranteed and
do not depend on how much the member and employer have contributed’
(GEPF ‘Government Employees Pension Fund: member guide’ 64 available at
https://www.gepf.gov.za/wp content/uploads/2019/07/Member_Guide_February_2019.pdf). The GEPF was established in 1996 for government
employees whose conditions of employment are regulated by the Public
Sector Act (103 of 1994) (South African Government ‘What benefits do I
get as a public servant from the Government Employees’ Pension Fund
(GEPF)?’ – https://www.gov.za/faq/employment/what-benefits-do-i-get-publicservant-government-employees%E2%80%99-pension-fund-gepf). This fund
is a product of the amalgamation of the former homelands and public sector
retirement funds established by the apartheid government (Public Protector
‘Equitable access to social security’ Report No. 18 of 2011 par 5.3.2). All the
assets and liabilities of the public sector retirement funds of the former homeland states and apartheid government were transferred to the GEPF. These
retirement funds are defined as ‘previous fund’ in s14(5) of the Government
Employees Pension Law (Proclamation 21 of 1996) (GEP Law).
Section 14(2) of the GEP Law provides that:
‘All assets, including any right to claim any amount, and all liabilities,
including any obligation to pay any pension, related benefit or any other
amount in terms of any law, of a previous fund in respect of which a date is
determined under subsection (1), shall with effect from that date pass to
and vest in the Fund’.
At the time the assets and liabilities of previous funds were transferred to
the GEPF, proper employment and contribution records of some of the
members were not provided to the GEPF. Currently, when these members
exit the GEPF, they are required in terms of rule 6 of the GEPF Rules to
provide satisfactory proof that they contributed to their previous funds
before they became members of the GEPF; which at times is difficult to
provide. Some of these members of the GEPF have informed me that the
GEPF advised them that, if they are not able to provide satisfactory proof of
their historic pensionable service before 1996, the GEPF will not be able to
consider such pensionable service when calculating the benefits due to
them. The risk the GEPF faces is, potentially, paying retirement benefits to
members who are not entitled to such benefits and who were either not

employed or not continuously employed as a civil servant under the homelands state or apartheid government.
The challenge of proving historic pensionable service was highlighted in
Mmileng v Government Employees Pension Fund and Others (7397/16) [2016]
ZAGPPHC 1067 (15 December 2016). In this case, the member started
working as a clerk in the office of the Auditor General of the former
Bophuthatswana government in 1978. She was then transferred to the
Bophuthatswana Department of Defence in 1984. During this time, she was
a member of the Government Pension Fund of Bophuthatswana and later
became a member of the GEPF when she started working for the South
African National Defence Force in Mahikeng..
The member retired in 2014 and approached the GEPF for payment of
her accrued retirement benefits. The GEPF advised the member that
according to its records, ‘… her pensionable service only commenced in
1995 and that she would have to provide proof to the contrary’. The member approached the departments where she had been employed but they
were unable to find any relevant information on her profile. She was, however, provided a letter dated 11 December 1984, addressed to the Chief of
the Bophuthatswana Defence Force by the Department of the Auditor
General of Bophuthatswana which referred to her transfer to the Defence
Force with effect from 1 December 1984. The member found four of her old
salary slips dated: September 1989; February 1990; April 1990; and
November 1994 which were issued by the Bophuthatswana Government
Service. Most importantly, all these salary slips ‘… reflected her date of
appointment as being 13 January and each reflected a deduction from her
salary for “pension fund”‘.
The member provided these salary slips to the GEPF, which only agreed
to calculate her pensionable service from September 1989 and refused to
pay her any benefit from 1978 to 1989, on the basis that she failed to prove
that she was a contributing member of the previous fund from 1978. In particular, the GEPF argued that it was entitled, in terms of rule 6, to refuse to
make payment of the retirement benefits because the member did not provide ‘sufficient proof’.
It is important to note that neither the GEP Law nor the GEPF rules
provides guidance as to what constitutes satisfactory proof as prescribed in
rule 6 or, as in this case, ‘sufficient proof’. Nonetheless, the court was of the
view that to establish whether proof that has been provided is ‘sufficient’,
an objective reasonable man’s test must be used. The court opined that
‘[t]he question is not whether the Board of the [GEPF] subjectively considered the proof to be sufficient, but whether the proof supplied would satisfy
a reasonable man in the position of the Board’. In applying the reasonable
man test, the court considered the member’s oral testimony that, based on
her employment, she started contributing towards her retirement in 1978.
The court also considered the member’s salary slips that clearly illustrated
both the date of employment and contribution to a retirement fund. The
court found that to demand that the member should produce all the salary
slips that she received from 1978 was to demand the impossible from her.
Further that under the circumstances no reasonable man in the position of
the Board would demand such proof from the member. The court concluded
that the member had produced satisfactory proof that her pensionable service with the previous fund started in 1978.
The case illustrates the extent to which GEPF expects its members to
prove the period of their historic pensionable service. The member in
Mmileng was, to some extent, fortunate because all the departments that she
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worked for before 1994 are located within Mahikeng area, which was the
capital city of Bophuthatswana where all the national government buildings were situated. The situation is far worse for those GEPF members who
were civil servants before1994 and worked for different governmental
departments or divisions in different parts of the country. Some of the
places and buildings where these members used to work no longer exist and
their employment files cannot be located, a point also noted by the court in
Mmileng. Unfortunately, there are many GEPF members who fall within
this category who retired and could not provide the fund with satisfactory
proof of their employment and contribution towards their retirement before
1994. These members’ benefits are still held by the GEPF. Some of the current GEPF members also fall within this category and are likely forfeit their
retirement benefits because of evidentiary challenges.
While rule 6 of the GEPF Rules appears to be practical and necessary to
prevent the fund from paying benefits to people who are not entitled to such
benefits, the rigid application of this rule leads to prejudicial outcomes for
members with historic pensionable service. It is also nonsensical to place the
onus solely on members to prove their historic pensionable service without
any assistance from the fund, which was supposed to insist on such information when it accepted previous funds’ assets before it started its business.
There is also a general failure to consider the fact that government, as
the employer, ought to have provided the GEPF’s board with adequate
information regarding all the members of previous funds’ contributions
when it established the fund. Members are being made to carry the impossible evidentiary burden of approaching government for necessary proof and
are faced with poor record keeping of both their employment and contribution details by government.

It is recommended that both the GEPF and government should initiate
a process that will identify former members who were faced with this issue
and current members who are likely to face this issue when they exit the
fund. This process should include a complete investigation and review all
the archived employment files by officials in current governmental departments and divisions to see whether or not relevant information that proves
members’ historic pensionable service can be obtained and provided to the
GEPF. The only irrefutable evidence that can be provided to satisfy the
Board appears to be monthly salary slips from previous years. However, it is
unrealistic to expect members to have all their previous salary slips. It is
important that other solutions regarding satisfactory proof are considered by
both the GEPF and government. For instance, where members indicate
places where they employed as civil servants before 1994, the GEPF and
government can obtain affidavits from people who worked with the member to confirm the member’s claim.
Another option would be for the GEPF and government to initiate and
fund dedicated research or academic investigation that can determine the
extent to which this is a challenge and recommend viable solutions. Three
years would be a reasonable period of time in which to complete this.
In conclusion, in order not to subject members to unnecessary poverty,
both the GEPF and government must adopt creative measures to resolve
this issue. Failure to adequately respond to this challenge may result in the
GEPF facing a potential class action, which may be more financial costly
than the GEPF and government initiating measures on their terms. ◆
Marumoagae is a Senior Lecturer at the University of the Witwatersrand
and Legal Consultant to Rambevha Morobane Attorneys.
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CHECKING (CHEQUE-ING) OUT –
The closing chapter of the paper cheque book
CIRESH SINGH

A

s of 1 January 2021, cheques are no longer an
acceptable form of payment or bill of exchange in
South Africa. The South African Reserve Bank
announced that cheques will not be supported by the country’s national payment system (consultation paper ‘The
phasing out of cheques in the national payment system’,
http://www.resbank.co.za/RegulationAndSupervision/Nation
alPaymentSystem(NPS)/Legal/Pages/Documents-forComment.aspx)

Origins of the cheque
Cheques are one of the oldest recognised payment instruments globally.
The cheque, as an instruction to a bank to pay the bearer cash upon presentation, developed a few hundred years after coins (Denis V Cowen &
Leonard Gering The Law of Negotiable Instruments in South Africa I (1985)
5ed, and CHHC Trading (Pty) Limited v Standard Bank of South Africa
Limited and Another (5278/2007) [2011] ZAGPJHC 47).
The paper cheque followed 300 years after the advent of the first coins
in around 600 BC. Cheques are a type of bill of exchange that were
developed as a way to make payment without the need to carry large
amounts of money (see Niall Ferguson, The Ascent of Money). Although
cheques have been in use since ancient times, and at least since the 9th
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century, it was during the 20th century that cheques became hugely popular. By the second half of the 20th century, millions of cheques were
issued annually in South Africa. I still fondly remember the days, during
the early 1990s, when my Dad use to pull out his old green cheque book
and sign a cheque with his fancy fountain pen during our monthly shopping. The dawn of the 21st century, and the introduction of the bank
card and other cheaper, safer and convenient alternative payment methods, such as electronic fund transfers (EFTs), and cellphone and internet
banking, saw cheque book use become obsolete.
The decline of the cheque
From July 2020, the entire South African banking industry embarked on
a journey to stop the use of cheques completely in 2021. The first phase
was the suspension of issuing new cheque books and bank cheques, the
offering of special clearances and the returning of processed cheques with
statements. This transition is in line with international trends; in an
increasing number of countries cheques have either become a marginal
payment system or have been completely phased out.
The Reserve Bank indicates in its consultation paper that although
cheques were a popular form of payment, their use declined over the years
with the growing usage, cost-effectiveness, efficiency and convenience of
electronic payments. Thus, the Reserve Bank, the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority, the Payments Association of South Africa and the
Banking Association of South Africa jointly announced that the issuing
and acceptance of cheques would cease at the end of December 2020.
This decision was taken due to the numerous challenges associated
with cheques:

A lengthy processing period – Cheques can take up to seven days to be
processed and cleared. In comparison, electronic payments are significantly cheaper and safer, and can be tracked and cleared more efficiently;
Fraud perpetrated through the issuing of cheques – Although cheque volumes are relatively low, the prevalence of fraud in this payment instrument exposes consumers and
banks to unnecessary risks and
losses;
Cheques are an expensive payment
instrument – Cheques are a more
expensive payment instrument
given their physical paper-based
nature, the unique printing processes of cheque books, the
lengthy processing of cheques
and the overall transportation
of cheques through a long payment chain;
The restricted acceptance of
cheques and declining usage –
Across the business industry,
Singh
only select entities such as
schools, local municipalities and universities still made use of cheques.
The Reserve Bank reported that in 2019, less than 0.5% of the value
of total retail sales were paid for by cheque. Cards were used for 12%
of the transaction value, with EFTs the most popular (80%);
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Ageing interbank cheque processing infrastructure – The reduction in the
volumes of cheques being used contributed to higher per-unit processing costs associated with the maintenance of the cheque-processing
infrastructure; and
The impact of the coronavirus pandemic – The novel coronavirus
forced consumers to consider and accept modern payment alternatives, ultimately leading to the decline of the cheque book. The
physical contact required to issue, collect, and process cheques made
it an undesirable method of payment, given the nature of the pandemic.
Another reason for the decline of the cheque was the reduction in
monetary limits introduced by the Reserve Bank. Historically, users were
able to pay up to R5 million using a cheque. This limit was reduced to
R50 000 over time, driven by limited usage.

Legal implications
Parties paid by cheque had to deposit the cheque before 1 January 2021
for the payment to be processed. Holders of cheques issued after that date
will have to request an alternative form of payment.
The non-acceptance of the cheque in South African law and
business now brings into question the validity and need for other
paper-based negotiable instruments or bills of exchange. Given the
advancement of technology, and the rapid call for a move away from
paper-based documents by the courts (as seen with the introduction
of CaseLines in Gauteng) and business (as seen with the increase in
electronically concluded contracts and e-signatures), it won’t be
long before we see the chapter close on all forms of paper-based
documents. ◆
Dr. Singh is a Legal Adviser in Durban.
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Mandatory premarital medical examination of
spouses to a Muslim marriage – a slippery slope
ASHRAF BOOLEY

T

here can be no doubt that technological
advances and continuous breakthroughs in
medical science have improved and, to a certain
degree, we as human beings have benefitted from such
innovative and ground-breaking initiatives. However, with
an increase in population size comes an increase in various medical challenges, for example, hereditary conditions or diseases, HIV-AIDS, Bird Flu and lately, the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, and we now more than
ever look to medical science for assistance.

This article attempts to determine whether premarital medical testing is
permissible by Islam, and presents arguments for and against it. The question is, should those wanting to get married undergo a premarital examination in order to safeguard their health, and the health of their children.
Some Arab countries, for example Morocco and Tunisia, have encouraged
their citizens to go for such pre-marital medical examinations. There is
anecdotal evidence that genetic diseases are widespread and some may be
more prevalent in certain societies, although this argument seems to be
one-sided. Although someone may be a carrier of a certain gene linked to a
hereditary disease, this does not necessarily make the person sick or compromised. However, the carrier of a gene linked to a hereditary disease may

pass it onto their children. The
chances may be slim, but if the carrier
of a particular gene marries someone
who is also a carrier of the same
gene, the chances of passing on the
gene become significantly greater.
According to Mendel’s Laws of
Heredity, one-fourth of their children could be afflicted by the gene
that may be linked to a hereditary
disease. There is a tendency in certain communities to marry within
their own family, preferring to marry
their cousins to the exclusion of others. In such a scenario, the possibility
of carriers of a gene related to hereditary diseases passing this gene onto their children increases.

Booley

Consanguineous marriages
Consanguineous marriages, also referred to as relative marriages, specifically
first-cousin marriages have become a common feature in the Mena Region
(Middle East and North Africa).
Consanguinity is a social behavioural characteristic by the arrangement
of marriages between relatives. Consanguinity is a profoundly embedded
socio-cultural trend in some communities which believe that there are sub-
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stantial social and economic advantages such as strengthening family ties,
the relative ease of finding a suitable partner, support for the female partner,
better extended family relationships. Premarital negotiations regarding
financial matters are more easily conducted, keeping wealth in the family,
which in turn enforces family solidarity. There exists an incorrect perception that consanguineous marriages are prevalent amongst the underprivileged. This practice is also evident amongst the privileged.
Figures for consanguineous marriages differ from country to country and
vary widely, for example, 42 – 47 percent of all marriages in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, 54 percent in Qatar, 40 – 54 percent in the United Arab
Emirates, 29 – 64 percent in Jordan, 21 – 33 percent in Egypt, 44 – 63 percent in Sudan and 40 – 45 percent in Yemen. It is believed that children
born from consanguineous marriages are exposed to a greater risk of inheriting a genetic-recessive disease. For example, thalassemia (an inherited
blood disease that causes the body to produce lower than normal red blood
cells and below normal haemoglobin levels) and sickle cell anaemia – an
inherited red blood cell disorder.
Positive comments of premarital medical testing
The contracting of marriage is a serious commitment and has underlying
principles such as stability, trust, honesty, fidelity, and permanence.
Some of the advantages of premarital testing are that the parties to the
marriage will have sufficient information about possible genetic diseases
that they may pass onto their children. This may broaden their choices
when it comes to having children, enabling the parties to decide whether
or not to contract a marriage, or have children, and provide the parties with
valuable medical history and advice.
It may also alert parties to and protect partners from existing
conditions.
Premarital testing provides the partners to a marriage with certainty in
terms of the prospect of having children, although it must be stated that
not all marriages are based on an assumption that children are a consequence of marriage. Importantly, testing may assist in the reduction of the
number of children born with a debilitating genetic disease that could lead
to serious costs, emotional and physical implications for the partners to the
marriage and, perhaps, society at large.
However, it can also be argued that medical tests are not always correct.
These variables must be considered when premarital examinations are
undertaken.
Negative comments of premarital medical testing
There is a common misconception that premarital testing will protect families from inheriting a genetic disease. Another misconception is that consanguineous marriages are the main reason for the presence of hereditary
diseases in society. In the view of the writer, without medical data to substantiate such arguments, this assumption may be untrue or one-sided.
Another issue is that the results of such tests may (unintentionally)
become public, and the harsh reality is that it could result in condemnation
for women, in particular. Sadly, in such situations, women bear the brunt,
and finally, the results of premarital medicals could devastate the individual’s life.
In addition, it is not possible to test for all types of diseases. A possible
solution is to require testing only if there is a high concentration of a particular disease in a geographic location.

Premarital testing could lead to corruption and create an avenue of dishonesty, no matter how good the intentions are.
Government and Islamic rulings on premarital testing
The question is, is it permissible for a government to require parties to a
marriage contract to undergo such a test as a precondition of marriage, or
should it remain at the discretion of the parties? The first opinion is that in
countries such as Tunisia and Morocco (where the population adhere to the
Islamic faith), it is within the government’s jurisdiction to pass laws requiring parties to a marriage contract to undergo premarital testing. In
Morocco, the law requires a medical certificate to prove the health status of
a couple before marriage. In 2004, the government issued a statement that
the medical certificate concerned infectious diseases. This does not relate to
virginity testing. Tunisia has enacted Law No. 46/1964, which necessitates
the carrying out of premarital medical tests in order to eliminate the transfer of any gene that may cause hereditary diseases to children. Educating
people about premarital testing, at grassroots level, may prevent the violation of the individual’s basic rights and freedoms.
The Quranic perspective is that, in terms of Islamic law, it is unlawful to
compel the parties to undergo premarital examinations. The argument is
that the requirements for marriage are clearly stated in the Holy Quran.
Adding any other preconditions to marriage is a clear violation of the
sacred text. It must also be kept in mind that marriage does not oblige parties to have children. In such instances, the parties need not undergo or be
compelled to undergo premarital testing. From a prophetic perspective, it
has been said, “That if man comes to you whose religion and character
pleases you, then let him marry” [Sunan al-Tirmidhí]. Inferences can be
drawn from this that the issue of health was not debated. It is therefore put
forward that, barring any visible evidence to the contrary, the parties are
healthy. It seems that the character and religion of the parties are regarded
as the most essential elements.
Conclusion
Consanguineous marriages are common in different geographical areas. Islam
has nothing to do with this long-held deep-rooted trend. Being part of a culture, it is not easy to change views on this type of marriage. Raising awareness
about the impacts of consanguineous marriages on public health is recommended in certain countries. Perhaps it is important to address this issue
through premarital screening, which aims to advise couples (first-cousins in
particular) who plan to get married, about the challenges, and to provide couples with options that may assist them to plan for a healthy family. Premarital
screening should be guided by human rights principles to include non-discrimination, participation, inclusion, transparency, and accountability.
This does open the debate to constitutional issues such as privacy, bodily
integrity, freedom of religion and human dignity – a slippery slope to navigate. No-one should be compelled by law to be subjected to premarital testing. There is sufficient anecdotal evidence that when a couple’s premarital
tests are released, these could have dire consequences for the parties.
Instead of creating laws requiring mandatory premarital testing, parties
should be encouraged and educated via mass media and schools that teach
Islamic education. ◆
Booley is a Senior Lecturer, Department of Private Law, University of the
Western Cape.
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Tales from the US of A . . .
Lawyer sanctioned who used haiku and Bugs Bunny in a filing
A federal appeals court has upheld sanctions imposed on a lawyer
who filed “lengthy and superfluous filings” in a dispute with his
brother, including a brief that was “littered with explanation
points and rants”. A haiku poem, included in a motion seeking
reconsideration of a ruling, read: “All know: talk is cheap, liars
can claim anything; no evidence?! Balk!” In complaining that a
sanctions motion against him was short on specific allegations, he
wrote “So, at the very most, there were just two and only two
non-global allegations, yes, a mere two at most, and, to quote
Bugs Bunny, as far as any specific allegations are concerned ‘That’s
all folks!’” The court said that “he failed to coherently cite case
law, though he cites Bugs Bunny. The brief is difficult to follow,
and deciphering and reorganising his arguments wasted taxpayer
resources”.
Debra Cassens Weiss December 16

Court allows lawyer’s suit against exhusband for alleged email snooping
A federal appeals court has revived a
Washington lawyer’s suit contending that her thenhusband violated the Stored Communications Act by accessing her
work emails. Her husband took her thumbprint whilst she was sleeping to unlock her phone. He accessed work emails, forwarding emails
to himself. After the couple separated, the husband continued to
access emails on an iPad that had been shared during the marriage.
He used some of the information to his advantage in divorce proceedings. The legislation deals with emails that are stored “for purposes of backup protection”. The lower court required a second backup copy to meet the definition. The appeals courts referred to evidence that the work emails were regularly downloaded and stored on
a private server as a backup.
Debra Cassens Weiss December 9

Some reasons why serial killings are waning
After a surge in the 1980s, the number of serial killings in the USA
dropped dramatically from 198 in 1987 to 2 in 2019. Serial killing is
the “unlawful killing of two or more victims by the same offender(s)
in separate events”. Some of the reasons may be improved police
work, data collection making it possible to link murders more effectively, and DNA evidence for tracking offenders, so that serial murder has become a more dangerous pursuit. People are less vulnerable
than in the past because they seldom hitchhike anymore, and can
reach out using cellphones in an emergency. There are also cameras
everywhere. Children are less likely to be allowed to leave home
unsupervised.
Debra Cassens Weiss December 17

Judge suspended for making himself a beneficiary of exclient’s will
A Georgia Supreme Court state appeals judge has been suspended
with pay during an ethics investigation in which he is accused of
making himself a beneficiary and his wife executor when drafting
wills for a client whilst in practice. He is also accused of drafting an
irrevocable living trust for the client, who designated him as the
trustee and beneficiary, with the power to transfer funds to himself
while the client was still alive. A company owned by the judge, at
the time, is also accused of borrowing $369 000 in a series of three
loans from the client, the first of which was paid on the day the second loan took effect. Two of the loans listed the client’s home as
security. The judge has since repaid all the loans. Attorneys for the
judge say that he strongly denies the allegations.
Debra Cassens Weiss January 6

Supreme Court rules for damages for Muslim men for
no-fly list retaliation
The US Supreme Court ruled that federal officials can be liable for
monetary damages in their individual capacities for violations of the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993. The claim related to
three Muslim men who say they were placed on the no-fly list for
refusing to spy on their religious communities. They claim that the
placement on the no-fly list cost them money from wasted airline
tickets and from job opportunities lost. They were taken off the list
more than a year after they sued. The court ruled that, in some cases,
a damages remedy is the only form of relief for violations of the legislation, for instance, wasted plane tickets.
Debra Cassens Weiss December 10

Lawyer disbarred more than a year after her death
The Florida Supreme Court has disbarred a lawyer who died more
than a year ago. She was disbarred in December 2020, but the official
death certificate shows that she died in October 2019. The Florida
Bar said they have “108 000 lawyers in Florida and they rely on people to inform them of a death”. There were three complaints against
her, namely for failing to respond to a previous complaint, making
statements with reckless disregard as to their truth or falsity, and failing to notify her clients, judges and attorneys that the Bar had twice
suspended her licence.
Amanda Robert January 5
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Wife of Judge Thomas takes down Facebook page after promoting January 6 rally
The Facebook page of the wife of US Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas (who is frequently criticised for his conservative
views) was taken down after she promoted the former President’s
January 6 rally. She claims that her support was before the storming
of the US Capitol. In the early hours of January 6, she wrote, “Watch
MAGA crowd today best with the Right Side Broadcasting …, and
then C-Span for what the Congress does at 1:00pm today. LOVE
MAGA people!!!!” She has been described as a “conservative lobbyist and zealous supporter of Donald Trump” who has promoted “baseless conspiracy theories about a coup against Trump led by Jewish
philanthropist George Soros, a frequent target of anti-Semitic hate.”
Debra Cassens Weiss January 12
Women seeking abortion drug must get it in person
The US Supreme Court has reinstated an administration requirement that women seeking an abortion drug must pick it up in person
at a hospital, clinic or medical office. The Supreme Court said that
government could enforce the in-person requirement pending an
appeal to a federal appeals court and disposition of a petition, if one
is filed. The court did not give reasons, but in his concurrence, the
Chief Justice said that the question is not whether the government
requirement imposes an undue burden on abortion, but whether the
federal judge properly ordered the requirement lifted because of his
own evaluation of the COVID-19 impact.
Debra Cassens Weiss January 13
Judge sanctions lawyer and client $150K for a “mountain of
evasiveness” and “outright lies”
A Texas judge has ordered a Houston area lawyer and his client to be
jointly sanctioned $150 000 for the client’s “outright lies” in litigation and
a “mountain of evasiveness” in discovery. The case involved a dispute
over a commercial lease for a fast-food restaurant. The court found that
the entire lawsuit was premised on a series of demonstrably false claims
and that it was filed to harass. The client made false statements; the attorney did not conduct a reasonable investigation of the law and facts before
filing the suit; and they failed to correct false and misleading claims. As to
discovery, there was “a mountain of evasiveness; lack of candour; concealment; numerous outright lies; and a total disregard for truth, which is the
foundation of our judicial system”. The opposing lawyer said that “lawyers
at times forget filing motions and pleadings is not like using Twitter. You
can’t just say anything you want when you file”.
Debra Cassens Weiss January 27
Charges tossed against hammer-attack suspect after accuser
refuses to testify without a mask
An Oregon judge dismissed charges against a suspect in a hammer
attack after his accuser refused to testify against him without a mask.
She refused to testify at a re-trial without a mask because she feared a
COVID-19 infection that could be passed on to her ailing parents. She
said she would not be told that she had to expose herself, her friends and
family, and people she cared about, to the virus. The original trial was

five years ago, when a jury voted 10-2 to convict. The conviction was
overturned in April 2020 because a unanimous verdict is required to
convict a defendant of a serious criminal offence. The accused contended
that his right to confront his accuser required her to testify without a
mask. The judge ordered her to wear a clear face shield but no mask. She
asked to wear a mask with a clear window over her mouth but was told
such masks had been ordered but would not arrive in time for the trial.
The other two witnesses against the accused in the case have since died.
Debra Cassens Weiss January 27
Lawyer arrested and disbarred after threats of judicial
witchcraft
A Florida lawyer accused of making outrageous and threatening
online remarks was arrested and disbarred. The charges included
threatening harm to a public servant because one of his posts said, “it
is time to kill”. Satan, witchcraft and racism were themes of his
online posts. The lawyer described himself as a victim of a conspiracy
in which judges and political figures conspired to kill him and destroy
his life, due to their bigotry and worship of satanic spiritual forces. He
accused a judge of fabricating evidence in his divorce in “red font so
it screams pagan witchcraft”. He made further outrageous claims.
Debra Cassens Weiss January 27
Animal rights lawyer accused of trying to hire hitman to kill
her husband’s girlfriend
An animal rights lawyer has been arrested on a charge of solicitation
to commit murder for allegedly trying to hire a hitman to kill her
husband’s girlfriend – a former au pair who took care of the family’s
children. She asked a ranch hand to carry out the hit, or to find
someone who could “get rid of” the girlfriend. She suggested her husband could be killed along with the girlfriend, possibly in a car crash.
She later told the ranch hand that the plan was “on hold”. The
ranch hand went to the police, became an informant and recorded
calls. She is in jail on a $3 million cash-only bond.
Debra Cassens Weiss February 9
Court says advanced border searches of electronic devices
don’t require probable cause
A federal appeals court in Boston has upheld government policies that
allow basic searches of electronic devices at the border, without reasonable suspicion. It also allowed advanced searches with only reasonable
suspicion. An advanced search is a search in which external equipment,
through a wired or wireless connection, is used to access an electronic
device to review, copy or analyse its content. The suit challenged the law
on behalf of 11 travellers whose electronic devices were searched without
a warrant. The court said that given the volume of travellers passing
through the borders, warrantless electronic device searches are essential
to the border search’s purpose to protect the border. Agents can search
for evidence of border-related crimes or of contraband, actual or digital.
Debra Cassens Weiss February 11
All these stories are summaries by Patrick Bracher of Norton Rose
Fulbright (South Africa) of articles in the ABA Journal eReport.
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The World in January/February

I

n February, winter storms saw blackouts in Texas, Oklahoma and
Mississippi, among other states. A third of oil production was halted.
Drinking-water systems in Ohio were knocked offline. Road networks
nationwide were paralysed, and vaccination efforts in 20 states were disrupted.
It is said that much of the infrastructure was built decades ago, when it was
anticipated that the environment around it would remain stable, and fluctuate predictably. Now, climate change is severely impacting the economy as
it brings more frequent and intense storms, floods, heat waves and wildfires,
affecting road networks, railways, drinking-water systems, power plants, electrical grids, industrial waste sites and homes. The domino effect of breakdowns is hard to predict. Officials with the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas said that grid operators implemented blackouts to avoid a catastrophic
failure that could have left Texans in the dark for months.

M

iningweekly.com reported that gold mining company, Harmony
Gold is introducing 30 MW of own-generation solar power,
and has begun the phasing in of the first 10 MW of renewable
energy generation. CEO Peter Steenkamp said, “Generating our own
power from solar power is the way to go”. He added that Harmony has
been quite successful over the years in cutting its electricity bill, by
introducing cost effective electricity usage.

M

ail Online
reported that
it emerged in
February that Bill Dorris
(83), a Nashville, Tennessee
businessman, left $5 million to
his eight-year-old border collie, Lulu, when he died late
last year. He left Lulu in the
care of his 88-year-old friend,
Martha Burton. She said
Dorris really loved his dog,
but admitted that she doesn’t
know if she could ever manage to
spend the $5 million on Lulu – even with a lifetime supply of treats and
toys. ‘I’d like to try,’ Burton said, adding ‘she’s a good girl’. It is unknown
what will happen to the money when Lulu dies.

I

ell, you would think that Harmony’s power news would be
welcomed but, if a recent report is anything to go by, it
looks like a case of ‘you’re damned if you do, and you’re
damned if you don’t’. South Africans are used to being asked to cut
down on their electricity usage. Now the South African Institute of
International Relations (SAIIR) reports that Eskom wants citizens generating their own power to pay for using the grid as a back-up. SAIIR’s
Herman Pretorius said, “I wouldn’t be surprised if solar panels might
become less attractive due to some punitive measures on tariffs or costs.
Other measures might receive similar treatment from Eskom because the
core of Eskom’s argument here is that alternative energy sources are bad
for Eskom revenue stream”.

f you have £20,000 to spare as a refundable deposit, a rare Tudor coin is
to be auctioned by the Royal Mint, with bids opening at £950,000.
Struck more than 500 years ago, the Type 2 Henry VII sovereign, one
of only a few in the world not held by a museum, is to be sold via an online
auction, which will take place on 4 March. The coin was created to assert
the authority of the first Tudor king of England through its splendour,
weight and size. It depicts the crowned king seated on a wooden throne,
dressed in robes and holding an orb and sceptre. The reverse shows the
quartered shield of England upon a Tudor rose. The coin was commissioned by him to be produced from October 28 1489, more than 500 years
ago. Rebecca Morgan, divisional director of collector services at the Royal
Mint said, “Our experts have checked and validated the coin, and there
are just two left in private ownership – making this an incredibly exciting
addition to a collection.” The coin would have been hand struck on ‘Mint
Street’ which still stands today. The chain of ownership of the coin can be
traced back to the Victorian era, through six named collectors.

T

F

W

he Week reports that women now make up more than a third of
the top 350 UK company boards, thanks to a “dramatic” shift in
appointments. The government-backed Hampton-Alexander
Review said that the number of women on boards rose by 50% from 682
to 1,026 in five years. The news was welcomed by campaigners, but they
warned that progress in female representation at the highest levels
remained “fragile and slow”.

T

owards the end of February, Elon Musk lost his status as the
world’s richest person following a 20% slide in Tesla’s shares.
The fall in the Tesla stock was tied to the firm’s recent $1.5bn
(£1bn) investment in Bitcoin. Musk wrote on Twitter that the price of
Bitcoin did “seem high lol”. His loss was Amazon founder, Jeff Bezos’,
gain, as he returned to the top of the tree.

ollowing the Duchess of Sussex’s successful High Court privacy
case against The Mail on Sunday, Joshua Rozenberg QC (hon),
Britain’s best-known commentator on the law, warns that gone are
the days of ‘publish and be damned’. He said the ruling “reinforces” privacy laws without changing them. He wrote in The Telegraph, “There
will still be cases where a newspaper’s freedom of expression outweighs a
letter-writer’s right to privacy – especially if the writer is a public figure”
he added, “this was not one of them”. Meghan Markle said in a statement, following the ruling, that the paper’s publisher, Associated
Newspapers had to be held accountable for its “illegal and dehumanising
practices” in publishing extracts of a letter that she had written to her
estranged father, Thomas Markle. ◆
Compiled by Myrle Vanderstraeten
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Effective internal complaints management
PAUL VAN ONSELEN

I

n October 2014, the Financial Services Board (FSB), as
it was known at the time, released a discussion document relating to Complaint Management. The purpose
of the document was to create a more consistent and comprehensive regulatory framework to support complaint management, as the existing regulatory framework was inconsistent, especially in the Insurance sector.

In terms of background to the release of this document, the FSB had
adopted a Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) framework as the basis for its
supervision of regulated financial institutions’ conduct of business. This
promotes fair treatment of financial customers under the “Twin Peaks”
model of financial sector regulation. This approach was very much
aligned to International standards.
Effective management of complaints was deemed to be a vital component of financial consumer protection and would soon become the yardstick
upon which Regulators measured a financial institution’s TCF compliance.
The key findings of the discussion document arose from a thematic
review conducted by the Insurance division of the FSB from April – June
2014, in which a sample of 21 insurers was reviewed to assess the quality and
maturity of current complaint management processes, and to identify the
types of challenges faced by insurers in relation to complaints management.
The FSB recognised that effective management of complaints was a
vital component of financial consumer protection and, therefore, encouraged insurers to assess the effectiveness of their complaints management
process and, where necessary, effect improvements or enhancements to
complaints handling methodologies.
These key findings would then inform the following:
Future supervisory conduct of business reviews; and
Planned amendments to the Policyholder Protection Rules (PPR)
issued under s62 of the Long Term Insurance Act (52 of 1998) and s55
of the Short Term Insurance Act (53 of 1998) respectively, with
respect to complaints management.
And so, in December 2017, an amended set of policy holder protection rules was published in the Government Gazette, which documented
new rules for complaint management, guided by the outcomes of the
Complaint Management discussion document.
Amended Rule 18 speaks to the complaint escalation and review process:
Rule 18.6.1 states the following:
“Complaints escalation and review process
18.6.1 An insurer must establish and maintain an appropriate internal
complaints escalation and review process.

18.6.2 Procedures within the complaints escalation and
review process should not
be overly complicated, or
impose unduly burdensome
paperwork or other administrative requirements on
complainants.
18.6.3 The complaints escalation
and review process should –
(a) follow a balanced
approach, bearing in
mind the legitimate
interests of all parties
Van Onselen
involved, including the
fair treatment of complainants;
(b) provide for internal escalation of complex or unusual complaints at the instance of the initial complaint handler;
(c) provide for complainants to escalate complaints not
resolved to their satisfaction; and
(d) be allocated to an impartial, senior functionary within the
insurer or appointed by the insurer for managing the escalation or review process of the insurer.”
One of the more interesting discussion points relates to an insurer’s
internal escalation processes and how effective they are.
Is the customer being given the opportunity to escalate their complaint
to a functionary beyond the initial decision makers? In other words, how
independent are the reviewers of complaints within an insurance company?
If the customer disagrees with the insurer’s decision relating to a claim, for
example, then what options does the customer have within the company?
The thematic review revealed that there were significant differences in
approach regarding the extent to which insurers have internal escalation
processes in place where complaints are not resolved at first instance.
Practices varied from comprehensive internal arbitrators or adjudicators to a “take it or leave it” approach – i.e. the dissatisfied customer
would be referred directly to the Ombudsman.
Rule 18.6.3 (d) states that the complaints escalation and review process should be allocated to an impartial, senior functionary within the
insurer or appointed by the insurer for managing escalated complaints.
The regulation, therefore, allows for internal escalation as long as the
functionary is senior and impartial. This would denote that the appointed
person has the necessary expertise to handle potentially complex insurance
complaints and, ideally, not be linked to or form any part of the initial business decision made, if one is to achieve the necessary impartiality. The regulation also allows for “an appointment” made by an insurer. This does not spec-
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ify whether the functionary should be an internal or external appointment.
Often, insurers make the mistake of escalating complaints to a junior
functionary who either does not have the expertise to deal with complaints or, alternatively, the complaint is overseen by the same group of
business people making the initial decision. The impartiality line therefore becomes blurred.
The thematic review revealed that in the long term insurance industry, in particular, a number of insurers believe that the effectiveness of
complaints handling is related to the existence of an internal arbitrator or
adjudicator – usually a senior full-time employee of the relevant insurer.
These insurers pointed out that they were focusing on ensuring that the
internal arbitrator plays a bigger role in complaints management.

Taking the above into consideration, as well as the extensive number
of complaints that the South African Insurance Ombudsman receives,
isn’t it time that insurers explore a more independent, adjudication-based
approach for dispute handling?
The outcomes of this approach align with the TCF and consumer protection framework and regulations respectively, in that customers are provided with a truly independent and comprehensive review of their complaint, which translates into better outcomes for customers and a potential decrease in the number of Ombudsman complaints received. ◆
Van Onselen consults on insurance, legal and claims related issues.
www.vanonselenconsulting.co.za
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An artwork as intergenerational conversation
THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT TRUST

T

he title of Richard ‘Specs’ Ndimande’s artwork,
Inkunzi Yenkabi, translates to “a bull of a hitman (in Zulu, ‘inkunzi’ is a bull and ‘yenkabi’ a
hitman). The work depicts a human-animal hybrid, representing Specs and his father in intergenerational conversation. They sit beside a hyena, sharing a viewpoint
and are placed in a strange alliance. The artist is fascinated by the human-animal hybrid that, for him, represents the oppressed who are metaphorically treated like
animals, and the oppressor, who is seen as a beast. It is
not obvious who the exploiter is and who is really in
power, a dichotomy that remains to be negotiated in
post-apartheid South Africa. Yet, Animals in Specs’ work
are also potent markers of the qualities he values in others, particularly his father, whom he associates with the
buffalo for its fierceness and resilience.

Specs was born just two weeks before the first post-apartheid elections in
April 1994, into a vastly different world from that of his parents. He
joined a generation often glibly collectivised as “Born Frees” and characterised as disillusioned by the “Rainbow Nation” narrative of the “new”
South Africa, writes Stacey Vorster, former curator of the Constitutional
Court Art Collection (CCAC), Constitutional Court Artworks
Committee member and PhD researcher at the University of Amsterdam.
Central to the artist’s practice are conversations with his father, a
political dissident in the later years of the apartheid regime. “My father

was one of the political prisoners that were kept at the notorious Number
Four prison [at the now Constitution Hill]. He mentions when one came
out of that prison you did not come back as the same man. You would
leave the prison in a state of mental, physical and psychological trauma,
from the violence and the brutality inflicted by the law. Some of my
father’s experiences in Number Four prison include the loss of most of his
teeth through beatings by warders and other prison gang members. These
events have influenced the creation of my artworks.”
Specs’ work speaks to human rights abuses of past and present, apt for
2021’s Human Rights Month which, again, reminds South Africans about
the sacrifices that accompanied the struggle to attain democracy. “In postcolonial South Africa, one remembers the tragic history of our country,
which others may try hard to forget. It becomes difficult to forget the violence, exploitation and oppression experienced by the subjugated people
of this country. History repeats itself in post-apartheid South Africa
through events such as the Marikana Massacre, which appears relatively
similar to the Sharpeville Massacre. The notorious prison gangs we hear
about in the news brings light to the stories my father would tell me,
about the happening of the apartheid era, which brings a personal context to my work,” the artist says.
Specs donated this drawing, together with two others, to the CCAC
in 2020, becoming the youngest artist represented in the collection.
Vorster writes: “Housed within the Constitutional Court, an institution at
the centre of South Africa’s quest for freedom, equality and human dignity,
the CCAC is an important tool through which the leading artists of our
time are able to share the social-futures they imagine. Specs’ drawings
make a valuable contribution to the collection as he enters a conversation with both the past and the future. While the struggle continues, the
youth of South Africa take their place at the helm of revolutions to
come.” ◆
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Litigation finance enhances access to justice
SIPHOKAZI KAYANA

W

hile different countries across the continent
have different legal takes on litigation
financing, the scenario in South Africa is
that although litigation financing is entirely unregulated
at the moment, it enables one of the most important
rights that our Constitution embodies: the right for anyone to access our court system, irrespective of their
financial ability – or rather lack of it – to do so.

Globally, in the countries where it is allowed, litigation financing enables
a third party to provide capital to a plaintiff in return for a share of the
financial recovery from a successful outcome.
A recent report produced by Pan-African research, analytics and
insights company, GRM Intelligence, outlines the landscape for litigation
funding (or financing) across the African continent, and highlights where
the opportunities lie in terms of this as an investment vehicle.
The important role that it plays will no doubt eventually lead to its regulation. However, it is the way that it is used leading up to that point that will
determine how it is ultimately regulated. Therefore, to ensure that it continues to be provided as a viable financial alternative to those who most require
it, it is incumbent on legal firms that currently facilitate litigation financing
for their clients to ensure that it is used in the most ethical and open manner
possible. Otherwise, we could see it ruled against in the same way that numerous other English common law countries in Africa have approached their
own regulation – by categorically prohibiting litigation funding.
Perhaps litigation financing’s most important consideration is about the
attorney, and the ethical obligations that fall on that legal practitioner when
they act in a matter. Attorneys are first and foremost expected to exercise independent professional judgment, and to act in the best interests of their clients.
The relationship between the funder and an attorney’s client will be determined by the sort of funding agreement the parties enter into – whether it’s a
pure funding agreement (without any controlling mechanisms, in terms of the
process and what happens in the matter), or a controlling funding agreement
(in which the funder has a vested interest in the matter, and also plays a controlling interest in terms of the process and the strategy of the matter).
The role of the attorney in both scenarios remains the same. However,
there are four key factors concerning ethics which must be taken into
account to avoid conflict, and about which a client should also be fully
aware before entering into any litigation financing agreement.
Is there a conflict of interest?
The first arises at a very early stage, when an attorney initially considers
whether or not to advise a client about a funding agreement. The minute

a funder enters the picture, the attorney may be conflicted because that
attorney is guaranteed not only that they will receive payment of their
invoices, but that they will be paid on time. So, in advising the client to
accept the funding agreement and
its terms, is the attorney is acting in
the best interests of the client or
themselves?
What are the merits of the
case?
The second has to do with transparency: an attorney must be completely open with both client and
funder about the merits and
prospect of success in the matter.
There is a risk that certain attorneys
may be tempted not to disclose
everything to the funder, because of
concern that the funder might lose
Kayana
appetite to finance the matter. The
biggest risk here is that funders may still walk away from cases that are
already in progress, when matters are not disclosed upfront.
Who makes the strategic decisions?
The third issue involves the control that a funder may demand and that
may impact the overall running of the matter, especially if the power balance between funder and client is not equal. A client’s case may end up
in a situation where, when it comes to strategy, process and how the matter is run, that funder could play an overly dominant role, in terms of
advising and instructing the attorney on record.
Who owns the work product?
Leading on from this, and lastly, is to ensure that there is a clear understanding as to who owns the work product under litigation: the funder is
paying, but the client is the participant in the litigation process, so who
exactly owns the work product that comes about as a matter of working
on that case?
All of these concerns can, of course, be regulated by the agreement
that the parties enter into. The risks are real, and involve both ethics and
outcomes that may arise when entering into litigation financing agreements. The legal fraternity must ensure that these conflicts of interest and
ethical risks are not used against either the legal profession or clients
when the time for regulation comes. ◆
Kayana is a Director and Head of Dispute Resolution at CMS (South
Africa).
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Oceans apart
HANS MUHLBERG

Y

ou’re a smoker. ‘Pacific’ is your brand. You see a
pack of Atlantic. “Whoa, that’s confusing,” you
wheeze under your stale breath. Or do you?

Intro
Is the cigarette trade mark ‘Pacific’ infringed by the cigarette trade
mark ‘Atlantic’? That’s the great smoking issue that a South
African court had to decide (Open Horizon Ltd v Carnilinx (Pty)
Ltd, Gauteng High Court, (66901/2019) [2020] ZAGPPHC 674
(20 November 2020). The trade mark ‘Pacific’ is registered in
South Africa in Class 34 for cigarettes, in the name of a company
called Open Horizon. A former licensee and now competitor of
this company, Carnilinx, uses (and sought to register)
‘Atlantic’ and marks such as Atlantic Breeze and Atlantic
Blue. Open Horizon sued for trade mark infringement.
The legal issues
Are the trade marks ‘Pacific’ and ‘Atlantic’ confusingly
similar? They don’t look alike, so there’s no visual similarity. They don’t
sound alike, so there’s no phonetic similarity. But in trade mark law, there
is also this notion of conceptual similarity. And that’s what this case was
about. “They’re both oceans, my lord, and there’s only a handful of those,
you know. So if consumers know one ocean brand, they’ll obviously
assume that any other ocean brand must be connected.”
The arguments
“Confusion, shmusion,” said Carnilinx! “Pacific is downmarket and entrylevel, whereas we’re sophisticated and high-end,” was the poncey opening
shot. “No evidence of actual confusion has been put forward” was the follow-up. “But, most importantly, your lordship will appreciate that no-one
can own the oceans… The seven seas, or whatever they’re called… they
belong to all of us; we all have equal rights to (dump in) them. We’ve
actually gone to the great trouble and expense of looking at the trade
mark register and we’ve found all sorts of registrations that we think are
highly relevant to this enquiry – ‘Caspian’, ‘Ocean Mist’ and ‘Winston
Arctic.’”.
The law
Judge Hughes did what all judges tend to do when they’re faced with a
trade mark case”a read of some of the big-dog judgments (Like Verimark

(Pty) Ltd v BMW AG 2007 (6) SA 263 (SCA) and SmithKline Beecham
Consumer Brands (Pty) Ltd v Unilever 1995 (2) SA 903 (A)). Cases that
reference major EU judgments. Cases that talk of the allegedly infringing mark creating the impression of a ‘material link’ between its goods
and the registered trade mark. Cases that tell us that the likelihood of
confusion must be appreciated
globally, with the average consumer normally perceiving a mark
as a whole and not analysing its
various details. Cases that tell us
that registered trade marks do not
create monopolies in concepts or
ideas.
The finding
The judge said this: “The applicant’s quest to monopolise the concept of the ocean is ill founded…
One cannot monopolise a thought
or concept, likewise in this
instance, the ocean.”

Muhlberg
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And, seemingly after some fortification, this: “I am fortified in my view
that the applicant cannot claim domain over the oceans, and their
names, as registered trade marks, do not create a monopoly of ideas.”
And finally this: “Having said this, the fact that both marks end in IC is
in itself not sufficient to say that the mark (Atlantic) has ascribed the conceptual similarity of the trade mark Pacific. This is so as many marks end in
IC.” It’s perhaps a bit odd that the question shared suffix IC was treated as a
conceptual similarity issue rather than a visual or phonetic one, but hey-ho!
Unlawful competition
As is now almost the norm, Carnilinx threw in a claim of unlawful competition. Together with all the right words: “The only plausible explanation is that the Respondent deliberately adopted its confusingly similar
Atlantic marks and get-ups in order to imitate the Applicant’s successful
Pacific range of products, thereby obtaining a springboard advantage of
the applicant’s fruits and labours.” But, after examining authorities such as
the recent SCA judgment of Pexmart (Pexmart CC v H. Mocke
Construction (Pty) Ltd (2018) ZASCA 172), the judge dismissed this
claim too.

The result
… is right, methinks. And great news for any tobacco company that has
its eye on the names Indian, Arctic or Southern!
The disappointing bits
Oy vey, a High Court judgment that says this: “The respondent… has
sought to register cigarettes bearing the marks Atlantic Wave.’ That talks
about ‘the use of similar brand cues such as the wave device.’ That makes
this statement: ‘The discerning tobacco consumer is brand loyal.’ That
gives a nod to Judge Harm – the South African IP guru may have been
singular, but he was certainly Judge Harms.
A last word
So there you have it people: ‘Atlantic’ and ‘Pacific’ are oceans apart.
Except, of course, at Cape Horn! ◆
Muhlberg, is an SA, UK and EU qualified IP lawyer. He presently
finds himself in Europe, offering consulting and content writing services
to various law firms: muhlbergip@gmail.com.
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From what constitutes a parent, to soundness
of mind: three fiduciary-related court case
summaries by FISA
LOUIS VAN VUREN

C

ourt case about “parent” in intestate succession. The following judgment is not yet available on SAFLII or another open source platform and, due to copyright concerns, we cannot yet
supply a link to the judgment.

Wilsnach N.O v TM and others [2020] JOL 49017 (GP)
The deceased (M) was severely disabled due to complications at birth,
which resulted in a lack of oxygen to the brain. A claim against the
Gauteng Health department for the medical negligence which led to M’s
disabilities was settled out of court, in an amount of R21m. Under a court
order, the amount was placed in trust for M, and the applicant was
appointed as trustee. M died at the age of five. During his short life, M
had little by way of parental care from his natural parents, T and N (first
and second respondent). T and N were never married and T did not con-

tribute in any way to M’s care, and played no role in M’s life after birth.
M was mostly cared for by his maternal grandmother, E (third respondent) who, at one stage, resigned from her employment to enable her to
care for him. At the time of M’s death, the trust property amounted to
some R15m.
The trustee brought the application for a declaratory order, mainly to
determine two issues:
1. Who the intestate heirs of M should be;
2. What the effect of an order of court, granted in April 2018, that T’s
parental rights be terminated under s18 of the Children’s Act (38 of
2005) (the CA) should be on T’s rights to inherit from M.
The court (Kollapen J) identified the interpretation of the meaning of
the word “parent” as used in the Intestate Succession Act (81 of 1987) (the
ISA), as crucial in order to answer the first question. The court noted that
the word is not defined in the ISA and referred to Natal Joint Municipal
Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA) and quoted,
amongst others, the following from paragraph 18 of that judgment:
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“Whatever the nature of the document, consideration must be given
to the language used in the light of the ordinary rules of grammar and
syntax; the context in which the provision appears; the apparent purpose
to which it is directed and the material known to those responsible for its
production.”
The court then looked at the meaning of parent in the CA and came
to the conclusion that “parent” should be interpreted widely to include
those who play the role of parent in a particular child’s life. The court
held that E, as the grandmother, carried the burden of care and was also
declared to hold parental rights in the order of April 2018 under the CA.
N, as the mother, was criticised by
the court for her lack of continuous
care, but was held still to be a parent, while T was held not to be a
parent, based on his total absence
and the fact that his parental rights
had been terminated by the order
of April 2018. Consequently, E and
N were declared to be parents of M
for purposes of the ISA and, therefore, M’s sole heirs.
Comment:
What strikes as odd in this judgment is that the court quotes the
Van Vuren
passage from the Endumeni case, but
then ignores the context of the ISA
and the structured rules around the generational approach followed in the
ISA in determining the rules of intestate succession. The court, instead,
jumps to a definition of “parent” in another act (the CA) with a totally
different context and purpose, and applies that definition to intestate succession. Although the result may perhaps be regarded as fair and just in
the circumstances, it comes at the price of legal certainty in intestate succession. The same result could probably have been achieved by a claim
against the estate by E for her direct costs and loss of income in resigning
her employment to care for M, and an application to court to have T
declared unworthy to inherit from M based on T’s total neglect of his son.
Court case on authorisation of trustee by co-trustees
Tshaka N O & others v Standard Bank of South Africa Limited & another
(141/2019) [2020] ZASCA 73 (25 June 2020)
NT and CT, both trustees together with others of the B-B-RED Trust,
opened a bank account with the first respondent (SB) pursuant to a resolution by all the trustees to do so, and who appointed NT and CT to act on
behalf of the trustees. NT and CT were accordingly recorded by SB as
trustees and authorised signatories on the bank account. The trust was set up
and funded by WP Ltd “…with the broad object of advancing the socio-economic development and upliftment of the Bakubung Ba Ratheo community.”
During July 2011, M, who was the account executive for the account at SB,
received an instruction signed by NT and CT to transfer R5.5m from the
trust’s account to the Bakubung Economic Development Unit (BEDU). M
gave effect to this instruction. During October 2011, another trustee, G, went
to see M and stated that it had come to his attention that the transfer was

made without a resolution or minutes authorising same. By email, later the
same day, he requested that M stop all transfers from the trust “…until we
notify you as trustees.” M responded by email the next day and concluded
with “Please urgently send us a written request signed by ALL trustees to this
effect.” A week later, M received another instruction from CT and NT to
transfer R4m to BEDU, which was effected by M. Five weeks later, on 28
November 2011, NT and CT were removed as trustees of the trust and, on 6
December 2011, SB was notified of this fact and requested to replace them as
signatories with G, K and W. In July 2014, the trustees issued summons
against SB for repayment of both amounts transferred, on the basis of the following averment in their court papers: “The first defendant undertook to
exercise reasonable care to ensure that it will not authorise or approve the
withdrawal of funds from the bank account without the relevant resolution of
the trustees which was passed or adopted by the trustees in terms of the relevant provisions of the Trust’s Deed of Trust, a copy whereof was made available to the defendant when it agreed to open the bank account for the Trust.”
The Gauteng High Court (Johannesburg) held that SB acted in accordance with its mandate received from the trustees, and cannot be held liable
for repayment of the R9.5m. G, who testified for the plaintiffs at the trial,
admitted that no liability can attach to SB for the first transfer of R5.5m.
The trustees appealed to the Supreme Court of Appeals (SCA) with
leave granted by the trial court.
The SCA (Mocumie JA, with Ponnan, Mbha, Nicholls JJA and
Matojane AJA concurring) dismissed the appeal with costs. The court
referred to its previous judgments in Lupacchini NO and Another v Minister
of Safety and Security and Land and Agricultural Bank of South Africa v Parker
and Others about the nature of the trust form and the role of trustees as
the only persons through which a trust can act. The court held that M
was fully justified in requiring a written request signed by all trustees
before he was willing to ignore instructions received from the trustees
authorised to deal with the bank account.
Court case – Testator’s soundness of mind
Vermaak NO and Another v Jacobs and Others (44009/2015) [2019] ZAGPJHC 346 (30 September 2019)
The first plaintiff (V) took over as executor of the deceased estate of L
from the second plaintiff’s (E) husband (P), after he passed away. L made
a joint will with her husband, G in 2005. G died later in 2005. L then
executed a will in March 2010, and again in October 2014. She passed
away in December 2014.
P initiated the litigation and applied to the court for an order declaring which one of the three wills should be given effect to, as the different
heirs and legatees held different views as to L’s state of mind when she
executed the wills. Due to the material differences, the matter was
referred to trial. When the trial commenced, all parties accepted that the
2014 will could not stand as, by then, it was clear that L suffered from
dementia, and was already unsound of mind at the time of its execution.
The first defendant (J) was adamant that L was already unsound of mind
in 2010, and held the view that the 2005 will would be the last one validly
executed. The third (S) and fourth (Z) defendants held the view that L
was sound of mind when she executed the 2010 will.
The court (Sutherland J) applied the provisions of s4 of the Wills Act
(7 of 1953), that any person who alleges that a testator was not mentally
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capable of executing a will is faced with the onus of proving that. Proof of
the incapability must be on a balance of probabilities. Expert witnesses
give their expert opinions, but the court must evaluate their evidence,
together with that of any other witnesses, to reach a factual finding. After
weighing the evidence of two experts, as well as the evidence of J, Z, L’s
physician, a friend of L, and two domestic helpers, the court concluded
that there was nothing of substance to support J’s allegation that L was

already unsound of mind in 2010. The court held that the 2010 will was,
therefore, L’s last valid will. ◆
Van Vuren is CEO of FISA.The Fiduciary Institute of Southern Africa
(FISA) has developed an extensive archive of court case summaries
relating to fiduciary matters. You can visit the archive at
https://www.fisa.net.za/category/court-cases.
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Keeping taxpayer information secret
GRAEME PALMER

T

he South African Revenue Service (SARS), like
most tax authorities around the world, keeps
taxpayer information secret. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
explains that, “Confidentiality of taxpayer information has
always been a fundamental cornerstone of tax systems.
In order to have confidence in their tax system and comply with their obligations under the law, taxpayers need
to have confidence that the often sensitive financial information is not disclosed inappropriately, whether intentionally or by accident”.

Chapter 6 of the Tax Administration Act (28 of 2011) (TAA) sets out
the framework for keeping taxpayer information secret and confidential.
Section 69(1) provides that, “a person who is a current or former SARS
official must preserve the secrecy of taxpayer information and may not
disclose taxpayer information to a person who is not a SARS official”.
Such is the importance of this secrecy provision that before commencing
their duties, not only must a SARS official take an oath, but a contravention is criminalised and, upon conviction, a person is subject to a fine or
to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years. If taxpayer information is disclosed contrary to the prohibitions in Chapter 6 of the TAA,
the person to whom it was so disclosed may not in any manner disclose,
publish or make it known to any other person who is not a SARS official.
Taxpayer information is defined in s67(1) of the TAA as any information provided by a taxpayer or obtained by SARS in respect of the taxpayer, including biometric information. Biometric information is the biological data used to authenticate the identity of a natural person by means
of facial, fingerprint, voice, iris, or retina recognition.
There are exceptions to the rule that taxpayer information must be

kept secret. A SARS official can,
for example, during the performance of his duties, disclose taxpayer
information to the South African
Police Service or the National
Prosecuting Authority, if the information relates to or constitutes
material information for proving a
tax offence. If a SARS official is
giving evidence as a witness in civil
or criminal proceedings under a tax
Act, disclosure is permitted.
Information that is already public
information can be disclosed as
Palmer
there can be no prejudice to a taxpayer in disclosing what is already
known or available to the public. There may also be other Acts which,
despite the provisions of Chapter 6 of the TAA, expressly provide for the
disclosure of taxpayer information. The high court may also order the disclosure of taxpayer information after exercising its judicial oversight and
being satisfied that the circumstances in s69(5) apply. This requires that
the information cannot be obtained elsewhere, is central to the case, and
does not constitute biometric information. Furthermore, the primary
mechanisms for procuring evidence under an Act or rule of court will
yield, or must have yielded no or disappointing results, before the high
court can order the disclosure.
It goes without saying that a SARS official is not prohibited from disclosing taxpayer information to the taxpayer. SARS will also disclose taxpayer information to another person where the taxpayer has given his
written consent. In practice, a taxpayer will often give a written special
power of attorney to a tax practitioner acting on his behalf. There are
also several government bodies, such as the National Treasury, the South
African Reserve Bank, Financial Sector Conduct Authority, Financial
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Intelligence Centre, National Credit Regulator, Department of Labour,
and the Statistician-General, where taxpayer information may be disclosed, for the purpose of exercising a power or performing a regulatory
function or duty under legislation.
In the Public Protector v Commissioner for the South African Revenue
Service, the Constitutional Court had to decide whether the power to subpoena under the Public Protector Act (23 of 1994) (PPA) trumped SARS’
obligation to preserve the secrecy of taxpayer information. The dispute
dated back to 2017, when a journalist published a book in which he alleged
that former President Zuma received a salary from a security company for at
least four months after becoming President. It was alleged that the former
president did not pay income tax on this salary. Following a complaint, the
Public Protector commenced an investigation. When the Public Protector
issued a subpoena for the Commissioner to appear before her and bring the
former President’s taxpayer information, the Commissioner approached the
high court for a declarator that SARS officials are permitted, under the proviso of “just cause” in s11(3) of the PPA, read with s69(1) of the TAA, to
withhold taxpayer information, and that the Public Protector’s subpoena
powers do not extend to taxpayer information.
Section 7(4)(a) of the PPA gives the Public Protector powers to subpoena persons and produce documents, while s11(3) makes it a criminal
offence if a person, without just cause, fails to comply. Madlanga J criticised the Public Protector’s approach – she could have approached the
former president for his written consent for the information. When the
matter was before the high court, the former president sought to file an
affidavit, but this was ruled to be inadmissible. It appeared, from the affidavit, that the former president was not averse to the disclosure of his
information. In the event of consent being withheld, as an alternative,
the Public Protector could have sought a high court order, in terms of
s69(2)(c), that such information be disclosed.
It was argued by the Public Protector that s69(1) does not constitute
an absolute prohibition of the disclosure of taxpayer information, as there
are many exceptions. Given the importance of her office as a Chapter 9
institution, it cannot be that other comparable institutions like the
Auditor-General enjoy the exemption, while she does not. The prohibition on disclosure should thus be interpreted not to apply to the Public
Protector. Madlanga J, however, pointed out that while there are narrow
exceptions to the prohibition, the Public Protector is not one of them.
SARS officials are thus enjoined to withhold taxpayer information, even
in the face of such a subpoena. Any other interpretation would be at odds
with the clear wording of s69(1).
The Public Protector argued that her subpoena powers under the PPA
provide a mechanism to give effect to her power to investigate under
s182(1) of the Constitution. She contended that they were part and parcel of her constitutional power to investigate. This constitutional power,

she submitted, cannot be limited by the statutory proscription of disclosure contained in the TAA. In other words, her constitutional power
should take precedence over the statutory proscription contained in
s69(1). The difficulty that the Constitutional Court had with this argument was that it had the effect of rendering s69(1) as good as non-existent. The effect of her argument is that s69(1) is constitutionally invalid.
Regarding this, Madlanga J held, “She cannot wish section 69(1) away.
She should have brought a direct frontal challenge to the constitutionality
of the section for including her office within its sweep, or to the Tax
Administration Act for failing to include the office in the exceptions it
creates”. As there was no direct frontal challenge to s69(1), there were no
reasonable prospects of success, and leave to appeal directly to the
Constitutional Court was refused.
The door has been left open for the Public Protector to launch a direct
frontal challenge to the constitutionality of s69. But she is not the only
person seeking the former president’s tax records. An application brought
by the Financial Mail and Amabhungane against SARS is set down in the
Gauteng High Court for June 2021, where access to the tax records is
sought under the Promotion of Access to Information Act (2 of 2000)
(PAIA). It will be intriguing to see how the high court balances the constitutional right of access to information against the secrecy provisions in
the TAA, particularly given that s35 of PAIA provides that an officer of
SARS must refuse a request for access to a record if it contains information which was obtained or is held for the purposes of enforcing legislation concerning the collection of revenue. Section 46 of PAIA does contain a public interest override in circumstances where refusing access may
be justified. For this override to apply, there must first be a disclosure of a
record that reveals evidence of a substantial contravention of, or failure to
comply with, the law. Second, the public interest in the disclosure of the
record should clearly outweigh the harm contemplated in the provision in
question. In a footnote to the Supreme Court of Appeal judgment,
Qoboshiyane NO v Avusa Publishing Eastern Cape (Pty) Limited, the court
stated that s46 does not provide for a public interest override in relation
to a refusal under s35.
Keeping taxpayer information secret is a cornerstone of tax systems. A
cornerstone is the foundation stone in a building, with all other stones
being set in reference to this stone, it determines the position of the
entire structure. Keeping taxpayer information secret gives taxpayers
peace of mind that they can disclose sensitive financial information in
the knowledge that such information will not be made public. Taxpayer
information should not readily be disclosed, except in those narrow
exceptions provided for in the TAA where it is necessary for SARS to
make disclosures. ◆
Palmer is a Director of Garlicke & Bousfield.
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SARS refunds – the game is afoot
RUAN BOTHA

G

etting a refund from SARS is not always as
easy as it seems, and SARS’ tendency to drag
out the refund process unnecessarily continues
for some taxpayers and VAT vendors. The elusive refund
is now more important than ever, as many businesses
are experiencing substantial cashflow issues due to the
far-reaching implications of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Delays in VAT refunds are not only impacting businesses, individual taxpayers too are now experiencing the same problem where they are due
refunds, following the filing of their income. When claiming a refund, it
might feel as if you are playing a fixed game; however, in some instances,
when taking a closer look at the rules, the answer may lie in something
simple as an incomplete verification/audit process.
Verification/audit delays
The law is clear: s190 of the Tax Administration Act (28 of 2011) states
that SARS must pay a refund and the interest on that if a person is entitled to it. The refund amount usually stems from an amount properly
refundable under the Tax Act, or an excess amount payable in terms of an
assessment. If the law is in favour of the taxpayer and vendor, whythen do
so many taxpayers struggle to get their refunds from SARS?
The difficulty arises where SARS selects the taxpayer or vendor for
verification or audit. The verification process is quite simply the facevalue verification of the information declared by the taxpayer or vendor
in an income tax or VAT return i.e. the information declared by the taxpayer is compared to financial and accounting records and/or other supporting documents. This ensures an accurate representation of the taxpayer’s position.
When selected for verification, a taxpayer or vendor must submit
requested supporting documents to SARS within 21 business days. SARS
is obliged to conclude the verification process within 21 business days
from the date all required relevant material is received. Delays creep in
when taxpayers or vendors fail to submit some, or all, the necessary documents, or submit incomplete documents.
Audits, on the other hand, are more technical. The financial and
accounting records and/or the supporting documents of the taxpayer or
vendor are examined to determine whether the tax position was correctly
declared to SARS. At the start of the audit process, the taxpayer or vendor will receive a notification of audit from SARS, which will then set
out the scope of the audit – it is important that the taxpayer or vendor
provide all the necessary documents requested by SARS, to conclude the
audit swiftly.
As there are many facets to the audit process, SARS must provide the
taxpayer or vendor with progress reports every 90 days. Simple audits may

be concluded within 30 days, however, in instances where the taxpayer
or vendor does not give its full cooperation, or the scope of the audit
is substantial, the process may take
12 months or longer. SARS’ right
to select a taxpayer or vendor for
verification or audit is paramount
for proper tax administration, but it
begs the question: what recourse is
available when SARS is not holding up its end, to conclude the process in a swift and effective manner?
Botha
SARS dragging its feet
The issue of delayed refunds has
been broadly addressed by the Office of the Tax Ombud (OTO) in its first
and second systemic reports, wherein SARS was slapped on the wrist
because of the many complaints lodged by aggrieved taxpayers and vendors. SARS, it seems, has listened and is now providing taxpayers and
vendors with recourse by introducing its own escalation and complaint
process.
In terms of SARS’ escalation and complaint process, taxpayers and
vendors who are aggrieved or dissatisfied by an experience, in relation to
a process or service not adequately resolved, should follow the escalation
and then, when necessary, the complaint process. This new process creates a platform for taxpayers and vendors to escalate their refund with
SARS and sets a firm resolution date of a maximum of 21 business days.
Although the escalation and complaint process may seem tedious to
some, many taxpayers and vendors can attest to its effectiveness. Should
the taxpayer or vendor still be dissatisfied when the escalation and complaint process has been exhausted, they may approach the OTO or, if the
situation shows merit, an application may be brought to court. The verification and audit processes are easily understandable, but what can taxpayers do to ensure that these processes are resolved faster?

Quick checklist to fast track your refund
As most refund delays are unique, there is no “one size fits all” approach
to ensure your refund is paid out on the first go. The best practice that
taxpayers and vendors can exercise to ensure that their refund is released,
or that the verification and audit process is resolved without the need to
constantly submit additional documentation, is the following checklist:
1. Ensure that all your details are up to date, including taxpayer and
banking details, which need to be verified;
2. Maintain compliance with the specific tax type, i.e. file any outstanding returns due, ensure that outstanding payments are made with
regards to previous periods;
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3. When submitting a return, ensure that it is submitted without defect,
and that it is complete;
4. Should a VAT return be submitted, ensure that SARS is provided
with the top five input and output invoices, as well as a detailed
ledger of all transactions for the specific period wherein the refund is
claimed;
5. When selected for verification or audit, submit all relevant documentation as requested by SARS, in order to confirm the tax position
taken in the return;
6. Use the SARS’ refund dashboard on eFiling to view reasons why
refunds may not have been paid out, and what actions may be required;
7. Make use of the SARS’ internal complaint and escalation process, or
lodge a complaint at the OTO; and

8. Where the refund delay is merited, consider approaching a tax attorney to bring an application to court to compel SARS.
Playing the refund game
When the taxpayer or vendor wishes to arrive at the finish line without
understanding and applying all the rules, SARS refunds may be a complicated game to play. It is not always as easy as it appears – taxpayers and
vendors are not necessarily aware of all the requirements to successfully
and efficiently claim a refund from SARS. When it feels like you are
playing a fixed game, make sure that you have an experienced tax practitioner or tax attorney on your team.
Botha is a Director of Tax Africa.
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Comply, or face the music!
JACQUIE CASSETTE AND GIFT XABA

N

dabeni v Municipal Manager: OR Tambo
District Municipality and Another (1066/19)
[2021] ZASCA 8 (21 January 2021) provided a
(not so gentle) reminder of the importance of respecting
the integrity of the judicial process.

Judge Madlanga stated in Moodley v Kenmont School and Others ([2019]
ZACC 37; 2020 (1) SA 410 (CC); 2020 BCLR 74 (CC) (para 36)),”I
cannot but again refer to section 165(5) of the Constitution which provides that ‘[a]n order or decision issued by a court binds all persons to
whom and organs of state to which it applies’. This is of singular importance under our constitutional dispensation, which is founded on,
amongst others, the rule of law. The judicial authority of the Republic
vests in the courts. Thus, courts are [the] final arbiters on all legal disputes, including constitutional disputes. If their orders were to be disobeyed at will, that would not only be ‘a recipe for a constitutional crisis
of great magnitude’, ‘[i]t [would] strike at the very foundations of the rule
of law’ and of our constitutional democracy.”
It is, by now, a well-established principle that the order of a court of
law stands until set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction. Until such
time, the court order must be obeyed, even if the party against whom the
order is granted feels strongly aggrieved by it. Failure to do so can result in
a defaulting litigant being held in contempt. A ‘contempt of court’ or
‘contempt’ order is no laughing matter. It is a serious offense with weighty
consequences, amounting to defiance of the authority and dignity of the

court. In a democracy founded on the separation of powers and the rule of
law, contempt of court by organs of state is a matter of particular concern,
because failure by the state to abide by judicial orders undermines the
very foundation of our constitutional dispensation.
Although our courts remain notably reluctant to find a party in contempt, the recent majority judgment of the Supreme Court of Appeal
(SCA) in the matter of Ndabeni v Municipal Manager: OR Tambo District
Municipality and Another (Case no 1066/19) [2021] ZASCA 08 (21
January 2021) shows that the second highest court in the land will not
shy away from doing so where circumstances warrant it. In this case, the
SCA also granted a punitive costs order against the implicated state officials, signalling that it is no longer prepared to tolerate disrespect of the
judicial and court process.
The salient facts of the matter were as follows: The appellant was
employed as a contract employee by the OR Tambo District Municipality
(the second respondent) in July 2005. About six years later, in January
2011, the second respondent’s municipal council adopted a resolution to
convert all its contract employees to permanent employees. The appellant
was part of a group of temporary employees eligible for this conversion.
For reasons unexplained to the court and therefore unknown, the appellant was excluded from the implementation of this resolution. Aggrieved
by her exclusion, the appellant launched an application in the Mthatha
Division of the High Court (the court of first instance) against the
municipal manager, as first respondent, and the municipality (second
respondent) to enforce the operation of the resolution and her inclusion.
In the high court, Mjali J granted an order in terms of which the
appellant was declared the second respondent’s permanent employee,
together with other ancillary relief. It is important to note that this appli-
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cation was unopposed, as the
respondents failed to file answering
affidavits, despite having been
placed on terms to do so. On the
day of the hearing, the respondents
applied for an adjournment to
enable them to file their answering
affidavits. The respondents’ application for adjournment was opposed
by the appellant and subsequently
refused by the judge. The hearing,
therefore, proceeded without the
respondents. After hearing argument, Mjali J granted an order in
Cassette
favour of the appellant and subsequently refused the respondents’
application for leave to appeal. It is
also important to mention that a
further attempt by the respondents
to petition for leave to appeal to
the SCA, (lodged out of time), was
also refused.
The respondents failed to comply with the high court order
which, after some two years, then
prompted the appellant to launch
high court contempt proceedings.
The contempt application was
heard by Griffiths J. The respondents opposed this application. In
Xaba
resisting this, they did not deny the
existence of the order or that it had been served on them. Their main
defense (in summary) was that their non-compliance with the court order
was neither wilful nor mala fide by reason that complying with the court
order would be in contravention of s66 of the Municipal Systems Act (32
of 2000). This section prescribes that no one should be employed by the
municipality unless their post is in the staff establishment of the municipality.
For his part, the first respondent asserted that employing the appellant
under the circumstances would expose him to serious repercussions, as he
would be held liable for any resultant irregular or fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. Consequently, the respondents denied that their non-compliance with Mjali J’s order was wilful and mala fide. Griffiths J agreed
with the respondents and declared the earlier court order a nullity for
these reasons. Dissatisfied with this outcome, and with the leave of the
high court, the appellant subsequently appealed against Griffiths J’s decision to the SCA.
The crux of the appeal was whether the respondents discharged their
evidentiary duty to show that their non-compliance with Mjali J’s order
was neither wilful nor mala fide. In their judgment (penned by PoyoDlwati AJA), the majority affirmed that “it is trite that ‘an order of a
court of law stands until set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Until that is done the court order must be obeyed even if it may be

wrong.” They then went on to find that the question here was not
whether or not s66 of the Municipal Systems Act (32 of 2000) applied,
but whether the first respondent believed that it applied.
In the high court, Griffiths J had found that the first respondent
believed that it applied and that this, therefore, prevented him from giving effect to the order. The majority rejected this conclusion on the facts,
on the basis that both Mjali J and the SCA (in rejecting the petition for
leave to appeal Mjali J’s decision) had already given consideration to this
argument and found there to be no prospects on appeal. Despite this, the
respondents (who also failed to timeously lodge an application for leave
to appeal to the Constitutional Court) simply failed to enforce the order
for over nine months – effectively rendering nugatory a binding court
order. As a result, the appellant was forced to bring contempt proceedings
in an attempt to obtain enforcement of the order.
The majority found that the respondents’ reliance on s66 was “no
more than a ruse employed to justify their misguided attempts not to
implement resolution 10/11 which, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, must be taken to be still of force and full effect.” The majority
concluded that in these circumstances, the high court (per Griffiths J)
should have found that the respondents dismally failed to discharge the
evidentiary onus resting on them to show that their non-compliance with
Mjali J’s order was neither wilful nor mala fide. Poyo-Dlwati AJA, for the
majority, concluded “As I have said, the respondents have provided no
explanation for their failure to apply resolution 10/11 to the appellant.
This grave omission leaves a huge void in the respondents’ case. And this
void ineluctably leads to one conclusion, namely that the respondents
failed to discharge the evidentiary burden that they bore.”
In line with a notable trend by our courts in recent times to hand
down punitive orders, particularly against malfeasant state officials, the
SCA also granted a punitive costs order against the respondents to mark
its displeasure at the manner in which they conducted the litigation. In
doing so, the SCA reinforced the principle that organs of state are duty
bound to conduct themselves in an exemplary manner, remarking that:
“The lackadaisical manner in which the respondents conducted this
litigation warrants a punitive costs order against them. They dragged the
litigation unnecessarily to the detriment of the appellant. Almost all their
responses to the appellant were preceded by an application for condonation for the late filing of their documents. They were not candid with the
court and provided information scantily. They did nothing for at least
nine months until the appellant launched the contempt application. This
must be frowned upon by this Court in line with what was said by
Cameron J in Merafong.”
Although the minority disagreed with the majority in holding that the
non-compliance was wilful and mala fide, it agreed that the punitive cost
order in relation to the conduct of the respondents was warranted.
The majority judgment is important for a number of reasons. Most
obviously, because it reaffirms the pertinent provisions of s165 (5) of the
Constitution that speak to the important constitutional role of courts of
law, their independence, and the sanctity of their orders, and reaffirms the
rule of law – a foundational value that underpins our constitutional
democracy. Perhaps, however, its real significance lies in the fact that the
judgment signals that the majority were not prepared to let obstructive
and dilatory legal tactics by a state litigant win the day. The respondents
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had been afforded every opportunity to provide a complete factual
account of their defense to the appellant’s claims in the high court. But
they failed to do so – whether deliberately or simply as a result of a lack of
appreciation of and/or respect for court process. Either way, the proper
functioning of the judicial process was subverted as a result. Had they
done so, the outcome in the high court may well have been very different. The respondents’ failure to put a factually complete substantive
defence before the court clearly contributed significantly to the majority’s
decision regarding the bona fides of the respondents. Perhaps rightly so.
As was recently emphasised by the Constitutional Court in Public
Protector v South African Reserve Bank 2019 (6) 253 (CC) at para [152]:
“The Constitution requires public officials to be accountable and

observe heightened standards in litigation. They must not mislead or
obfuscate. They must do right and they must do it properly. They are
required to be candid and place a full and fair account of the facts before
a court.”
The majority judgment reaffirms and assures all and sundry that all
shall be equal before the law and that recalcitrant litigants, even state
organs, shall not be spared the rod. Behold the power of a court order! ◆
Cassette is a Director and National Practice
Head Pro Bono & Human Rights Practice
and Xaba an Associate, Pro Bono & Human
Rights Practice with Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

The fight against GBV – three new Bills
BRIGITTA MANGALE AND AKHONA MGWABA

T

he scourge of gender-based violence (GBV)
continues to worsen each year, and the COVID19 pandemic and the national lockdown only
exacerbated the horrors of the GBV crisis in our country.
In the first three weeks of the national lockdown, the
government's GBV and femicide command centre
recorded over 120,000 victims.

Our current legislative and policy framework contain key tools to fight
GBV. However, despite these laws and policies, perpetrators continue to
evade justice. The cases of Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security
(2002 (1) SACR 79 (CC)) and Khanyile v Minister of Safety and Security
(2012 (2) SACR 238 (KZD)) are well-known illustrations. In Carmichele,
the accused – who had a history of sexual violence offences – was released
on bail by the police and the prosecution, despite the clear threat he
posed to the survivor of the attack. In Khanyile, the accused was arrested
and detained for breach of the protection order against him, without the
complainant having provided a statement alleging the breach, as required
by the Domestic Violence Act. The accused was found to have been
unlawfully arrested and was freed.
In an effort to strengthen the existing legislative response to GBV,
President Cyril Ramaphosa announced three bills that aim to improve
the landscape of how government departments, law enforcement and the
courts respond to cases of violence against women.
These three bills were introduced by the Minister of Justice and
Correctional Services in the National Assembly in August last year. All
three bills are currently before the National Assembly, from where they
will go to the National Council of Provinces before being assented to by
the President.

Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters)
Amendment Act Amendment Bill
The Bill aims to amend the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related
Matters) Amendment Act (SORMA). It was introduced in parliament
on 19 August 2020 and seeks to make several changes, the most notable
of which are to: –
1) recognise sexual intimidation as an offence by inserting the following
Part in the SORMA:
‘‘Part 5
Sexual intimidation
Sexual intimidation
14A. A person (‘‘A’’) who unlawfully and intentionally utters or
conveys, whether directly or indirectly, a threat to a complainant
(‘‘B’’) that inspires a reasonable belief of imminent harm in B that
B, or a third party (‘‘C’’), shall be—
(a) raped;
(b) compelled to rape someone else;
(c) sexually violated;
(d) compelled to sexually violate someone else;
(e) compelled to sexually violate himself or herself;
(f) compelled to witness a sexual offence, sexual act or an act of
self-masturbation;
(g) exposed to the genital organs, anus or female breasts of another
person; or
(h) exposed to child pornography, as contemplated in section 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10, respectively, is guilty of the offence of
sexual intimidation.’’
2) further regulate the inclusion and removal of particulars of persons in
the National Register for Sex Offenders by expanding its scope to
include the particulars of all sex offenders and not only those convicted of sexual offences against children and persons who are mentally disabled. The Bill intends to amend s42(1) of the SORMA,
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which currently reads:
“(1) A National Register for Sex Offenders containing particulars of
persons convicted of any sexual offence against a child or a person
who is mentally disabled or are alleged to have committed a sexual offence against a child or a person who is mentally disabled and
who have been dealt with in terms of section 77 (6) or 78 (6) of
the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977, whether committed before or
after the commencement of this Chapter and whether committed
in or outside the Republic, must, before 30 June 2009, and, in
accordance with the provisions of this Chapter and the regulations made thereunder, be established and maintained by the
Minister.’’
The underlined wording will be removed to extend its scope beyond
those convicted of a sexual offence against children and persons who
are mentally disabled;
3) make provision for certain particulars of persons who have been convicted of sexual offences to be publicly available by further amending
s42 by inserting the following subsection:
‘‘(4) The Registrar must make the full names, surname, identity
number and the sexual offence, of every person whose particulars have been included in the Register, available on the website
of the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.’’
4) further regulate the reporting duty of persons who are aware of sexual
offences being committed against children by substituting s54 of the
SORMA with the following section:
“54. (1) A person who has knowledge, reasonable belief or suspicion
that a sexual offence has been committed against a child or a
person who is mentally disabled must report such knowledge,
reasonable belief or suspicion immediately to a police official.
(2) (a)A person who fails to report such knowledge, reasonable
belief or suspicion as contemplated in subsection (1), is
guilty of an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine
or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years
or to both a fine and such imprisonment.
(b) A person who in good faith reports such reasonable belief
or suspicion shall not be liable to any civil or criminal
proceedings by reason of making such report.’’
Criminal and Related Matters Amendment Bill
This Bill was introduced in parliament on 28 August 2020. It aims to
amend the Magistrates' Courts Act and the Superior Courts Act to provide for the appointment of intermediaries and the giving of evidence
through intermediaries and audio-visual links in proceedings on application by any party to proceedings, other than criminal proceedings. This
will be done by the insertion of sections 51A, 51B and 51C in the
Magistrates' Courts Act and sections 37A, 37B and 37C in the Superior
Courts Act. These sections will be titled “Evidence through intermediaries in proceedings other than criminal proceedings’’, “Oath and competency of intermediaries’’ and “Evidence through audio-visual link in proceedings other than criminal proceedings’’, respectively, and will provide
for the procedures, processes and matters connected therewith.
Notably, the Bill also intends to amend the Criminal Procedure Act
(CPA) to further regulate the granting and cancellation of bail by tightening

these provisions. For example, s59 of the CPA, which provides for bail before
the first appearance of the accused in the lower courts, will be amended by the
substitution in subsection (1) for paragraph (a) of the following paragraph:
‘‘(a) An accused who is in custody in respect of any offence, other than
an offence –
(i) referred to in Part II or Part III of Schedule 2;
(ii) against a person in a domestic relationship, as defined in section
1 of the Domestic Violence Act, 1998 (Act No. 116 of 1998);
or
(iii) referred to in—
(aa) section 17(1)(a) of the Domestic Violence Act, 1998;
(bb) section 18(1)(a) of the Protection from Harassment Act,
2011 (Act No. 17 of 2011); or
(cc) any law that criminalises a contravention of any prohibition, condition, obligation or order, which was issued by a
court to protect the person against whom the offence in
question was allegedly committed, from the accused,
may, before his or her first appearance in a lower court, be released
on bail in respect of such offence by any police official of or above
the rank of non-commissioned officer, in consultation with the
police official charged with the investigation, if the accused deposits
at the police station the sum of money determined by such police
official.’’
The underlined provisions have
been added to ensure that perpetrators of GBV are not released on bail
before their first appearance in the
lower courts.
The Bill seeks to further amend
the CPA to regulate the giving of
evidence by means of closed-circuit
television or similar electronic
media and the right of a complainant in a domestic related
offence to participate in bail and
parole proceedings. This gives survivors or the relatives of a deceased
victim the opportunity to be heard
before the court or the parole
board, prior to any decision being
made.
Domestic Violence
Amendment Act
This Bill was introduced in parliament on 7 September 2020 and
seeks to make five overarching
changes, one of which includes the
expansion of the definition of
domestic violence to include –
“(hA) elder abuse;
(hB) coercive behaviour;
(hC) controlling behaviour;

Mangale

Mgwaba
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(hD)

exposing or subjecting children to behaviour listed in (a) to (hC)’’

The definitions of these newly recognised forms of domestic violence
are also provided for in the Bill. This expansion widens the scope of
application of the Domestic Violence Act.
The Bill also provides for the online submission of protection orders
and the addition of the protection order to a central depository that
houses other orders and cases against the same person to prevent perpetrators from hiding their past histories of domestic violence. Section 4 of
the Domestic Violence Act will be amended to include the following
subsections:
“(1A) The prescribed application may be submitted to the clerk of the
court remotely by way of a secure online submission or in person.
(1B) The clerk of the court must upload all electronic and hard copies of
the applications onto the integrated electronic repository established in terms of section 6A of this Act.’’
Section 6A will be inserted to establish the integrated electronic
repository for domestic violence protection orders and related matters:
“6A. (1) An integrated electronic repository for domestic violence protection orders referred to in sections 5 and 6 must in accordance
with this Act, be established and maintained by the Minister.
(2) The Minister must designate a fit and proper person, with due
regard to his or her experience, conscientiousness and integrity,
to administer the integrated electronic repository.
(3) Access to the integrated electronic repository may, in the prescribed
manner, be granted to officials in the criminal justice system for
the purposes of complying with any obligation under this Act.’’
Our government's response to GBV has resulted in significant
developments in our criminal law. One well-known development
came about following the case of Levenstein and Others v Estate Late
Sidney Lewis Frankel and Others 2018 (2) SACR 283 (CC) in which
s18 of the Criminal Procedure Act was declared irrational, arbitrary

and unconstitutional insofar as it did not afford the survivors of sexual
assault, other than rape or compelled rape, the right to pursue a
charge after a lapse of 20 years. This was a welcomed development in
our law, recognising the unique psychological harm suffered by survivors of sexual assault and empowering them to take legal action
after grappling with the psychological harm and trauma that comes
with the sexual violence.
The government's aim to legislatively respond to GBV has played itself
out most significantly in our criminal law. Developments in our civil law
have not been as rigorously pursued. The civil law around damages rooted
in sexual assault was last significantly developed in the 2005 SCA case of
Van Zijl v Hoogenhout 2005 (2) SA 93 (SCA). The most recent significant
development took the form of the passing of the Prescription in Civil and
Criminal Matters (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill. On 23 December
2020, the President assented to this bill which amends the Prescription
Act to, inter alia, extend the list of sexual offences for which the commencement of the prescription period is delayed under certain circumstances. This meaningfully continues the journey of developing our civil
law. However, further developments remain necessary if our legislative
framework is to adequately protect and empower victims of sexual
offences.
In line with our core focus on women's rights, our practice is currently pursuing what we believe to be the meaningful and significant
development of our civil law in relation to sexual offences, and we will
continue to meaningfully engage in further areas in need of development. Our practice will also keep a close eye on the progression of
these three bills, as well as further significant developments in both the
criminal law and the civil law space as they pertain to GBV and sexual
offences. ◆
Mangale is a Senior Associate in the Pro Bono
& Human Rights practice and Mgwaba is a
Candidate Attorney, Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.
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Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr

T

he firm is pleased to announce the following appointments: Dispute Resolution practice: Clive Rumsey – Director, Danika Balusik – Senior
Associate and Kyle Bowles – Associate Corporate & Commercial practice: Darryl Jago – Senior Associate and Anton Ackerman – Associate.
Real Estate practice: Marlene Heppes – Senior Associate.

Clive Rumsey

Danika Balusik

Kyle Bowles

Darryl Jago

Anton Ackerman

Marlene Heppes

DYNAMIC AND INNOVATIVE LAW FIRM
WELCOMES NEW PROFESSIONALS

T

he year 2020 was difficult and
challenging for all industries
and we need to ensure that
our clients continue to receive the
best possible service. Cox Yeats firmly
believes that both expertise and
growth in people are paramount to
excellent client service.
Cox Yeats has a clear and compelling purpose, “To make a positive difference in this world through
consistently being the most dynamic
and innovative law firm that offers
highly personalised expertise.”
To this end, Cox Yeats is proud
to welcome new associates and
candidate legal practitioners to its
teams in 2021.

MEGAN BAKER

Savannah Buys, Candidate
Legal Practitioner

Brandon van Zyl, Candidate
Legal Practitioner

Rhulani Mahange, Candidate
Legal Practitioner

a member of the Golden Key
Honours Society in 2015.

comed into the Golden Key
International Society, was elected to
the leadership of the Chamber of
Legal Students (UCT Branch), which
specialises in pro bono student representation at disciplinary tribunals,
and participated in the law school’s
mentorship programme.

Arts (Law and Philosophy) degree
and a Bachelor of Laws degree,
both from the University of the
Witwatersrand.

TARYN GOVENDER

ipated in, and won, the Varsity
College Moot Court competition
for KZN and was awarded Best
Speaker in 2016.
For the duration of her law studies, Amanda was an academic
tutor, student representative and a
member of Students for Law and
Social Justice (SLSJ). In addition to
being amongst the top students in
her class, Amanda was invited to
join the Golden Key Honour Society.

MEGAN HINDE

AMANDA KHUZWAYO

KIYURA NAIDOO
Megan Hinde, Candidate Legal
Practitioner

Megan Baker, Associate

M

egan Baker joins Cox
Yeats as an Associate, in
the Insolvency and
Business Rescue Team. Megan
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in
English and Communication Science
from UNISA in 2007. She then went
on to obtain a Bachelor of Laws in
2016. Megan was admitted as an
Attorney in 2019, having completed
her articles of clerkship at a Durbanbased firm. She then practised as an
Associate at another Durban law
firm before joining Cox Yeats.

SAVANNAH BUYS

S

avannah Buys joined the Cox
Yeats Corporate & Natural
Resources Team, where she
will be serving articles.
Savannah obtained her B.A.
Law from the University of
Stellenbosch in 2017. She then
completed her LL.B, graduating in
2020. As part of a semester
exchange programme organised by
the universities, Savannah completed the final semester of her
studies at the at the University of
Antwerp, Belgium. Savannah was

M

Taryn Govender, Candidate
Legal Practitioner

T

aryn Govender joins Cox
Yeats as a Candidate Legal
Practitioner. She will serve
articles in the Construction 2 Team.
Taryn has an LLB degree from
UCT. While at UCT, she served as
a member of the SLSJ (Students for
Law and Social Justice).
In 2017 she co-created an SLSJ
funded mentorship programme
aimed at empowering female high
school students in Khayeltisha.
Taryn interned at the UCT Legal
Aid Clinic in 2018.

BRANDON VAN ZYL

B

randon van Zyl joined Cox
Yeats as a Candidate Legal
Practitioner. He is serving
articles as a member of the
Construction, Engineering and
Infrastructure Team.
Brandon graduated from
University of Pretoria (TUKS) with a
Bachelor of Science (majoring in
Genetics) (2014), and from the
University of Cape Town with both
a Bachelor of Commerce (majoring
in Financial Accounting with Law)
(2018) and his LL.B degree (2020).
While at UCT, Brandon was wel-

Amanda Khuzwayo, Candidate
Legal Practitioner

Kiyura Naidoo, Candidate Legal
Practitioner

K

iyura Naidoo has joined Cox
Yeats as a Candidate Legal
Practitioner, and will serve
articles in the Maritime Team.
Kiyura was born and raised in
Durban. Her family places
immense value on education.
She matriculated in 2013 from
Durban Girl’s High School with
seven distinctions and went on to
earn her LL.B degree, cum laude,
from the University of Kwa- Zulu
Natal in 2018. Kiyura is currently
reading an LL.M in Business Law.

RHULANI MAHANGE

R

hulani Mahange has joined
the Johannesburg office of
Cox Yeats as a Candidate
Legal Practitioner where she is a
member of the Insolvency and
business Rescue Team.
Rhulani was born and raised in
a village called Elim in Limpopo.
She completed a Bachelor of

A

manda Khuzwayo joins Cox
Yeats as a Candidate Legal
Practitioner, and will serve
articles as a member of the
Insolvency and Business Rescue
Team.
Amanda graduated with an
LL.B. from the University of the
Free State, through Varsity
College, Durban. She initially studied medicine at the University of
Cape Town in 2013, however after
two years she decided to pursue a
career in law, as this is what she is
truly passionate about.
During the course of her law
studies, she was awarded multiple
academic bursaries, including a
bursary from the Attorneys Fidelity
Fund in 2017. Amanda also partic-

egan Hinde has joined
the Johannesburg office
of Cox Yeats as a
Candidate Legal Practitioner,
where she will serve articles as a
member of the Insurance &
Construction Team.
Megan was born and raised in
Zimbabwe, then moved to South
Africa to study. She obtained an
LL.B from the University of Cape
Town in 2018 and went on to read
a Master of Science in International
Development at UCT. She graduated in 2020 with distinction.
While at university, Megan was
Head Student of her Residence
House Committee (2015-2016) and
a member of Student Parliament
and the Residence Committee. She
received a Dean’s Merit List Award
in her final year of law.
Contact us on:
T: +27 (0)31 536 8500
W: www.coxyeats.co.za
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Webber Wentzel

A

t partnership level, Lilia Franca and Giada
Masina have joined Webber Wentzel. Lilia specialises in listed M&A transactions and capital markets
work with a focus on regulated affected transactions,
take-private transactions and BEE transactions. Her
expertise has been recognised by various international
Giada Masina
Gopolang Kgaile
Lilia Franca
research organisations including Legal 500, IFLR100
and Best Lawyers. Giada specialises in M&A and mining law and has over a decade of experience in the mining industry. She
advises on all mining regulatory aspects of commercial transactions from inception to implementation. Her expertise has been
recognised by Legal 500 and Chambers Global.
At Associate level, Gopolang Kgaile and Justin Roberts also join the firm. The team joined in February.
Ziyanda Ntshona, Corporate Business Unit Head said “Lilia and her team are highly regarded in the market. I am confident
that their experience, expertise and well-established client relationships will further solidify our position as a market leader in
relation to capital markets and M&A work across a number of key sectors such as Mining, Financial Services and TMT.” While
Lilia commented, “The team and I have been overwhelmed by the support and warmth from the people at Webber Wentzel and
its leadership, and we are thrilled to be part of such an incredible firm.”

Andersen Global

Lawtons Africa

S

A

outh African boutique law firm, Tabacks, became a full member of
Andersen Global with effect from 24 February 2021. The firm will be
known as Andersen in South Africa. Andersen Global is an international
association of legally separate, independent member firms with a presence in
45 countries in Africa. Derrick Kaufmann, head of Corporate and
Commercial for Andersen in South Africa, and co-Managing Partner for
Andersen in Africa, along with Olaleye Adebiyi in Nigeria says “The synergy
between legal and tax is critical, with most corporate transactions driven by
tax imperatives. Being part of Andersen Global means that we can call on
trusted, knowledgeable partners in key markets, making it possible for clients
to have a strong relationship with one brand for their tax and legal services,
wherever they may need them”.

Justin Roberts

Ziyanda Ntshona

ppointments: Mongale Falla, Charissa Chengalroyen, Sipho
Mtsweni and Nicola Irving have been appointed as candidate
attorneys.

Mongale Falla, Charissa Chengalroyen, Sipho Mtsweni and Nicola Irving

NOTICE TO LEGAL PRACTITIONERS
2021 Fidelity Fund Certificate Applications Now Open
The Legal Practitioners’ Fidelity Fund (the Fund) wishes to alert legal practitioners that the 2021 Fidelity Fund Certificate online applications are now
open. Eligible legal practitioners may apply for their Fidelity Fund Certificates online at: https://ffc.fidfund.co.za/login/
Eligibility to apply for Fidelity Fund Certificate means, as a minimum:
• Legal practitioner is a director/partner/sole practitioner in one or more legal practice/s
• Legal practitioner is exempted from or completed the practice management training (PMT) or it is due in future
• Legal practitioner has paid the R345 contribution for FFC application
• The legal practice/s which the legal practitioner is linked with as director/partner/sole practitioner has/have received a 2020 audit report that
is approved by the Legal Practice Council (LPC)
For assistance, legal practitioners may contact their Provincial Offices, alternatively the following officials at the Fund:
Frank Sudron | Frank.sudron@fidfund.co.za | 012 622 3976. Neo Motsepe | neo.motsepe@fidfund.co.za | 012 622 3977.
Kedibone Mashigo | Kedibone.mashigo@fidfund.co.za | 012 622 3978
Please note:
The Fund officials can only provide telephonic support on the navigation of the FFC application system and not on data related issues.
All data related queries must be directed to the respective Provincial Office
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Snapshot of January | February 2021...
SA Exchange Listed M&A

Orion Minerals undertook a two-tranche share placement to raise $25 million at

Advanced Health disposed of Advanced Vergelegen Surgical Centre to Hibosys,

$0.036 per share. The funds will be used to advance Orion’s strategy of re-establish-

operating as Summerhill Surgical Centre. The 18,15 million disposal is in line with the

ing the Northern Cape Province as a globally significant copper producer.

company’s restructuring plans and decision to dispose of underperforming facilities.
Unlisted SA M&A
Insimbi Industrial repurchased 18,46 million of its shares at R0.008125 per share from

African Rainbow Energy and Power, acquired a 40% stake in SOLA Group,

the sellers of Group Wreck International Non-Ferrous. Insimbi acquired a 90% stake of

making it the largest individual shareholder. The investment further expands AREP’s

Group Wreck in 2018 for R120 million. Subsequently a number of claims against the sell-

presence in the renewables sector in which it is focused on clean energy solutions.

ers and the effects of the pandemic have resulted in the business of Group Wreck being
adversely affected. Parties have agreed to settle the Warranty Claim with the repurchase

Local cryptocurrency exchange platform, OVEX, which specialises in over-the-counter

of shares and will acquire the remaining 10% of Group Wreck for R350,000.

trading, received an undisclosed investment from Alameda Research, a US quantitative cryptocurrency trading firm.

MTN announced the conclusion of an agreement to dispose of its 20% stake in
Belgacom International Carrier Services SA (BICS) to Belgium firm Proximus for €100

Tyme, the South African-based digital banking network for emerging markets, has

million (c.R1,8 billion). BICS was classified as a non-current asset held for sale.

received $110 million (R1,6 billion) in a Series B capital raise, laying the foundation
for Tyme’s expansion across ASEAN. The new investors include Apis Growth Fund II,

Orion Minerals entered into an exclusive option to undertake a due diligence and

a private equity fund managed by Apis Partners and Gokongwei-led JG Summit

acquire a 56.25% interest in Southern African Tantalum Mining. Other shareholders

Holdings of the Philippines. They will become minority shareholders each with

include the Industrial Development Corporation (43.75%).

14.9% and 5.13% respectively. Following the completion of the transaction ARC
Financial Services will hold c.59% stake.

Sibanye-Stillwater made an initial phased equity investment of €30 million for an
c.30% equity shareholding into Keliber, whose wholly owned advanced lithium pro-

Across the rest of Africa.....

ject located in the Kaustinen region of Finland, is one of the most significant lithium-

Kenya: GreenHouse Capital, a Lagos-based fintech company, has invested in startup

bearing areas in Europe. Sibanye has a guaranteed option to achieve a majority stake

Popote, a tech platform whose product PopotePay aims to solve the problem of

in Keliber following the completion of the undated feasibility study by contributing

financial control by leveraging technology, enabling businesses to manage outgoing

further equity financing.
General Corporate Finance

payments digitally with budgeting, payment initiation and record keeping.

General Corporate Finance

Kenya: Bioline Agrosciences, a world class player in biological control, has

DKR, a German property company with REIT status in Germany has been granted a

announced the acquisition of Dudutech from Flamingo Group International for an

secondary inward listing on the Main Board of the JSE with effect from March 8,

undisclosed sum.

2021. The DKR real estate portfolio consists of 165 convenience retail properties
with a gross lettable area of c. 901,016m² and a market value of c. €880 million.

Madagascar: Terra Mauricia and Kibo Fund led a consortium of minority investors in
the exit of a 16% stake in Orange Madagascar, a leading mobile operator in franco-

Huge Group announced a decision to apply for admission of its share to trading on

phone Africa, listed on the Malagasy market. The disinvestment comes 10 years of

the Alternative Investment Market of the London Stock Exchange. The company

supporting Orange’s growth into a dominant player in voice and data services for

intends to retain its primary listing on the JSE and A2X with a secondary listing on AIM.

individuals and businesses and via its subsidiary Orange Money Madagascar, a leading financial service provider.

Lewis Group repurchased 2,258,392 of its own ordinary shares in terms of the general authority granted by shareholders, representing 3% of the issued share capital of

Morocco: Mediterrania Capital Partners, a private equity firm focused on growth

the company. The shares were repurchased for a total value of R46,95 million

investments for SMEs and mid-cap companies in North Africa and sub-Saharan coun-

between October 26, 2020 and February 3, 2021. The company may still repurchase

tries, sold its remaining stake in Moroccan-based Cash Plus. The stake in the inde-

a further 7% of its issued share capital.

pendent money transfer company was sold to a group of Moroccan family offices.

NATURE
OF DEAL

Acquisition by

PARTIES

Karooooo Pte from minority
shareholders

ASSET

95 437 057 shares in Cartrack (31,81%
stake) [excludes those owned by Karooooo
and the Cartrack executive incentive trust]

Disposal by

Oceana Group to the employee
trust and strategic black partners

6,5% stake in Oceana (6% and 0,5%
respectively

Disposal by

Chevelon Investments (Texton
Property Fund) to FWRE
Huge from Adapt IT minority
shareholders

DHL Bawtry Distribution Warehouse,
located in Doncaster, UK
all shares in Adapt IT

Acquisition by

SA LAW FIRM

ENSafrica
Norton Rose Fulbright
South Africa
ENSafrica

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr
Herbert Smith Freehills
South Africa
Webber Wentzel

LAWYERS

Doron Joffe, Sanjay Kassen, Nkosi Tshabalala,
Parusha Desai Valodia, Ryan Goodman,
Sean Lederman, Andries Myburgh, Carli Aldrich
Stephen Kennedy-Good, Dale Cridlan,
Summer van Haght
Paul Descroizilles, Zeyn Bhyat, Sarah Binge,
Andréa Pekeur, Dale Hutchison, Julio Sanchez,
Jan Viviers, Megan McCormack, Robert Gad,
Zamadlomo Matshaya
Johan Green, Marzia Gertze
Ross Lomax, Sarah Burman, Jonathan Arumugam;
Thandeka Diremelo, Phathutshedzo Rambau
Andriza Liebenberg, Desmond Rudman,
Gareth Driver, Holly ter Bruggen, Kiara Ghirao,
Mlu Mahlangu, Nazia Dinat

ESTIMATED
DEAL VALUE

ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE

R4bn

Jan 6

R570m

Jan 15

£22,65m

Jan 25

R799,8m

Jan 27

